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Santosh Venkatiah Sudharshan Manicka
THE ROLE OF CANALIZATION IN THE SPREADING OF PERTURBATIONS IN
BOOLEAN NETWORKS
Canalization is a property of Boolean automata that characterizes the extent to which subsets of
inputs determine (canalize) the output. Here, we investigate the role of canalization as a charac-
teristic of perturbation-spreading in random Boolean networks (BN) with homogeneous connectiv-
ity via numerical simulations. We consider two different measures of canalization introduced by
Marques-Pita and Rocha, namely ‘effective connectivity’ and ‘input symmetry’, in a three-pronged
approach. First, we show that the mean ‘effective connectivity’, a measure of the true mean in-
degree of a BN, is a better predictor of the dynamical regime (order or chaos) of the BN than the
mean in-degree. Next, we combine effective connectivity and input symmetry in a single measure
of ‘unified canalization’ by using a common yardstick of Boolean hypercube “dimension”, a form of
fractal dimension. We show that the unified measure is a better predictor of dynamical regime than
effective connectivity alone for BNs with large in-degrees. When considered separately, the relative
contributions of the two components of the unified measure changes systematically with the mean
in-degree, where input symmetry becomes increasingly more dominant with larger in-degrees. As
an application, we show that the said measures of canalization characterize the dynamical regimes
of a suite of Systems biology models better than the in-degree. Finally, we introduce ‘integrated
effective connectivity’ as an extension of effective connectivity that characterizes the canalization
present in BNs with arbitrary timescales obtained by iteratively composing a BN with itself. We
show that the integrated measure is a better predictor of long-term dynamical regime than just
effective connectivity for a small class of BNs known as the elementary cellular automata. This
dissertation will advance theoretical understanding of BNs, allowing us to more accurately predict
v
their short-term and long-term dynamic character, based on canalization. As BNs are generic
models of complex systems, combining interaction graphs with multivariate dynamics, these results
contribute to the complex networks and systems field. Moreover, as BNs are important models of
choice in Systems biology, our methods contribute to the burgeoning toolkit of the field.
Luis M. Rocha, PhD
Randall D. Beer, PhD
Olaf Sporns, PhD
Yong-Yeol Ahn, PhD
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Chapter 1
Canalization in the Dynamics of Complex Systems
1.1 Overview
Networks are popular models of choice for many natural and technological systems. Patterns in
network topology have yielded deep insights into the systems being modeled. For example, the
apparent universality of scale-free topology of networked natural systems (e.g., cellular regulation,
brain networks) has lent support to the idea that different systems may have similar governing
mechanisms underlying their architecture and behavior [11–13]. Multivariate dynamical systems
can be seen as complex networks that come with an additional specification about how their nodes
(variables) behave dynamically. They are more general because they, unlike graphs, accept more
than pairwise interactions. The transfer functions that specify node behavior can be non-linear
functions linking inputs and output in complex (e.g., non-additive) ways. As a result, the role of
overt topology in the overall dynamic behavior of the multivariate system may only be partial, thus
warranting systematic considerations of the role of transfer functions.
Boolean networks (BN) are exemplars of complex discrete dynamical systems that were originally
introduced as models of genetic regulatory systems [65, 67]. The Boolean ON-OFF idealization
captures the characteristic switch-like behavior of gene expression [48, 49, 67].The Boolean logic
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functions model the combinatorial regulation, also known as synergy, observed in many natural bio-
chemical systems including cell signaling and metabolic networks [3,46,129]. The Boolean modeling
approach, also known as ‘logic modeling’, has been successful to the extent that it has become possi-
ble to synthetically alter the ‘regulation logic’ of genes in real gene regulatory systems [22], in such a
way as to dramatically alter the gene expression patterns [104]. Thus, logic modeling has proven to
be useful both as an approach to understanding the overall organization of a biochemical system and
making predictions about its dynamics and controllability, even while certain important physical
properties like biochemical rates, concentration and timing are not considered [1,3,17,23,139,140].
It has morever produced models able to faithfully reproduce the full trajectory of states from a
known initial condition to the attractor, e.g., the yeast cell cycle model [17].
BN have also found applications in a variety of other fields including neuroscience, social science
and epidemiology [3, 9, 34, 93, 101]. In these cases, Boolean networks serve as modes of spreading
and communication processes. That is, they help model how infections, ideas, voting patterns and
neuronal signals diffuse. The question typically posed about these models is: how do perturbations
spread in the long run1?
One of the most active areas of research in complexity dealing with multivariate dynamical systems
is the topic of criticality, in which case we are typically interested in characterizing how small per-
turbations spread in the short-term, in other words, whether they amplify or dissipate. Analyses
of a number of Boolean network (BN) models of gene regulation have shown that they are either
dynamically stable or operate near the critical boundary separating the ordered and the chaotic
regimes [10, 48, 49, 118]. In the ordered regime, the system is stable in response to most perturba-
tions, whereas in the chaotic regime it is sensitive to perturbations. Thus, the intermediate critical
regime is expected to achieve an optimal balance between robustness and flexibility [5]. Many stud-
1the definition of the term ‘perturbation’ depends on the study (e.g., an infection in epidemics models is equivalent
to a perturbation)
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ies concur with the idea that natural biochemical systems exhibit criticality, that is, they exhibit
dynamics associated with the critical regime [99, 110, 127]. A few biochemical systems, however,
exhibit dynamics more typical of the ordered regime [118]. For example, the segment polarity net-
work of Drosophila is known to be highy robust to perturbations [88, 136]. Our own analysis of a
BN repository known as ‘Cell collective’ reveals a few examples of biochemical systems that reside
deeper in the ordered regime (Fig. 2.13 in Ch.2). It is nevertheless thought that criticality confers
many functional advantages to the system, for example, better defense in bird flocks, maximal
amplification of a wide range of frequencies in the auditory system, ability to explore of a wide
range of states in neural systems and optimization of information flow during the morphogenesis
of the Drosophila embryo [71,99] and in cortical networks [16].
The criticality of a system can be measured empirically — in either statistical physics terms (long-
range correlations, non-Gaussian and power-law distributions of fluctuations etc.) or in dynamical
systems terms (neighboring trajectories tend to neither converge nor diverge with time). A theory of
criticality allows us to predict whether a system is critical or not based on some of its characteristic
features (e.g., modularity, average degree distribution, transfer function properties etc.). Theories
of criticality of RBNs are useful because they prescribe a set of sufficient conditions for a BN
to occupy a certain dynamical regime. Consequently, they lead to a better understanding of the
possible influence of those constraints on the dynamics of complex systems and how they have
evolved. A theory of criticality could also be useful in a clinical setting—assuming accurate systems
biology models of biochemical regulation [130]—where it may help constrain the set of possible
interventions for, say, driving a system from a ‘diseased’ state to a ‘healthy’ state. Naturally, ‘better’
theories prescribe more precise and reliable constraints for interventions. A good case in point is
cancer. Cancer can be thought of as the appearence of a stable pattern of genetic expression—a
‘stable misbehavior’—in the epigenetic landscape of a cell [57,105]. A recent study further suggests
that a potentially universal characteristic of cancer is hyper-variability in the genetic expression
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profiles [20]. These observations have led to the hypothesis that cancerous systems may be slightly
chaotic in nature since presence of many, if stable, attractors is a telltale sign of chaos in Boolean
networks [106]. Thus, interventional prescriptions for triggering apoptosis (normal cell death) in
cancerous cells based on Boolean network models of such systems (e.g., [140]) may be better guided
by more accurate theories of criticality.
One of the earliest theories of criticality for Boolean networks, introduced by Stuart Kauffman, was
also one of the simplest: networks with more than two inputs on the average tend to be chaotic,
otherwise are critical or stable [67]. However, it is not the most accurate, since it is known that
a number of gene regulatory systems have many more than an average of just two inputs, yet are
not chaotic [118]. A more accurate theory, put forth by Derrida [32], considered both the number
of inputs and the ‘output bias’ of a node (the probability with which a node outputs a 1 or 0, or is
ON or OFF, for a randomly chosen input) as its tuning parameters. While allowing networks with
a relatively large number of inputs to be stable, the theory still required that the average output
bias be very high, which is uncharacteristic of real systems as well [4]. Aldana addressed this issue
by introducing a theory of criticality for scale-free Boolean networks that accommodated both very
large connectivity and low average output bias in the stable regime [4].
A multitude of theories of criticality is in principle possible for BN since they can be characterized
in different ways (average in-degree, output bias and scale-free exponent etc.) [67]. It is thus natural
to ask what features characterize actual biochemical systems and motivate theories with the same.
A striking feature of gene regulatory systems is that they tend to be regulated by highly ‘canalizing’
transfer functions [10,48,49,67,126,127]. Canalization is a property of a Boolean function wherein
the state of a single canalizing input is sufficient to determine the output [67]. If a gene has a
canalizing transcription factor, for example, then it alone can determine whether the gene should
be transcribed or not even while other factors are present or not. A Boolean function with one or
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more such canalizing inputs is known as a canalizing function. It has been shown that the fraction of
nodes with canalizing functions is a more reliable indicator of the dynamical regime of the network
than its mean in-degree and output bias [62]. As a consequence, a larger fraction of canalizing
transfer functions tends to push a network into the stable regime [10, 64]. A more restricted form
of canalization, known as ‘nested canalization’, describes Boolean functions with hierarchical layers
of canalization, which have been found to be a characteristic of certain biochemical systems [63].
Moreover, the number of canalization layers, quantified as the “nested canalizing depth”, is also
known to be an indicator of the dynamical regime of a BN [60,75]. Another measure of canalization,
known as sensitivity, takes a probabilistic form: it is the expected number of inputs of a Boolean
function whose individual toggling results in the toggling of the output [117]. The mean sensitivity
of a random BN is also known to determine its dynamic regime [113].
The types of canalization described above measure the extent to which single inputs determine the
output of Boolean functions. In this sense, they can be viewed as measures of linear canalization
since the expected degree of canalization of a set of inputs would at best be, all else being equal, a
linear combination of the degrees of canalization of single inputs. Marques-Pita and Rocha [88] have
recently introduced a more general, nonlinear, measure of canalization called input redundancy—as
well as the complementary effective connectivity. These are measures of partial canalization where
subsets of inputs are allowed to be jointly canalizing. Thus, for instance, a pair of inputs may be
jointly canalizing even if the individual inputs are not (e.g., the XOR function). Partial canalization
is known to be prevalent in Boolean functions [108]. Marques-Pita and Rocha have also introduced
a higher-order form of partial canalization known as input symmetry that quantifies the extent to
which the states of subsets of inputs equally determine (canalize) the output [87, 88]. The inputs
to the logical OR function, for example, are symmetric, since as long as one of the inputs is ON the
output is ON. The relationship between partial canalization and criticality has not been explored
before, and is a focus of this dissertation.
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Criticality is a characterization of short-term spreading of perturbations, as mentioned before. It is
thus natural to ask if the aforementioned measures of canalization are predictive of perturbation-
spreading over longer time intervals as well. Given the nonlinear nature of a typical BN, it is
reasonable to suppose that they may not be appreciably predictive. The reason is that it is typi-
cally not possible to predict the long-run behavior of nonlinear dynamical systems using analytical
methods [124], meaning that the characteristic “static” features (e.g., the degree of canalization)
are typically not predictive as well since analytical solutions necessarily comprise such features. It
is, however, possible to compute the long-term behavior of a nonlinear dynamical system through
numerical integration [124]. This motivates the question of whether a Boolean analog of “inte-
gration” where a BN is iteratively composed with itself may lead to the formulation of an even
more nuanced measure of canalization—the integrated effective connectivity—as a predictor of the
long-term dynamical behavior of BNs.
The goal of this dissertation is to characterize the relationship between canalization and criticality,
and perturbation spreading in general, in Boolean networks. We focus on the following three
questions:
1. Is a theory of criticality based on mean effective connectivity (or input redundancy) a better
predictor of the dynamic regime of a BN than one based on mean in-degree, as pursued by
current theories?
2. Does the prediction of dynamical regime improve by incorporating both input redundancy
and symmetry into a unified measure of canalization?
3. Is a measure of ‘integrated effective connectivity’, indicating the mean effective connectivity
of an “integrated” BN obtained by iteratively composing a BN with itself, a better predictor
of perturbation-spreading over long intervals of time than the mean effective connectivity of
the original BN?
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The basic motivation behind these questions is that the aforementioned measures of partial canal-
ization of Boolean functions are more nuanced than the conventional measures, and therefore may
be more predictive of the dynamical response to perturbations, resulting in more accurate theories
of criticality and of perturbation spreading in general.
In the following sections, the conceptual building blocks that support this dissertation, and their
theoretical foundations are described in detail.
1.2 Boolean automata
A Boolean automaton is a binary variable, x ∈ {0, 1}, where state 0 is interpreted as false (off or
unexpressed), and state 1 as true (on or expressed). The states of x are updated in discrete
time-steps, t, according to a Boolean state-transition function or simply Boolean function f :
{0, 1}k 7→ {0, 1} of k inputs variables: x = f(i1, . . . , ik). Such a function can be defined by
a Boolean logic formula or by a look-up (truth) table (LUT) with 2k entries each containing an
input vector and the corresponding output value. An example of the former is x = f(i1, i2, i3) =
(¬i1) ∨ (¬i2 ∧ ¬i3) ∨ (i2 ∧ i3); ∧, ∨ and ¬ denote logical conjunction, disjunction, and negation
respectively. Each variable or its negation in the formula is known as a literal, and a term within a
set of parentheses is known as a conjunctive clause as the literals are joined by logical conjunction.
The entire formula is a disjunctive clause since the terms are joined by logical disjunction. This
standard representation of logic formulas is known as the disjunctive normal form (DNF) [28]; all
logic formulas in this dissertation are described in DNF form. The states of x are updated in
discrete time steps, so xt+1 = ¬(it1) ∨ (¬it2 ∧ ¬it3) ∨ (it2 ∧ it3), in the above example.The LUT for
this example function is shown in Fig. 1.1b. Each LUT entry, fα, is defined by a condition (input
vector), denoted by a Boolean vector of length k, and the transition (output value), denoted by
a Boolean scalar. The entire LUT is denoted as: F ≡ {fα : α = 1, . . . , 2k}. The subsets of the
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LUT that map to the outputs 0 and 1 are denoted as: F0 and F1, respectively, so F ≡ F0 ∪ F1;
F0 ∩ F1 = φ.
A graphical representation of this function is depicted as a Boolean hypercube in (Fig. 1.1(c)), where
the Euclidean coordinates of the corners represent the input vectors fα (LUT entries), and the color
of the circle at each corner represents the output (black = 1, white = 0). The output bias of the
function, p, is the proportion of outputs equal to 1: p = |F1|
2k
.
Figure 1.1: Three different ways of representing a Boolean function, shown for exemplar function of k=3
input variables: x = f(i1, i2, i3). (a): The logic formula specifying the possible conditions for which x = 1
(True) or x = 0 (False), according to Boolean algebra. (b): The Look-up table (LUT) of the function;
left column lists all possible input vector conditions fα, and the right column specifies the respective logical
values assigned to automaton x, the output. The subsets of LUT entries that lead to the two logical values
are denoted by F0 and F1 for x = 0 and x = 1, respectively; the output bias, p, of this function is listed at
the bottom. (c): The Boolean hypercube is shown as a 3-dimensional cube, since k = 3; LUT entries are
represented by the Euclidean coordinates of the corners of the cube, and the corresponding output values
by the color of the circle embedded on each corner (black means True or 1 and white means False or 0).
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1.3 Boolean networks
A Boolean network (BN) is a graph B = (X,E), where X = {xi : i = 1, . . . , n} is a set of n Boolean
automata nodes (or variables) and E = {eji} is a set of directed edges where eji indicates an edge
from xj to xi. The set of input nodes to xi is denoted as Xi = {xj ∈ X : eji ∈ E}. Its cardinality,
ki = |Xi|, is the in-degree of node xi. At any given time t, B is in a specific configuration of node
states, xt = (xt1, . . . , x
t
n). We use the terms state for individual automata (x) and configuration (x)
for the collection of states of the set of automata of B, i.e. the collective network state. The state
of a node xi at time t + 1 is determined by its LUT Fi ≡ {fi:α : α = 1, . . . , 2k}, for every possible
unique input vector fi:α at time t. The output bias of node xi is denoted as pi.
Starting from an initial configuration, x0, a BN updates the states of its nodes with a synchronous
or asynchronous policy. In this dissertation, the synchronous update policy is assumed, where the
states of all nodes are simultaneously updated: xt+1 = (F1(X
t
1), . . . , Fn(X
t
n)). The dynamics of B
is thus defined by the temporal sequence of configurations that ensue, and there are 2n possible
configurations. The transitions between configurations can be represented as a state-transition
graph, STG, where each vertex is a configuration, and each directed edge denotes a transition from
xt to xt+1. The STG of B thus encodes the network’s entire dynamical landscape. Configurations
that repeat, such that xt+µ = xt, are known as attractors; fixed point when µ = 1, and limit cycle
– with period µ – when µ > 1, respectively. The disconnected subgraphs of a STG leading to
an attractor are known as basins of attraction. A BN B has a finite number b of attractors; each
denoted by Ai : i = 1, ..., b. Every configuration x is in the basin of attraction of some specific
attractor Ai. That is, the dynamic trajectory of x converges to Ai. We denote such a dynamical
trajectory by σ(x) Ai.
BN are a type of discrete multivariate dynamical system introduced to build qualitative models of
genetic regulation whereby attractors are thought of representing distinct phenotypic configurations
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(e.g. cell types) [65]. As we describe next, these dynamical systems are very amenable to large-scale
statistical analysis (see [40] for a comprehensive review).
1.4 Boolean network ensembles
An ensemble of Boolean networks is a set of BNs characterized by some set of constraints; every
member satisfies those constraints whose properties are otherwise randomized. A member of an
ensemble shall be known as a random Boolean network (RBN). Stuart Kauffman has studied the
nk ensemble in which every BN contains n nodes each containing k inputs; every other property
including wiring makeup and the choice of Boolean functions is random [65–67]. Another well-
studied ensemble is the nkp ensemble that requires, in addition to the nk constraint, that every node
has a fixed output bias p. The original motivation behind the ensemble approach was to generate
testable hypotheses about the interplay between self-organization and natural selection [67].
1.5 Perturbation spreading
An approach to characterize the behavior of a dynamical system is by way of studying its response
to perturbations. One typically bases the characterization, e.g., robustness, stability or resilience,
on the nature of short-term responses (see below). The study of long-term responses is more
appropriate for models of spreading processes. In an epidemic setting, for instance, it’s often
important to understand the probability with which nodes at a specified distance from a source
of infection could get affected [14, 34]. In a social setting, likewise, how ideas and opinions spread
in the long run is an important question [9, 101]. In biology, spreading processes have found
analogies in information diffusion in the brain [93] and even in the characterization of protein
misfolding [59]. In systems biology, patterns of perturbation spreading hold the key to formulating
strategies for intervention and damage mitigation in regulatory pathways [23,116,139]. In all these
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works, the research question essentially is: how do perturbations spread in the long run? — the
exact adaptation of the term ‘perturbation’ is peculiar to the work (e.g., an infection in epidemics
models is equivalent to a perturbation).
The short-term response to perturbations of a dynamical system, on the other hand, underlies the
formulation of its dynamical stability. One is typically interested in the dynamical stability of the
solutions of the system if they are available, or of a generic state if canonical solutions are not avail-
able, like in chaotic dynamical systems (e.g., Lyapunov exponent) [124]. The problem of stability is
an important one since it has a bearing on the functioning of the system. In particular, real-world
dynamical systems are generally not expected to be too unstable [67] – an intuitive expectation
that led to the formulation of the criticality hypothesis (see below) [110]. There are other closely
related notions of stability, namely robustness and resilience, which refer to the ability of a system
to retain its basic functioning in the face of mutations to or failure of parts of the structure or
dynamics of the system [31, 38]. The focus of this dissertation is rather on the aforementioned
concept of dynamical stability.
The main question of this dissertation pertains to the characteristics of a system that are predictive
of the perturbation-spreading behavior, whether in the long-term or short-term. As for long-
term propgation, they are typically macro structural characteristics like modularity, density and
connectedness [101, 121, 127]. It was recently found that certain characteristics of the transfer
functions also are predictors on top of topological features [15]; the findings are, however, restricted
to linear systems or non-linear systems with pair-wise interactions only (hence, Boolean networks
are excluded). As for short-term propagation, the typical determinants are local features like mean
degree, degree distribution, assortativity and output-bias [18, 73]. While the main focus of this
dissertation is on the predictors of short-term perturbation-spreading in BN (chapters 2 and 3), the
last chapter is dedicated to predicting long-term perturbation-spreading behavior. In both cases,
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the focus is specifically on the role of canalization as the predictor.
1.5.1 Criticality
The criticality hypothesis states that biological systems are critical, a condition that endows them
with enough instability to reach other dynamical configurations, but not so much instability as to
be sensitive to the tiniest perturbation [99, 110]. Further hypotheses have been put forth on the
potential characteristics of critical systems which may have been selected for by evolution [110,127].
The criticality of a dynamical system is defined by the particular way in which small perturbations
spread in the short-term, namely that they neither amplify nor dissipate.
This dissertation focuses on the criticality of Boolean networks (BN). As mentioned before, these
discrete dynamical systems were originally introduced as models of gene regulation [67]. Many
gene regulatory systems are known to be critical [10], and critical BNs have been shown to be most
adaptive and evolvable [5]. Although, it has also been suggested that criticality is not a necessary
condition for adaptability when it comes to BNs with scale-free structure [4]. A few biochemical
systems are also known to be more ordered than critical [118]. An example is the segment polarity
network of Drosophila which is known to be highy robust to perturbations [88, 136]. Our own
analysis of a BN repository known as ‘Cell collective’ reveals a few other examples of biochemical
systems that are more closely associated with the ordered regime (Fig. 2.13 in Ch.2).
Stuart Kauffman inquired into the extent to which self-organization2 interacts with natural selection
in the evolution of stable biochemical systems [65]. He hypothesized that a system with just a few
inputs per component may be expected to be dynamically stable or critical, irrespective of the way
it is connected, and that natural selection picked such systems whose stability came for “free”,
2‘Self-organization’ is a dynamical process by which the constituents of a complex system interact with each other,
and settle down onto an attractor.
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thus ascribing a ‘principle of least effort’ to evolution. A good example is a property of metabolic
networks known as ‘molecular specificity’, wherein an enzyme could catalyze only one substrate
and a substrate could be catalyzed by very few enzymes [98]. To test the hypothesis, Kauffman
studied the dynamical properties of nk ensembles, which resulted in the first theories of criticality.
A theory of criticality of Boolean networks would allow one to predict if a BN is stable, critical or
chaotic based on some of its static properties like k and p. Kauffman’s goal was to generate new
hypotheses about how natural selection may have picked certain ensembles that real biochemical
systems might relate with — which however shall not be a subject of concern for this dissertation.
The goal of this dissertation is rather to formulate better theories of criticality based on canalization
in order to better characterize the dynamics of BN.
1.5.2 Measures of criticality
The dynamical regime of a BN can be classified into three categories: stable, critical or chaotic.
A Derrida map (DM) is a recurrence plot relating the mean Hamming distances between pairs of
configurations at time t and at t+1, with which the dynamical regime of a BN can be inferred [33].
Specifically, the slope-at-origin of the DM is an indicator of the dynamical regime, the particulars
of which follow.
The Hamming distance between two configurations x and y of a BN is: d(x,y) =
∑
i
|xi−yi|. Let
x˜t denote a configuration resulting from a perturbation to xt, and m = d(x0, x˜0) denote the size of
the initial perturbation. The following quantity shall be used as a measure of how perturbations
spread in a Boolean network:
Dtm = E
[
d(xt, x˜t) | d(x0, x˜0) = m] (1.1)
where E, the expected value, is taken over all possible pairs (x0, x˜0) seperated by m for some t ≥ 0.
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The value of D1m for some small integer m is known as the Derrida coefficient (Dc), which is an
order parameter and a popular measure of stability developed for BNs [32, 33, 61, 67]. One may
also consider a range of initial perturbation sizes M = [m1,m2], 1 ≤ m1 ≤ m2 ≤ N and a fixed
interval of time t ∈ [1, T ], then calculate D1mi for each mi and t, and summarize them in some
way. Varying the range of initial perturbation sizes allows us to study the collective behavior of
the BN across various scales, and varying the time interval allows us to study long-term behavior
of perturbation-spreading. In this dissertation, the following normalized form of D incorporating
both the M and t parameters, shall be used to characterize perturbation-spreading:
D̂tM =
∑
m1≤mi≤m2
Dtmi∑
m1≤mi≤m2
mi
(1.2)
for a given M = [m1,m2] and every t ∈ [1, T ]. Hence, D̂0M = 1 for any M , that is, the normalized
initial perturbation size is equal to 1 regardless of the actual perturbation sizes.
The Dc is a special case of the above quantity, with t = 1, that is:
Dc = D̂
1
M
where M = [1, n/10].
(1.3)
The dynamical regime of a BN is inferred based on the value of Dc as follows:
Ordered, if: Dc < 1,
Critical, if: Dc = 1, and
Chaotic, if: Dc > 1.
(1.4)
As noted, the range of initial perturbations sweeps a small percentage of the size N of the BN.
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Thus, the Dc provides a measure of the rate of spread of perturbations at t = 0. Specifically,
as the definition above suggests, the Dc is the slope at the origin of the DM. This is a sufficient
characteristic of dynamical regime because, for RBNs with homogenous connectivity (like the ones
in the nkp ensembles), the values of D1m is a monotonically increasing function of m [10]. An
example of an alternative order parameter for random BNs with homogeneous connectivity is the
‘Lyapunov exponent’ [82], that explicitly relies on the characteristic k and p of the BN. This order
parameter is not suitable for our purpose since the BNs we consider are characterized by parameters
other than k.
1.5.3 Theories of criticality
A ‘theory of criticality’ is a condition that must be satisfied by the parameters of an RBN ensemble,
also known as the tuning parameters, so that it is dynamically critical on an average. That is, it’s
an ensemble-based theory. In the following, we shall denote the mean in-degree of the BN 〈k〉 by
k, and the mean output bias 〈p〉 by p, unless stated otherwise. That is, the k and p are the same
for the automata in a BN. The subscript ‘c’ means “critical value”.
The very first theory of criticality of Boolean networks was put forward by Kauffman from his
studies of nk ensembles in which n was swept across a range of values, and k ∈ [1, n] represented
the fixed number of inputs every node received [67]. His simulations showed that the criticality
condition is given by3:
kc = 2 (1.5)
There was some initial evidence from real gene regulatory systems and metabolic networks suggest-
3Analytically derived by Derrida using a technique called ‘annealed approximation’ where during each update-step
the connectivity and transfer functions are randomized under parameter constraints [32].
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ing that they related with the k = 2 ensemble [67, 68]. Moreover, many of the attractor statistics
of the k = 2 ensemble seemed to match with those of real systems. For instance, the number
of attractors matched the number of cell types given different values of n representing genome
length [67]. However, it is now known that many real genetic networks have many more than two
inputs on the average; it was estimated to be close to five even at a time when comparitively little
data was available [6]. For example, the E.coli gene transcription network nodes have up to ten
inputs [10]. These observations beg the question of whether k is a meaningful characteristic.
A more accurate criticality condition was derived by Derrida et al. [32] that allowed systems with
k > 2 to be stable through appropriate tuning of p. In other words, the improved theory implies
that k = 2 is not a necessary condition for criticality; it is still a roughly sufficient condition
since the previous theory is not invalidated. The more nuanced criticality condition is given by
(illustrated in fig 1.2):
2kcp(1− p) = 1 (1.6)
Although derived from the assumption that k is the same for all nodes (drawn from a Delta
distribution), it is known that the above criticality condition holds as long as k is a valid first
moment of some distribution [4,37]. Nevertheless, this theory still prescribes an unrealistic necessary
condition: it requires that P be very low or very high for large values of k. For k = 10, for example,
the above expression requires that p ≥ 0.95 or p ≤ 0.05 for the ensemble to be on the order side of
the boundary, which real biochemical systems don’t always satisfy [4]. For example, the average p
in the E.coli transcription network is about 0.576 [10].
It is common for real systems, however, to possess heterogeneous in-degree distributions (e.g.,
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Figure 1.2: The phase diagram of RBNs in the space of k and p.
power-law). Due to extreme heterogeneity, however, the mean4 〈k〉 (signal) of the distribution
could lose its relevance due to a relatively large variance (noise) for large networks. For example,
consider an in-degree distribution governed by power-law, given by the zeta distribution:
pγ(k) = k
−γ/ζ(γ) where,
ζ(γ) =
∞∑
n=1
n−γ
(1.7)
When γ ∈ (2, 3], the variance is infinity. Consequently, Aldana considered the power-law exponent
γ itself as a tuning parameter in place of k, and derived a new criticality condition in the γ-p
space [4] (fig 1.3):
4In heterogeneous networks, k is obviously not the same for all automata, so we use the notation 〈k〉 instead of k
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2p(1− p)ζ(γc − 1)
ζ(γc)
= 1 where,
〈k〉 = ζ(γc − 1)
ζ(γc)
(mean in-degree) exists for γc > 2.
When γc ≤ 2, 〈k〉 =∞.
(1.8)
That is, when the scale-free exponent γc ≤ 2, networks are always chaotic, essentially because
〈k〉 =∞. When γc ∈ (2, 3], with a finite 〈k〉 and an infinite variance (blurring the relevance of the
mean), a phase transition exists and depends on p. With γc > 3, the networks are always in the
ordered regime. Numerical simulations, however, show that for finite-sized networks, the critical
boundary is not as sharp [77].
Figure 1.3: (Picture source: Ref. [4])The phase diagram of RBNs with scale-free in-degree distribution in
the space of γ and p.
Lee and Reiger studied structural heterogeneity more generally by considering a generic joint prob-
ability distribution of in- and out- degrees [77]. Their analytically derived criticality equation is a
generalization of equation (1.6):
〈kinkout〉
〈k〉 =
1
2p(1− p) (1.9)
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The left hand side of the above equation can be approximated by the largest eigenvalue, λ, of the
adjacency matrix of the BN [109], leading to an alternative criticality condition:
λc =
1
2p(1− p) (1.10)
It is well know [30] that λ ∝ 〈k〉. It is also known from the work in [109] that λ could vary even for
a fixed value of 〈k〉. Thus, λ is one way of quantifying “pure” structural heterogeneity (without any
confounding from 〈k〉) that is able to determine criticality. More work has been done along these
lines, for example, reference [106] studies the interaction of λ with transfer function characteristics
like sensitivity (described below) in determining criticality, and the role of network assortativity in
influencing the same.
Thus, we can see that heterogeneity in k plays a role in criticality. However, in this dissertation
we only consider homogeneous networks, particularly where k is the same for all automata as
mentioned above. We plan to consider heterogeneous networks in future work.
1.6 Canalization in Boolean automata
The notion of biological canalization was proposed independently by Waddington and Schmalhausen
as a mechanism that links micro-evolution (genotype) to macro-evolution (phenotype) [123]. Two
different notions of canalization exist: ‘genetic canalization’ wherein organisms with different ge-
netic makeup have the same phenotype, and ‘environmental canalization’ wherein organisms with
the same genetic makeup when exposed to different environments that could epistatically influence
their gene expressions have the same phenotype [36, 42, 123]. In this dissertation, we refer to the
latter version which is often identified with the buffering of developmental processes. Although
canalization has been demonstrated in nature (e.g., in the fruit fly Drosophila and in the flowering
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plant Arabidopsis [107,111]), it is an open question as to whether canalization is naturally selected
for or if it is a byproduct of selection of other features [123].
The mathematical analogue of biological canalization is known as logic canalization which was
originally defined as a property of certain Boolean functions by which the state of a single input
variable fully determines the output [67], rendering other input variables redundant. Many gene
regulatory systems have been reported to possess highly canalizing functions [10, 48, 49, 67, 127].
Thus, canalization is thought to play an influential role in the dynamics, particularly criticality,
of biological systems. From now on, unless otherwise specified, when we refer to canalization we
mean logic canalization.
1.6.1 Types of canalization
The notion of canalization was originally conceived by Stuart Kauffman [67], which was later
refined and generalized by various groups. Broadly speaking, canalization comprises of the following
three categories: (1) canalization (the original conception), (2) nested canalization and (3) partial
canalization.
Original conception
A Boolean function is a canalizing function if it contains at least one canalizing input variable
and a corresponding canalizing input value that fully determines the canalized output value of the
function [64]. Formally stated, a Boolean function x = f(i1, . . . , ik) is a canalizing function iff:
∃ij ∈ {i1, . . . , ik} and a, b ∈ {0, 1} : ij = a =⇒ x = b (1.11)
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For example, the logical OR function x = i1 ∨ i2 is a canalizing function because,
i1 = 1 =⇒ x = 1
i2 = 1 =⇒ x = 1
Whereas, the logical XOR function x = i1⊕ i2 is not a canalizing function because it does not have
a single canalizing input variable (both inputs are required):
(i1 = 0 ∧ i2 = 1) =⇒ x = 1
(i1 = 1 ∧ i2 = 0) =⇒ x = 1
It has been shown that criticality depends on the proportion of canalizing functions in a BN [62].
A recent work also shows that correlations between in-degree and canalization influences network
stability. In particular, a strong correlation between high in-degree and parity functions (XOR-like)
promotes instability, while a combination of low in-degree and OR/AND-like functions promotes
stability [122].
Nested canalization
Nested canalization occurs when a given input variable is canalizing when a sequence of other
canalizing input variables do not assume their canalizing input values [63]. The set of nested
canalizing functions is naturally a subset of the set of canalizing functions. Stated formally, a
Boolean function x = f(i1, . . . , Xk) is a nested canalizing function (NCF) iff:
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∃(j1, . . . jk) ∈ σ(I) and a1, . . . ak, b1, . . . bk+1 ∈ {0, 1} :
(j1 = a1 =⇒ x = b1) ∧
...
((j1 6= a1∧ 6= ∧ . . . jk 6= ak) =⇒ x = bk+1)
where, I = {i1, . . . , ik} and σ(I) denote the set of permutations of I.
(1.12)
An example NCF with k = 3 is shown in Fig. 1.4.
Figure 1.4: An example NCF Boolean function. (a): The hypercube of the BF. (b): The logic formula
of the BF (c): The hierarchical nature of the BF that makes it an NCF.
As NCFs are quite sparse in the space of all Boolean functions, they were brought under a broader
umbrella of partially nested canalizing functions (PCNF) with the aid of a ‘canalizing depth’ measure
[75]. According to this measure, NCFs have full depth k, non-canalizing functions have depth 0,
all other functions with at least one canalizing input variable have an intermediate depth. It was
found that greater canalizing depth renders the BN with more stability, even though the gain in
stability rapidly drops with depth [75]. Similar results were found in a study involving a subset of
PCNFs [60]. The ‘layer number’ of a NCF is analogous to its canalizing depth and has also been
found to reliably influence network stability [78].
It has been reported [63, 64] that many automata found in the Systems biology models literature
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are NCF. However, the proportion of canalizing functions, let alone NCFs, dramatically reduces
with k, which is in the order of 10−9 for k = 6 [62]. This fact implies that the role of canalization
would have to be minimal in networks with large connectivity. This apparent relegation of the role
of canalization to the margin is, however, limited only by its somewhat narrow definition, as we
shall see next.
Partial canalization
A more general definition of canalization is known as partial canalization that allows subsets of input
variables, rather than single variables, to collectively canalize the automata output [108]. This
definition capitalizes on the fact that almost every Boolean function contains canalizing subsets
of input variables as opposed to single variables [108]. Stated formally, a Boolean function x =
f(i1, . . . , ik) is a partially canalizing function iff:
∃E = {il, im, . . .} ⊂ I = {i1, . . . , ik} and al, am, . . . b ∈ {0, 1} :
((il = al) ∧ (im = am) ∧ . . .) =⇒ x = b
(1.13)
where, E is a canalizing set of input variables, and {al, am, . . .} the corresponding set of input
values. Reichhardt and Bassler [108] have shown that this more general class of partially canalizing
functions dominates the space of Boolean functions for any number of inputs k. Indeed, for any
value of k, there are only two non-canalizing functions that always depend on the states of all
inputs. For k = 2, the two non-canalizing functions are XOR and its complement XNOR; for
k > 2, they are the parity functions. So, for all but the parity functions, there is always a subset
E of input variables, such that |E| < k, which controls the automata output state when in some
specific state {al, am, . . .}. Naturally, E ≡ ∅ for constant functions. The set of partially canalizing
functions is thus a superset of the set of canalizing functions and very common.
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1.6.2 Schema redescription
The schema redescription method was introduced for Cellular Automata [86, 87, 89] and Boolean
network models in Systems Biology [88]. It is an approach to systematically capture and quantify
partial canalization in Boolean automata. Following is a summary of the concepts and definitions
relevant to this dissertation.
The core concept of this framework is that of input schema. An input schema, f ′v, is exactly like an
LUT entry fα (§1.2), except it allows an additional wildcard symbol ‘#’ to appear in its condition.
When the state of input variable i is given by wildcard symbol, it means that its logical value does
not affect the output of automaton x.
That is:
if ij = #, then
f(i1, . . . , ij , . . . , ik) = f(i1, . . . ,¬ij , . . . , ik)
(1.14)
It is a concept directly related to the definition of partial canalization Defn. (1.13). The non-
wildcard input variables (literals) e ∈ E in an input schema are referred to as effective inputs, or
enputs for short. The enputs of a schema are sufficient to determine the output, while the remaining
input variables i ∈ I ∧ i 6∈ E are redundant inputs for that schema’s condition.
As a consequence of Defn. 1.14, an input schema redescribes a subset of LUT entries: Υv ≡ {fα :
fα  f ′v} ⊆ F ( means ‘is redescribed by’). For example, the input schema f ′v = (0, 1,#)
redescribes the set of LUT entries Υv ≡ {(0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1)}. The set of all input schemata that
redescribes the entire LUT is denoted as: F ′ ≡ {f ′v}. Note that it is possible that there are LUT
entries that are redescribed by more than one input schemata (see Fig. 1.6 for an example).
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There are typically many possible sets F ′ that completely redescribes LUT F . However, there is
a unique F ′ that shall always be considered as the representative set for any given LUT, which
satisfies the following properties:
1. F ′ is minimal. This means that none of the non-wildcard inputs in the condition of any
schema in F ′ can be ‘raised’ to the wildcard status and still ensure that the automaton
transitions to the same state. That is, (Υv * Υφ) ∧ (Υφ * Υv), ∀f ′v, f ′φ ∈ F ′.
2. F ′ is complete. This means that for a given LUT F there is a unique F ′ that contains all
possible minimal input schemata.
The subsets of input schemata that go to outputs 0 and 1 are respectively denoted as F ′0 and F ′1,
so F ′ ≡ F ′0 ∪ F ′1, where F ′0 ∩ F ′1 = φ.
Each wildcard schema in F ′b, where b ∈ {0, 1}, represents a conjunctive clause, and the set F ′b
as a whole represents a disjunctive clause (§ 1.2). In other words, each wildcard schemata set is
equivalent to a logic formula (Fig. 1.6). For example, F ′1 = {(0,#, 1), (0, 1,#)} associated with
some automaton x with inputs i1, i2, i3 represents the logic formula: x = (¬i1∧ i3)∨ (¬i1∧ i2). The
complementary set F ′0 = {(#, 0, 0), (1,#,#)} associated with the same automaton x represents
the complementary logic formula: ¬x = (¬i2 ∧ ¬i3) ∨ (i1). We use the notation F ′1 to represent
conventional logic formulas, since they usually have an uncomplemented variable on their left-hand
sides.
We use an additional subscript within parentheses to refer to the automaton with which the
schemata set is associated in a BN: F ′0(i) and F
′
1(i) are associated with automaton xi.
The essence of the schema redescription method is that it compresses the sets F0 and F1 into the
sets F ′0 and F ′1 respectively. That is, |F ′b| ≤ |Fb,∀b ∈ {0, 1}. In summary, partial canalization is
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identified with the compression achieved by the schema redescription process; the more canalized
automaton x is, the larger the compression of its LUT: |F|/|F ′|.
The input schemata in F ′ are equivalent to the prime implicants obtained in the first step of Quine-
McCluskey’s method of logic minimization, the tabular method [91], which is widely used in the
simplification of digital circuits.
The two-symbol schema redescription method extends the above method further by redescribing
sets of input schemata. A two-symbol input schema, f ′′θ , is exactly like an input schema, except
it allows an additional position-free symbol i˙ (notice the dot above i) to appear in its condition.
Any subset of inputs thus marked can permute among themselves in all possible ways while leaving
the transition invariant. We refer to such subsets as group-invariant enputs—that, moreover, may
include wildcard symbols marked with a position-free symbol. A two-symbol schema, f ′′θ redescribes
a subset Θ′θ ≡ {f ′v : f ′v  f ′′θ } of input schemata; it naturally also redescribes a subset Θθ ≡
{fα : fα  f ′′θ } of LUT entries. For example, the two-symbol input schema f ′′θ = (1,#, 0˙, #˙)
redescribes the subset Θ′θ ≡ {(1,#, 0,#), (1,#,#, 0)} of input schemata and the subset Θθ ≡
{(1, 0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1, 0)} of LUT entries. The set of all two-
symbol input schemata that redescribes the entire LUT is denoted as: F ′′ ≡ {f ′′θ }. The subsets of
two-symbol input schemata that go to outputs 0 and 1 are respectively denoted as F ′′0 and F ′′1 , so
F ′′ ≡ F ′′0 ∪F ′′1 , where F ′′0 ∪F ′′1 = φ. An LUT entry can be redescribed by more than one two-symbol
input schema (see Fig. 1.8 for an example).
The LUT entry redescribed by a two-symbol schema must satisfy the following condition:
∧
ij∈X0l
¬ij
∧
ij∈X1l
ij
∧(
n0g ≤
∑
ij∈Xg
¬ij ≤ n0g + n#g
)∧(
n1g ≤
∑
ij∈Xg
ij ≤ n1g + n#g
)
where,
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f ′′θ = (i1, . . . , ik) represent a two-symbol input schema, and let
Xg = {ij : ij ∈ {0˙, 1˙, #˙}} denote the set of group-invariant enputs, (1.15)
Xl = {ij : ij ∈ {0, 1}}, denote the set of literal inputs, and
X0g = {ij : ij ∈ Xg ∧ ij = 0˙}, X1g = {ij : ij ∈ Xg ∧ ij = 1˙}, and X#g = {ij : ij ∈ Xg ∧ ij = #˙}, and
X0l = {ij : ij ∈ Xl ∧ ij = 0}, X1l = {ij : ij ∈ Xl ∧ ij = 1}, and
n0g =
∣∣X0g ∣∣, n1g = ∣∣X1g ∣∣, and n#g = ∣∣X#g ∣∣.
In summary, the two-symbol schema redescription method identifies additional compression, if any,
beyond what the original schema redescription achieves. That is, |F ′′| ≤ |F ′|. This additional
compression derives from permutation symmetries that exist in the input variables of automata,
and we can think of it as an additional form of redundancy associated with canalization [88]
Indeed, an overall point to be gleaned from the above two methods of schema-redescription is
that each method progressively identifies more canalization and thus progressively compresses the
Boolean hypercube. This point is visually illustrated in Fig. 1.5. The two types of redundancy
removed via schema redescription can be measured [88] as described in the next subsections.
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Figure 1.5: A Boolean function is progressively compressed by schema-redescription. Two schemata are
connected by an edge if there is at least one LUT entry in the corresponding redescribed sets, which are
separated by a Hamming distance of 1 bit.
1.6.3 Effective connectivity
Wildcard schemata identify redundant inputs in the LUT entries of an automaton x, which are
marked with the wildcard symbol. Therefore, this form of redundancy can be easily measured by
tallying the mean number of redundant input variables in F ′:
kr(x) =
∑
fα∈F
max
v:fα∈Υv
(n#v )∣∣F∣∣ (1.16)
where n#v is the number of wildcards in schema f ′v that redescribes the subset of LUT entries fα,
Υv, and the max is taken over all the schemata redescribing fα for each fα. Naturally, the more
canalized x is, the larger its input redundancy kr(x) is, because LUT entries tend to be redescribed
with schemata with many wildcards.
A complementary measure of input redundancy is defined as the effective connectivity of an au-
tomaton x [88]:
ke(x) = k − kr(x) (1.17)
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which is the mean number of effective input variables of x, assuming all LUT entries are equally
likely.
A detailed example of the calculation is show in Fig. 1.6.
Figure 1.6: Computing the effective connectivity of a Boolean automaton x, defined by a Boolean function
of k=3 input variables: x = f(i1, i2, i3). (a): The k-dimensional hypercube representation of f . (b): The
logic formula and the sets of redescribing input schemata. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
the prime implicants and the schemata going to 1. Every input schema is represented by a corresponding
‘subcube’ in (a). (c): Overlapping sets of redescribing input schemata and the maximum number of wildcard
symbols per LUT entry. Notice that some LUT entries are redescribed by more than one input schemata.
(d): Calculation of kr whose numerator is the total of the last column in (c) and ke.
In this formulation of canalization, the conventional canalizing functions described in the previous
section have the smallest possible ke (maximal kr), the non-canalizing functions have maximal ke,
and every other function has an intermediate value. In this sense, ke can be thought of as an
effective in-degree of a Boolean function that can assume fractional values in the range [0, k]: the
average number of input variables that actually control the automaton’s output.
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The distribution of ke for all possible non-constant Boolean functions for p ∈ [0, 1] and for k ∈
{2, 3, 4} is shown in Fig. 1.7. The important point here is that when p and k—the “apparent”
connectivity—are fixed, the effective connectivity can still vary depending on the actual logic of
the automata also manifested in the structure of the hypercubes. Fig. 2.2 in § 2.2.1 shows similar
plots for sampled spans of Boolean functions with k ∈ {6, 8}.
(a) k = 2 (b) k = 3 (c) k = 4
Figure 1.7: The distribution of ke for all possible non-constant functions for every p ∈ (0, 1) and for every
k ∈ {2, 3, 4}. The horizontal red line represents max(ke) = k for each p, and the associated parity functions
in each case are marked.
A related measure known as ‘Boolean complexity’—introduced in a psychology study—counts the
total number of ‘literals’ in the simplified DNF of a Boolean function [35], which is the same as
the total number of effective inputs of each input schema in F ′. The difference is that Boolean
complexity does not account for overlaps among the input schemata that comprise F ′, while ke
does.
1.6.4 Input symmetry
Two-symbol schemata, in addition to redundant inputs, also identify symmetric inputs of an au-
tomaton x, which are marked with the position-free symbol. Therefore, this additional form of
redundancy can be easily measured by tallying the mean number of permuting input variables in
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F ′′:
ks(x) =
∑
fα∈F
max
θ:fα∈Θθ
(n•θ)∣∣F∣∣ (1.18)
where n•θ is the number of position-free symbols in the schema f
′′
θ that redescribes Θθ, and the
max is taken over all the two-symbol schemata redescribing each LUT entry fα. Similarly to input
redundancy, the more symmetry x has, the larger its input symmetry ks(x), because LUT entries
tend to be redescribed with schemata with many poistion-free symbols. A detailed example of the
calculation is show in Fig. 1.8.
Figure 1.8: Computing the input symmetry of a Boolean automaton x defined by the Boolean function
of Fig. 1.6. (a): The hypercube representation of f . (b): The logic formula and the sets of redescribing
two-symbol schemata. Every two-symbol schema is represented by a corresponding a ‘fractional subcube’
(comprising a set of subcubes) in (a). (c): Sets of redescribing two-symbol schemata and the maximum
number of position-free symbols per LUT entry. (d): Calculation of ks whose numerator is the total of the
last column in (c).
In this formulation, majority functions have maximal ks. Consider the majority function with k = 3
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inputs, for example. The F ′′ for this function consists of: F ′′0 = {(0˙, 0˙, #˙)} and F ′′1 = {(1˙, 1˙, #˙)};
since all LUT entries all redescribed by two-symbol schemata where input variables permute, ks = 3.
In previous work by Marques-Pita and Rocha, a clear case of the relevance of input symmetry was
demonstrated [87]. There, two Cellular automata rules that were evolved to perform the density
classification task were found to differ only in their ks. However, each rule leads to very distinct
dynamical behavior, and the one with higher ks was found to yield a slightly better performance,
albeit in a statistically significantly way.
Figs.1.9 and 1.10 locate a few known and well-studied Boolean functions in the joint ke-ks space.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.9: The ke and ks of all possible non-constant k = 2 functions. (a) The names of the functions
and the corresponding logic formulas. The last four functions have two associated logic formuals each. (b)
The ke and ks values. The function names suggest to some extent how canalizing or symmetric they may
be. For example, ‘inhibition’ suggests one variable inhibits another, thus it may be canalizing. Likewise,
‘neither-nor’ and ‘nonequivalence’ suggest nothing special about one variable over another, hence they may
be symmetric.
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Figure 1.10: The ke and ks of all possible non-constant k = 3 functions, also known as ‘elementary cellular
automata’ (ECA) rules. Each rule is identified by a decimal number equivalent of its output vector. A
few well-studied rules are highlighted in black. Rule 110 (marked with a red label) known for its ‘universal
computation’ properties has somewhat a high ke and ks suggesting that they may be necessary (although
clearly not sufficient, since it is grouped with other rules namely 62,94,122,188) for universal computation.
Rules 23 and 232 with maximal ks = 3 are the majority function and its complement respectively.
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1.6.5 Sensitivity
The sensitivity of a Boolean automaton is a probabilistic measure of canalization. The notions
of activity and sensitivity of Boolean functions were introduced in Ref. [117] as measures of the
stability of response to perturbations to inputs. The activity, aj , of input variable ij indicates the
probability, Pr(x˜ | i˜j), that x flips its state at t+1 if the input ij flips its state at t, given an uniform
distribution of input states at t. Formally stated,
aj = Pr
(
f(i1, . . . , ij , . . . , ik) = 1, f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 0
)
(1.19)
+ Pr
(
f(i1, . . . , ij , . . . , ik) = 0, f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 1
)
The mean sensitivity, s(x), is the sum of activities of its input variables. In other words, it’s the
expected number of inputs to which the automaton is sensitive to. Formally stated,
s(x) =
∑
j
aj (1.20)
=
∑
j
aj
k
× k
= 〈a〉 × k
where, 〈a〉 denotes the mean input activity—the expected probability by which x flips if one of its
inputs flips.
Fig. 1.11 describes a worked-out example. The smaller the value of s(x), the less sensitive x is to
random input perturbations because fewer variables actually influence the output. Hence, s is also
a measure of canalization. The main difference between ke and s is that the former quantifies the
average number of input variables that jointly determine the output state, while the latter quantifies
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the average number of inputs that flip the output when individually flipped. Thus, ke is a more
natural characterization of partial canalization as defined above (§1.6.1), as it deals directly with
joint canalization by subsets of inputs. In this sense, ke can be viewed as a nonlinear characteristic,
and s a linear characteristic of a Boolean function.
Figure 1.11: Calculating the mean sensitivity s of the same BF as in Figs. 1.6 and 1.8.
1.7 Canalization in Boolean network dynamics
A Boolean network itself is a vector-valued Boolean function: {0, 1}n 7→ {0, 1}n. Thus, the notion
of schema-redescription can naturally be extended to the BN. A schema, in this case, would group
together sets of configurations that are indistinguishable in some way — say, they all go to the
same configuration in the next update step or converge to the same attractor. Hence, the notion
of micro-level canalization, which is the property of a single node (effective connectivity and input
symmetry), can be extended into ‘macro-level canalization’, which is a network-level property.
Willadsen and Wiles have analyzed the macro-level canalization properties of the non-spatial or
the single-cell subnetwork of the Drosophila segment polarity network (SPN) [136]. One of their
main findings is that each of the five basins of attraction of the model converging on to wild-type
attractors could be redescribed with very few schemata5. One of them, for example, is a set of
5Their method of schema-redescription is not the same as the one introduced by Marques-Pita and Rocha, in that
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49152 configurations redescribed with just two schemata that is also the minimum required number
of schemata to redescribe that set. The authors formulate ‘observed coherency’ and ‘structural
coherency’ as measures of robustness that express the extent to which attractor basins could be
redescribed, relative to a null model. Accordingly, they find that the basins of attraction of the
SPN model are highly coherent and structured, and thus underlies its robustness. In contrast, they
find that the yeast cell-cycle model is robust not due to high macro canalization per se but due to
very large basins (that in turn results in high macro canalization). Gates and Rocha [39] have also
found that the way canalization operates in these models determines how controllable they are.
Marques-Pita and Rocha analyze the single-cell SPN as well in [88] with their schema-redescription
framework. There, they find that a total of only six macro-level schemata (dubbed minimal configu-
rations (MC)) are necessary to redescribe all the configurations that converge to the five attractors,
which stands in contrast to the 24 that Willadsen & Wiles found. One of the MCs, for example,
implies that of the 15 nodes in the model it is sufficient to set the states of nodes SLP and nhh
to 1 and 0 respectively and be assured that the network will converge to a certain attractor. The
authors go on to analyze the full 4-cell parasegment model consisting of 60 nodes whose dynamical
landscape is too large to enumerate (260), and identify the set of necessary and sufficient conditions
that guarantee convergence to wild-type attractors.
The central conclusion of their analysis is that micro-level canalization engenders macro-level canal-
ization, thus providing a scalable method to analyze the dynamics, robustness and controllability of
large multivariate dynamical systems, such as those used in systems biology models of biochemical
regulation.
their method does not consider overlapping schemata while the latter does.
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Chapter 2
Effective connectivity and criticality
In this chapter, we test the hypothesis that the mean effective connectivity 〈ke〉 of a Boolean
network is a better predictor of its dynamical regime than its mean in-degree 〈k〉.
We approach this hypothesis as a binary classification problem: what set of Boolean network
ensemble parameters best predict the observed dynamical regime, as measured by the Derrida
coefficient (§ 1)? In particular, does a set of parameters utilizing 〈ke〉 better predict the dynamical
regime than one utilizing 〈k〉 in its place? If yes, how best to characterize the criticality transition
in terms of 〈ke〉?
We present the argument that motivates the hypothesis that mean effective connectivity improves
the prediction of dynamical regime and characterization of criticality, followed by a description of
the experimental setup and analysis of results confirming the hypothesis. The chapter concludes
with an analysis of actual models of biochemical systems in the light of our new theory of criticality
based on effective connectivity.
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2.1 Motivation
The intuition behind the hypothesis is the following: while k specifies the number of inputs variables
that an automaton is seemingly regulated by (apparent connectivity), ke specifies the number of
inputs variables that actually control it on average. Thus, effective connectivity is an estimate of
the “truer” connectivity of a BN, which should be a better predictor of criticality than in-degree.
The following analytical argument expands on this point.
Lower ke means an automaton with larger input redundancy (kr). That is, we observe fewer
schemata with more wildcards after redescribing its LUT(§ 1.6.2)—the automaton is built of fewer
“building blocks”. Therefore, the random flip of an input is less likely to flip the automaton’s state.
Let x = f(i1, . . . , ik) denote the automaton x and its Boolean function f of k inputs, and let 〈a〉
denote the expected probability that x negates its state when exactly one of its input states is
negated (§ 1.6.5). In the absence of the schema-redescription of f , we consider every 2k possible
input states as a schema, and we can calculate a rough estimate of 〈a〉 ≈ 〈a〉k can be calculated
as follows. For every schema that goes to a given output we calculate the probability of randomly
choosing, with replacement, another schema that goes to the opposite output when a random input
is perturbed:
〈a〉 = 1
k
k∑
j=1
aj (2.1)
=
1
k
k∑
j=1
Pr
(
f(i1, . . . , ij , . . . , ik) = 1, f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 0
)
+ Pr
(
f(i1, . . . , ij , . . . , ik) = 0, f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 1
)
=
1
k
k∑
j=1
Pr
(
x = 1
) · Pr (f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 0 |x = 1)
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+ Pr
(
x = 0
) · Pr (f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 1 |x = 0)
=
1
k
k∑
j=1
(p) · Pr (f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 0 |x = 1)
+ (1− p) · Pr (f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 1 |x = 0)
≈ 1
k
· k·p · (1− p)2
k
2k − 1 +
1
k
· k · (1− p) · p2
k
2k − 1
=
2k2p(1− p)
2k − 1
= 〈a〉k
The approximation step in the above assumes that the probability that toggling an input result in
the flipping of the state of x is simply given by the probability (with replacement) of the occurrence
of that state (the actual probability, without replacement, depends on p and k that can be accurately
computed using a probability tree). This is tantamount to calculating the probability of randomly
choosing a schema that goes to the opposite state, out of the 2k−1 schemata (2k minus the schema
that x is currently in), as described above.
With the additional knowledge of the canalization of automaton x—its schema redescription—
function f is revealed as comprised of fewer schemata. If we simplify the problem by assuming that
all schemata have the same number of wildcards (same input redundancy for each building block of
the LUT), then we have1 a total of 2ke < 2k schemata of which p2ke schemata go to output 1 (x = 1),
and (1−p)2ke schemata go to output 0 (x = 0). Therefore, a more nuanced estimate of 〈a〉 ≈ 〈a〉ke
accounting for the presence of canalization can be calculated as follows. For every schema going
to a given output we calculate the probability of randomly choosing, with replacement, another
schema going to the opposite output when a random effective input is perturbed (perturbing a
redundant input is guaranteed to not flip the output):
1In reality, typically, the schemata obtained overlap in their redscription of the automaton’s LUT and have distinct
number of wildcards as can be seen in the examples presented in § 1.
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〈a〉 = 1
k
k∑
j=1
aj (2.2)
=
1
k
ke∑
j=1
Pr
(
f(i1, . . . , ij , . . . , ik) = 1, f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 0
)
+ Pr
(
f(i1, . . . , ij , . . . , ik) = 0, f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 1
)
=
1
k
ke∑
j=1
Pr
(
x = 1
) · Pr (f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 0 |x = 1)
+ Pr
(
x = 0
) · Pr (f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 1 |x = 0)
=
1
k
ke∑
j=1
(p) · Pr (f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 0 |x = 1)
+ (1− p) · Pr (f(i1, . . . , i˜j , . . . , ik) = 1 |x = 0)
≈ 1
k
· ke·p · (1− p)2
k
2k − 2k−ke +
1
k
· ke · (1− p) · p2
k
2k−ke
=
1
k
· ke·p · (1− p)2
ke
2ke − 1 +
1
k
· ke · (1− p) · p2
ke
2ke − 1
=
ke
k
· 2
ke2p(1− p)
2ke − 1
= 〈a〉ke
The approximation step is analogous to the one in Eqn. 2.1, except now the probability of flip of
the state of x upon toggling an input is now determined by ke rather than k: it is the probability
of randomly choosing a schema that goes to the opposite state, out of the 2ke − 1 schemata.
When ke = k, Eq. 2.2 reduces to Eq. 2.1. Both Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 suggest that 〈a〉 approaches
2p(1 − p) as k → ∞ and ke → k → ∞, respectively; in other words, it is equivalent to a random
guess biased by p. Conversely, for smaller values of k and ke, the same equations suggest that 〈a〉
deviates further away from a random guess. More importantly, Eq. 2.2 suggests that, given a small
ke and a large k, 〈a〉ke deviates further away from a random guess, whereas 〈a〉k approaches it. In
summary, the smaller ke/k is the larger is the discrepancy between the estimates of Eqs. 2.1 and
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2.2, with 〈a〉ke becoming the more accurate estimate of the probability of the automaton changing
its state given a random input flip (Fig. 2.1).
For example, consider a canalizing automaton with only one canalizing input, that is ke = 1, which
is possible only when p = 0.5. For this BF, 〈a〉ke = 1/k is exact—it approaches 0 for large k
which is expected as most input bit flips are redundant since there is only one canalizing input. In
contrast, 〈a〉k = 2k−1/(2k − 1) approaches 0.5 (the value of 2p(1 − p)) for large k which is a poor
estimate of the real behavior of a highly canalizing automaton where most input perturbations are
likely not to affect the state of the automaton.
The reasoning above shows how knowledge of effective connectivity yields a more accurate charac-
terization of the dynamical response of individual Boolean automata to random input perturbations
(bit-flips), than what we can obtain when we do not consider canalization. Therefore, we expect it
to play a big role in the dynamical behavior—especially criticality—of networks of such automata,
which we investigate next.
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Figure 2.1: Difference between the true values of 〈a〉 and the estimates, namely 〈a〉k and 〈a〉ke , as a
function of the ratio ke/k computed for all possible automata of k ∈ {2, 3, 4}. The linear regression lines just
serve as generic trends; they show that the discrepancy in the estimate provided by 〈a〉k (red line) becomes
larger than that of 〈a〉ke (blue line) as ke/k becomes smaller.
2.2 Prediction of Dynamical Regime with Effective Connectivity
We follow a computational approach to compare k and 〈ke〉 as predictors of criticality of RBNs:
1. Generate RBN ensembles parameterized by both (k, p) and (ke, p) over an appropriate range
of values
2. Compute their dynamic regimes based on Dc (§ 1.5.2)
3. Evaluate classification performance of statistical models with said parameters as predictors
of dynamical regime.
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2.2.1 RBN Ensemble Generation
The experimental setup starts by generating RBN ensembles constrained by parameter set (k, ke, p),
so that each ensemble has both (k, p) and (ke, p) parameters associated with it. An element of the
(k, ke, p) RBN ensemble is generated as follows: for each node choose a random set of k nodes as its
inputs, then assign to it a random Boolean function with k inputs, output-bias p and an effective
connectivity from a small range whose mean is equal to parameter ke.
Producing a random Boolean function with a given (k, p) is straightforward: generate a random
binary vector of length 2k and assign it to the 2k LUT entries listed in lexicographic order, which
is the same as ordering by their decimal values. Simultaneously controlling for its ke, however, is
not as trivial. The solution we adopted is to generate a ‘catalog’ of Boolean functions with various
combination of (k, ke, p) values, from which Boolean with appropriate parameter values are picked
during the generation of the RBN ensembles.
The catalogs for Boolean functions of k = 2, 3, 4 are exhaustive. For larger k, Boolean functions are
first obtained by random generation for a given k and p, with their ke subsequently computed. The
number of possible Boolean functions for a given k and p is equal to C(2k, p2k). Thus, for k > 4,
the catalogs contain a random sample of 104 Boolean functions for each (k, p) if the total number
possible is greater than 104. Additionally, to obtain Boolean functions with ke in ranges rarely
found by random generation via k and p alone, we employ a genetic algorithm (GA) to search the
space of Boolean functions in such ranges of ke as described below. A GA with binary tournament
selection with mutation (rate set to 0.001) and no crossover, also known as ‘microbial’ GA [51],
was used since it yielded the fastest optimization. The population in our case consists of LUT
binary output vectors of length 2k, and the fitness score of an individual is its ke. An initial ‘seed’
population consisting of the BFs with the smallest possible ke for the given k and p is constructed,
which is accomplished by assigning 1 as the output to the first p2k ordered LUT entries and 0 to the
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rest. The GA steps are then iteratively performed until a sufficient number of Boolean functions
within a given target range of ke is obtained. Each range of ke in the catalog computed via the GA
contains at least 100 unique Boolean functions. Fig. 2.2 shows the distribution of ke per p for the
Boolean function catalogs for each k thus generated.
The following values of the ensemble parameters were considered: the number of nodes per network
N = 100, k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6, 8}, p = (0, 0.5] with ∆p = 1/2k whose lower bound is set at 0.01, and
ke = [1, k] with ∆ke ≈ 0.5. Importantly, although k and p is the same for all the nodes of a given
BN in a random ensemble, the effective connectivity of each node is chosen from a small range
of values, [ke −∆ke/2, ke + ∆ke/2]. Since ke, unlike k, varies smoothly (Fig. 1.7), there are very
few Boolean functions with the same given value of ke, therefore allowing functions in same BN
to vary ke within a small range allows us to maintain sufficient variety of Boolean functions and
still parameterize the ensemble with a desired k, p, and ke. By sweeping the ensemble parameters
in this way, we generated a set of 100 networks for each parameter combination, resulting in the
generation of a RBN set with a total of 266,400 samples, whose dynamical regimes were individually
measured (§ 1.5.2).
In the analysis that follows, we will refer to the individual BNs rather than ensembles. The
parameters that identify an individual BN in an ensemble are the corresponding mean values 〈k〉,
〈p〉 and 〈ke〉. As explained before, 〈k〉 = k and 〈p〉 = p, that is, the k and p of all nodes in a BN are
the same and equal to the associated ensemble parameter, while its 〈ke〉 may be slightly different
from the associated ensemble parameter ke. In summary, we identify a BN by its k, p and 〈ke〉.
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(a) k = 2 (b) k = 3
(c) k = 4 (d) k = 6
(e) k = 8
Figure 2.2: Summary of the catalogs showing the distribution of ke per p over a range of values of k.
Catalogos for k ∈ {2, 3, 4} are exhaustive; see main text for details.
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2.2.2 Results of Experiments
We analyze the data obtained from the ensemble experiments described above to answer the fol-
lowing questions:
• How well do distinct statistical models based on BN parameters involving either k or 〈ke〉
predict the observed dynamical regime?
• Are models utilizing 〈ke〉 in place of k better predictors of dynamical regime?
• What is the best model of criticality that involves 〈ke〉?
We formulate the above questions as a binary classification problem, and approach it in the following
way. We evaluate the classification and regression performances of statistical models of varying
complexities to select the best model, and then we estimate the generalization (classification and
regression) performance of the best model via cross-validation.
First, we make a few important observations from the data. The dynamical regime of every RBN
sample is shown in Fig. 2.3 separately in the k-p and 〈ke〉-p spaces; Fig. 2.4 shows the same, except
in aggregates for better visualization. Fig. 2.5 projects the dynamical regimes in k-〈ke〉 space.
Note that only the ordered and chaotic regimes are displayed in all figures, as the critical regime is
combined with the former (almost no RBNs with Dc exactly equal to 1 were found).
The first clear observation is that the dynamical regimes of RBNs are better separated in the 〈ke〉-p
space than in the k-p space. Indeed, we observe stable networks well into the area predicted to
be chaotic by the existing criticality theory (eq. 1.6, § 1.5.3); we also observe chaotic networks in
the space predicted to be stable for the same theory. It is particularly interesting that RBNs with
p = 0.5 — which are most likely to be chaotic for any k according to (eq. 1.6, § 1.5.3 — with stable
dynamics are observed at every k (Fig. 2.3a), but in the 〈ke〉-p these networks cluster at a single
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value 〈ke〉 = 1 for every k (Fig. 2.3b). To complement these observations, Fig. 2.5 shows that 〈ke〉 is
a much more dominant discriminator of dynamical regimes than k, as indicated by the coefficients
of the expression specifying the boundary separating the two regimes (known as the ”criticality
model” defined below). These observations immediately suggest the superior discriminating power
of 〈ke〉 over k, which we quantify below with models that include effective connectivity.
The boundaries separating the two regimes shown in Figs. 2.3 depict a multi-linear relationship
among the respective predictors, as indicated by the respective expressions. This suggests that
the actual relationship (since the one shown in the figures depict just one possibility) among the
predictors may be expressed by a model in the space of multi-linear models (linear models with
interactions) in both cases. Moreover, since the objective is to model dynamical regime as a binary
variable R, and not the actual values of Dc. Specifically, we consider a binary decision mode where
R = 1 iff Dc > 1 denoting Chaos, otherwise R = 0 denoting Order; a logistic transformation of
candidate multi-linear models is required from which the binary “Class labels” (R) can further be
inferred using a step transformation.
In every model, instead of considering p as a term, we use the term p(1 − p) due to the principle
of duality of Boolean logic which states that there is no fundamental distinction between 0 and
1 in Boolean algebra. Thus, for every Boolean function f , there exists a dual fd defined [28] as:
fd(i1, i2, . . . , ik) = ¬f(¬i1,¬i2, . . . ,¬ik). That is, fd is obtained by negating the 0s and 1s in both
the condition (input) and transition (output) parts of the LUT entries2 of f . For example, the
dual of logical AND is logical OR. The duality principle further means that every BN B has a dual
counterpart Bd whose automata nodes are the logical duals of the first, and which is dynamically
indistinguishable, i.e., Dc(B) = Dc(Bd). Therefore, the terms p and (1 − p) must be treated
symmetrically in any model of criticality, since the characteristic output biases of B and its dual
2The dual is thus not the same as the complement which is obtained by negating the 0s and 1s only in the outputs
of the LUT entries
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Bd are p and 1− p respectively. That is to say that the critical boundary must be symmetric about
p = 0.5.
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(a) k-p space.
(b) 〈ke〉-p space.
Figure 2.3: Phase diagrams in the k-p and 〈ke〉-p spaces showing the dynamical regime of every RBN
sample; blue triangles represent RBNs with ordered dynamics, and red circles chaotic dynamics. Critical
boundaries displayed for Model class (2) (see main text). Also shown for reference in the k-p space is the
critical boundary (eq. 1.6) as dictated by the existing theory of criticality.
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(a) k-p space.
(b) 〈ke〉-p space.
Figure 2.4: Phase diagrams in the k-p and 〈ke〉-p spaces showing the dynamical regimes of aggregates
of RBN samples; blue pie slices indicate the proportion of RBNs with ordered dynamics, and red indicates
chaotic dynamics. Critical boundaries displayed for Model class (2) (see main text). Also shown for reference
in the k-p space is the critical boundary (eq. 1.6) as dictated by the existing theory of criticality.
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Figure 2.5: Phase diagram in the k-〈ke〉 space showing the dynamical regimes of aggregates of RBN
samples; blue pie slices indicate the proportion of RBNs with ordered dynamics, and red indicates chaotic
dynamics. The equation of the critical boundary displayed is: 0.1k+ 0.7〈ke〉 − 0.1k〈ke〉 = 1. The coefficient
of the 〈ke〉 term is 7 times larger than the coefficients of both the k term and the interaction term which are
close to 0.
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To compare the ability of effective connectivity to predict the dynamical regime of RBNs with that
of in-degree, we consider a set of models with varying degrees of complexity. For each complexity
level, we compare equivalent models for k and 〈ke〉. In other words, for each class of models, we
consider a version using mean connectivity k and a version using the mean effective connectivity
〈ke〉 instead. This allows us to quantify how much the inclusion of information about canalization
in our models improves prediction performance.
The general form of all models is:
R = step(logistic(Model)) (2.3)
where the output of the logistic function is the probability of observing Class label ‘1’ (Chaos),
and the output of the step function is the predicted Class labels: ‘1’ (Chaos) if the output of the
logistic function is greater than a threshold (T ) of 0.5; and ‘0’ (Order) otherwise. Thus, we have
both a regression model and a binary classifier; the step function turns the logistic model into a
classifier.
Each Model belongs to one of the following “Model classes”, listed in increasing order of model
complexity indicated by the number of terms and the number of predictors in each term:
1. a) c1.k; b) c1.〈ke〉
2. a) c1.k.p(1− p); b) c1.〈ke〉.p(1− p)
3. a) c1.k + c2.p(1− p); b) c1.〈ke〉+ c2.p(1− p)
4. a) c1.k + c2.k.p(1− p); b) c1.〈ke〉+ c2.〈ke〉.p(1− p)
5. a) c1.k.p(1− p) + c2.p(1− p); b) c1.〈ke〉.p(1− p) + c2.p(1− p)
6. a) c1.k + c2.k.p(1− p) + c3.p(1− p); b) c1.〈ke〉+ c2.〈ke〉.p(1− p) + c3.p(1− p)
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Finally, we derive a criticality model from each fully specified (with regressed coefficients) model
expression by setting it to 0 which translates to the probability of observing Class label ‘1’ (or
‘0’) being equal to 0.5. In other words, a criticality model specifies the critical boundary surface
separating the Order and Chaos regimes. We further re-express each criticality model where the
intercepts are eliminated and the right-hand side is equal to 1, so that the resulting expression is
similar in form to the current theory of criticality (Eqn. 1.6).
For example, if the regressed Model is:
−2 + 3.k.p(1− p)
Then, the corresponding criticality model is:
−2 + 3.k.p(1− p) = 0
=⇒ 1.5.k.p(1− p) = 1
so that it predicts Class ‘1’ if the value of 1.5.k.p(1− p) is greater than 1, and Class ‘0’ otherwise.
Henceforth, by “criticality model” we refer to the left-hand side of the corresponding expression,
since the R.H.S is always assumed to be 1.
We proceed with the statistical analysis in two consecutive steps:
1. Select the best characteristic model: Here, we evaluate the in-sample performance of all
models in order to select the model in each Model class that best characterizes the data at
hand. That is, we measure the performance (using measures described below) of the models
fit to the full dataset to evaluate how well they explain the dynamical regimes of the RBNs
at hand. Then, based on the model complexity and the in-sample performance, we select a
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single best model that is both simple and performs well. In other words, this step evaluates
the fit of all models in order to select the best model.
2. Estimate the generalization performance of the best characteristic model: Here,
we estimate the out-of-sample performance of the best model obtained in the previous step.
That is, we use the same performance measures as above to estimate the ability of the best
model to generalize to unseen RBNs, via a cross-validation procedure described below. In
other words, this step evaluates the prediction ability of the best model.
The following performance measures were used to evaluate the models:
• McFadden’s r-squared (R2): A measure of “pseudo” R2 or goodness-of-fit for logistic regres-
sion models, computed as 1 minus the ratio of the log-likelihood of the model to that of the
intercept-only model [21]. The maximum value of R2 is 1.
• Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) defined as follows [131]:
MCC =
TP × TN − FP × FN√
(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)
where,
True positive (TP ) = Number of Class labels observed as ‘1’ and classified as ‘1’
False positive (FP ) = Number of Class labels observed as ‘0’ and classified as ‘1’
True negative (TN) = Number of Class labels observed as ‘0’ and classified as ‘0’
False negative (FN) = Number of Class labels observed as ‘1’ but classified as ‘0’
Positive (P ) = Total number of observed Class labels ‘1’ = TP + FN
Negative (N) = Total number of observed Class labels ‘0’ = TN + FP
MCC ranges between -1 and 1, where -1 indicates perfect opposite classification, 1 indicates
perfect classification and 0 indicates random classification.
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• Area under curve (AUC) defined as follows [135] (implemented in R package ROCR):
AUC =
∫ 0
1
TPR(T )FPR′(T )dT
where,
True positive rate (TPR) = Proportion of true positives in the positive Class = TP/P
False positive rate (FPR) = Proportion of false positives in the negative Class = FP/N
and interpreted as the probability with which the classifier ranks positive instances (Class
label ‘1’) higher than negative instances (Class label ‘0’)3. In other words, the expected TPR
under a uniform distribution of the possible choices of FPR, as determined by the value of
T [47]; T = 0 =⇒ TPR = 1, FPR = 1 and T = 1 =⇒ TPR = 0, FPR = 0. As an area
measure, AUC ranges between 0 and 1.
Here, the positive class is associated with the chaotic dynamical regime R = 1, and the negative
class with the ordered regime R = 0. We also use R2 to evaluate the models, given the classification
problem at hand, because it is a standard goodness-of-fit metric for logistic models, and also relates
to the model comparison significance tests described below.
These measures provide a well-rounded quantification of classification performance. In particular,
MCC is ideal to measure classification in unbalanced scenarios, where one class has many more
instances than the other; here, about 84% of the nets are in the Chaos class [8]. Note that if the
classifier groups all data items into only one class, then MCC becomes an indeterminate value; we
assume MCC to be equal to 0 in such cases because the classifier is really unable to differentiate
between the classes. For example, if all items are classified as positive, then the values of TN and
FN are equal to 0, turning the denominator of the MCC calculation to 0.
3Thereby, indirectly determining the probability with which positive instances are placed above the threshold T
and negative instances below.
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We define the performance difference between Models in a given class as follows:
Performance difference =
Performance(Model x.b) - Performance(Model x.a)
Performance(Model x.a)
(2.4)
where x ∈ {1, . . . , 6}.
We also used statistical significance tests, namely ‘Vuong test’ and ‘Clarke test’, which are designed
for comparing non-nested regression models (neither model’s predictors are a subset of the other,
which is the case for the model pairs in every Model class) [27, 114]. The null hypothesis is that
the two models are equivalent, and therefore the alternative hypotheses is that one of the models is
better than the other, depending on the value of the test statistic. In Vuong test, the test statistic
is the difference between the sums of log-likelihoods of models (x.a) and (x.b), which follows a
normal distribution under null hypothesis. In Clarke test, the test statistic is the total number of
outcomes where the log-likelihood of (x.a) is larger than that of (x.b), which follows a binomial
distribution under null hypothesis. Here, the likelihood values are provided by the outputs of the
logistic regression models for each data point before the step transformation in Eqn.3.4. We used a
significance level of p-value = 0.05 to reject the null hypothesis and pick one of the two alternative
hypotheses: if the probability of observing a test statistic value equal to or larger than the observed
value is less than the significance level, then we conclude that (x.a) is significantly better than (x.b);
and, if the probability of observing a test statistic equal to or smaller than the observed value is
less than the significance level, then we conclude that (x.b) is significantly better than (x.a).
The performance measures are depicted in Fig. 2.6, and the performance differences in Fig. 2.7.
For reference, Table. 2.1 lists the full models obtained, along with coefficients and performance
scores. It is clear in every Model class that the version based on 〈ke〉 substantially outperforms the
version based on k. In the simplest Model class (1), the version with k (no canalization considered)
yields MCC=0 because it classified every RBN instance into the chaos class (the largest class). In
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contrast, the version with 〈ke〉 performs much better with an MCC ≈ 0.5, a performance close to
the current theory, Model (2.a), with an MCC ≈ 0.75. This means that even without considering
the bias parameter, a model based solely on effective connectivity yields a decent performance,
whereas connectivity does not classify dynamical regime at all (MCC=0).
To select the best Model class from among the full suite of 6 Model classes, we use a ‘pareto front’
that depicts models arranged in increasing order of complexity and performance where a model
is marked if and only if its performance is greater than that of all models of lower complexity
(Fig. 2.8). The pareto front shows that the second simplest class of models, namely Model class
(2), yields a level of performance close to the performances of the more complex model classes,
while performing significantly better than the less complex Model classes—for both the k and 〈ke〉
versions. The MCC of Model (2.a) is 0.73, which outperforms that of (1.a) with MCC = 0, while
it is outperformed by only about 4.1% by even the most complex Model class (6.a). Likewise, the
MCC of Model (2.b) is 0.96, which outperforms that of (1.b) by about 96%, while it performs
equally well as even the most complex Model class (6.b). Similar trends can be observed for R2
and AUC in qualitative terms. In summary, with very little addition in complexity Model class (2)
achieves a significant performance gain, while even a significant amount of additional complexity
over Model class (2) yields only a relatively slim gain in performance. Thus, we conclude, per
‘Ockham’s razor’, that Model class (2) is the more characteristic class of models that is optimal in
terms of both simplicity and performance.
Within Model class (2), we observe that the performance of Model (2.b) is much better than that
of (2.a): the MCC of the former is better than that of the latter by about 32%, and the R2 by
about 59% (Fig. 3.11). Moreover, (2.b) also a significantly better fit than (2.a) as indicated by both
Vuong and Clarke tests (Table. 2.1). Thus, we conclude that 〈ke〉 is a significantly better predictor
of dynamical regime than k, and that Model (2.b) is likely close to the actual model of criticality.
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To estimate the robustness of the coefficients and the performance scores, we performed repeated
random stratified-sub-sampling in-validation. Our subsamples are randomly chosen subsets con-
taining 60% of the original RBN dataset, where both the proportions of RBNs in the order versus
chaos regimes was preserved for each k. A set of 100 sub-samples was thus generated for each Model
class and used to fit both models in the class and their performances were measured. Table. 2.2
summarizes the results of in-validation. We observe that the mean performance, as well as the
mean values of model coefficients obtained by fitting across sub-samples, hardly deviate from what
was observed in the full RBN set. Moreover, the standard deviation is very small for all both the
performance measures and model coefficients. This demonstrates that the main results presented
in Table. 2.1 are reliable for the parameter ranges considered here.
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Table 2.1: List of criticality models with coefficients and performance scores. Each grey-white banded
pairs of rows are the model-pairs to be compared. The grey models utilize parameter k, while the white
models utilize 〈ke〉; all other parameters assume the same role in both models. The last two columns indicate
whether a model was deemed as significantly better than the other in the Model class. If neither model is
better than the other (null hypothesis is not rejected), then a ‘NO’ would be listed for both models. Models
are arranged in increasing order of complexity from top to bottom. The best characteristic Model class (2)
is highlighted in red.
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Table 2.2: List of criticality models with the central tendencies and standard deviations of coefficients and
performance scores obtained from repeated random stratified-sub-sampling in-validation. Each grey-white
banded pairs of rows are the model-pairs to be compared. The grey models utilize parameter k, while the
white models utilize 〈ke〉; all other parameters assume the same role in both models. The last two columns
indicate the proportion of comparison tests where a model was deemed as significantly better than the other
in the Model class. Models are arranged in increasing order of complexity from top to bottom. The best
characteristic Model class (2) is highlighted in red.
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Figure 2.6: Performance of various regression models on the full set of RBNs. Models are arranged in
increasing order of complexity from left to right. Because performance is computed on full set, results are
absolute and not statistical.
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Figure 2.7: Performance differences of various regression models on the full set of RBNs. Models are
arranged in increasing order of complexity from left to right. Values that shoot to∞ due to a 0-denominator
are capped at 100%.
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Figure 2.8: A ‘pareto front’ of the model complexity versus performance for the full suite of 6 model
classes fit to the full dataset. Models are arranged in increasing order of complexity from left to right. A
model class is marked (labeled on the axis) if and only if its performance is greater than the performances
of all models of lower complexity.
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To make sure the results above do not derive from overfitting the data, and to estimate generaliza-
tion performance on out-of-sample RBNs, we performed cross-validation on the best Model class
(2). More specifically, we performed nested 4-fold cross-validation by using modules implemented
in packages penalized [44] and CMA [119]:
1. The full RBN dataset was randomly split into 4 non-overlapping equally sized partitions (75%-
25% splits). This was repeated 4 times, thus yielding 4 outer foldings, and both Models (2.a)
and (2.b) were evaluated on the same foldings.
2. In each outer folding, each of the four 25% splits was treated as the ‘testing split’ and the other
75% split as the ‘training split’, yielding a total of 16 outer training-testing pairs. A penalized
logistic regression model with an ‘L2’ regularization parameter that penalizes the L2-norm of
the model coefficients [76] was fit to the training split and evaluated on the testing split. The
optimal value of the L2 parameter was chosen as follows:
2.1. The training split was itself randomly split into 4 non-overlapping equally sized partitions
(75%-25% splits of the outer 75% folding). This was repeated 4 times, yielding a total of
16 inner training-testing pairs. A penalized logistic regression model was fit to each inner
training split over a range of L2 parameters. Mean performance on the inner testing splits was
measured using log-likelihood. The L2 parameter that yielded the maximum cross-validated
log-likelihood was chosen to train the outer training split.
3. Measures of classification and regression performance (as with the full dataset) on the testing
splits were collected. The 16 sets of performance scores were averaged to produce an estimate
of generalization performance score for each measure.
The results of cross-validation are summarized in Fig. 2.9 and Table. 2.3. We observe that all
three cross-validated performance scores of Model (2.b) are significantly better than that of (2.a),
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and (2.b) is also a significantly better generalizable model than (2.a) per the model comparison
significance tests. Thus, we conclude that not only Model (2.b) is a better characteristic model than
(2.a), it also generalizes significantly better than (2.a). Moreover, the cross-validated performance
scores of Model (2.b) are essentially the same as the ordinary performance scores, and can therefore
be used as a generic model to make predictions of dynamical regimes of homogeneous RBNs in
general for the RBN parameter ranges considered here.
Figure 2.9: Generalization performance of Model class (3) from nested 4-fold cross-validation. The
significance codes above the boxes indicate p-values (< 0.001 = ’***’) obtained from a one-sided paired-
sample t-test where variances of the samples were not assumed to be the same. Here, paired-sample was
assumed because the two models were evaluated on the same set of 16 test folds; and one-sided test means
that the alternative hypothesis is that the mean score of Model (2.b) is greater than that of (2.a).
Finally, we compare our new best Model (2.b) based on effective connectivity with the current
theory based on apparent connectivity which belongs to Model class (2.a) but with a slightly
different coefficient than the one derived from our data: 2.k.p(1− p) = 1. Fig. 2.10 and Table. 2.4
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Table 2.3: Central tendencies and standard deviations of the generalization performance of Model class (2)
from nested 4-fold cross-validation. The last two columns indicate the proportion (out of 16) of comparison
tests where a model was deemed as significantly better than the other in the Model class.
summarize the results. As expected, the new model is better than the current model of criticality
on every count.
Figure 2.10: Performance of current model of criticality based on apparent connectivity versus new Model
(2.b) based on effective connectivity on the full dataset.
We conclude that the new model of criticality based on effective connectivity, 3.93.〈ke〉.p(1−p) = 1,
is a revision to the current best model of criticality based on apparent connectivity, 2.k.p(1−p) = 1,
for homogeneous RBNs.
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Table 2.4: Performance of current model of criticality based on apparent connectivity versus new Model
(2.b) based on effective connectivity on the full dataset.
2.3 Effective Connectivity and criticality in Systems Biology Models
‘The Cell Collective’ was introduced as an online platform to create, store and analyze Boolean
network models of biochemical pathways in cells [53]. Presently, the repository “https://www.
cellcollective.org/” consists of 50 published models [52], examples of which are the lac operon
interaction [128], T-cell receptor signaling [112], budding yeast cell cycle [58], apoptosis [84], chole-
strol regulation [69], glucose repression [26], Influenza A replication [83], Drosophila body segmen-
tation, lymphocytes differentiation [90], survival signalling in leukemic cells [141], and cardiac [54]
and cortical area development [41].
We analyzed a set of 49 of the 50 Boolean network models4 found in this repository. Each model
BN is comprised of N automata nodes, each with a distinct in-degree k, output bias p and effective
connectivity ke, all of which are summarized in Fig. 2.11.
It is clear from this figure that there is substantial canalization in the models as the mean ke ≈ 1.18
is substantially lower than mean k ≈ 2.2, indicating that about 46% of the inputs are redundant
or about 54% of the inputs are effective, on average. Moreover, since automata with k = 1 cannot
be canalized (excepting tautology and contradiction), the degree of canalization is even greater
4The one that was left out had a node with so large an in-degree that an accurate computation of its ke was
not feasible. Although an estimate of ke for this BN can be computed using faster heuristics-based methods like
ESPRESSO [28], we left it out to ensure that all ke were computed in the same manner.
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for automata with k > 1: with the mean ke ≈ 1.35 and mean k ≈ 3.4, about 60% of inputs per
automaton are redundant. Indeed, as Fig. 2.12 shows, even automata with large k possess much
lower effective connectivity—automata with k > 10 have a mean ke ≈ 1.6—indicating very large
canalization in biological models.
(a) Histogram of N . (b) Histogram of k.
(c) Histogram of ke. (d) Histogram of p.
Figure 2.11: (a) Histogram of the number of automata in the 49 BN models of the Cell Collective. (b-d)
Histograms of in-degree (k), effective connectivity (ke) and output bias (p) of all automata in the BN models
of Cell Collective. Most of the nodes with p = 0.5 have k = 1, and most nodes with p = 0.25 and p = 0.75
have k = 2. The total number of automata considered is 2489. The vertical red line in each figure represents
the mean value.
Fig. 2.13 depicts the Derrida coefficient Dc (§ 1.5.2) of the models. As can be seen, the mean Dc
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Figure 2.12: A map of k, ke and p of the individual automata of the Cell Collective BNs.
is about 0.95, with most values clustering around it; about 80% of the Dc values lie within one
standard deviation (≈ 0.07) of the mean. This suggests that most of these biochemical models
display ordered dynamics (only 6 are slightly chaotic) and are close to being critical. This makes
sense, since the Systems biology models in the Cell Collective tend to converge quickly to attractors
representing cell types or other stable phenotypic behaviors (so ordered behavior is expected), but
they also allow for adaptation allowing them to switch attractors under certain environmental
conditions, which means that the networks cannot be too stable so that some perturbations could
be allowed to propagate.
Since many of these models are almost critical, they should lie close to the critical boundary.
Naturally, the parameter space where this occurs can be deemed to be the most characteristic of
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Figure 2.13: Distribution of Dc of the Cell Collective BNs. Red line represents the mean Dc.
these models in regards to criticality. To evaluate this hypothesis, we project the dynamical regimes
of the models in two different parameter spaces, as show in Fig. 2.14: (a) 〈k〉-〈p〉 and (b) 〈ke〉-〈p〉
spaces. The criticality models shown are respectively the current theory and the new theory based
on ke derived empirically in § 2.2.2. Here, 〈k〉, 〈ke〉 and 〈p〉 represent the corresponding network-
level mean values. In this sense, these figures clearly show that 〈ke〉 is more characteristic than
〈k〉 of the models, as they tightly cluster around the critical boundary only in the case of 〈ke〉
(Fig. 2.14b). This provides further evidence that a theory of criticality based on canalization is
more characteristic of the dynamics of BN models of biochemical regulation.
The performance measures of both models are displayed in Table. 2.5. We observe that the 〈ke〉
model is better than the k model only according to the AUC measure. Thus, the canalization-based
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classifier better ranks the dynamic regimes of the BNs. As per MCC and R2, however, the k-based
model performs better. These performance comparisons thus suggest that it is not possible to
derive an unequivocal conclusion about whether 〈k〉 or 〈ke〉 is more predictive of the dynamical
regimes of the Cell Collective BNs.
(a) 〈k〉-〈p〉 space. (b) 〈ke〉-〈p〉 space.
Figure 2.14: Projection of the dynamic regimes of the Cell Collective BNs in the phase spaces derived
by fitting models to homogeneous RBNs. The parameters 〈k〉, 〈ke〉 and 〈p〉 represent the corresponding
network-level means of the BNs. Critical boundaries shown here are those represented by the current theory
(a), and obtained empirically (b) in Sec. 2.2.2.
Note however that we have used criticality models derived from homogeneous RBNs (§ 2.2) for the
above analysis, whereas the Cell Collective BNs display higher heterogeneity particularly in k and
p (Fig. 2.15). Therefore, we fit statistical models to only the Cell Collective dataset with the goal
of deducing whether 〈k〉 or 〈ke〉 is more explanatory, as opposed to being predictive, of the observed
dynamical regimes.
The new phase spaces thus obtained are depicted in Fig. 2.16. From the performance scores,
shown in Table. 2.6, we can conclude that 〈ke〉 is indeed better than 〈k〉 at explaining the observed
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Table 2.5: Performance of current theory based on 〈k〉 and new theory based on 〈ke〉, derived in in
Sec. 2.2.2, as evaluated on the Cell Collective dataset.
Figure 2.15: Distributions of k, ke and p of the automata per BN model in Cell Collective.
dynamical regimes of the Cell Collective BNs. In other words, the derived explanatory models
suggest that canalization remains characteristic of dynamical regime also in the more realistic case
of heterogeneous networks. In future work, we will verify this observation rigorously by considering
RBNs with heterogeneous connectivity.
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(a) 〈k〉-〈p〉 space. (b) 〈ke〉-〈p〉 space.
Figure 2.16: Projection of the dynamic regimes of the Cell Collective BNs in the phase spaces derived by
fitting models to the Cell Collective data. The parameters 〈k〉, 〈ke〉 and 〈p〉 represent the corresponding
network-level means of the BNs. Critical boundaries shown here are those obtained empirically by fitting
statistical models to the Cell Collective BNs.
Table 2.6: Performance of the models based on 〈k〉 and 〈ke〉 derived from regression and evaluation on the
Cell Collective dataset.
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Chapter 3
Unified canalization and criticality
In this chapter, we introduce the concept of unified canalization (ku) as a measure of partial
canalization that combines input redundancy and input symmetry. We further test the hypothesis
that such a combined measure of canalization is a better predictor of criticality than just effective
connectivity (§ 2). Our experiments show that the best statistical model utilizing ku outperforms
the counterpart model utilizing ke in predicting dynamic regime by about 1% in terms of the MCC
score. The performance difference further reveals a pattern upon conditioning the RBNs on k: up
until k = 8, the ke model outperforms the ku model, but the difference consistently shrinks to the
point where the ku model outperforms the ke model by about 2.2% at k = 10 and by about 4.7%
at k = 12. Our results thus indicate that ku is likely to become an even better predictor than ke
if more RBNs with larger values of k are considered. We conclude the chapter with an analysis of
actual models of biochemical systems in the light of our new theory of criticality based on ku.
3.1 Unified canalization
Unified canalization (ku) is formulated to provide a deeper and a more nuanced measure of the
amount of partial canalization in a Boolean automaton than input redundancy (kr) or the comple-
mentary measure of effective connectivity (ke). As a unified measure of effective connectivity and
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input symmetry, ku provides a more accurate characterization of partial canalization, than ke, of a
Boolean automaton.
The unification of effective connectivity and input symmetry hinges on the fact that a wildcard
schema is a type of two-symbol schema that has no permuting symbols [88]. As described in
Eqn. 1.15, two-symbol schemata can be characterized by the following schema parameters: (1)
nl, the number of literals; (2) n
#
f , the number of fixed (non-permuting) wildcards; and (3) ng,
the number of permuting symbols of which n#g are wildcards, n1g are 1s and n
0
g are 0s; where
nl + n
#
f + ng = k and n
#
g + n1g + n
0
g = ng.
Wildcard schemata are characterized by the parameter values ng = 0 and n
#
f ≥ 0 (e.g., (1, 0,#,#)),
while the more general two-symbol schemata by ng ≥ 0 and n#f ≥ 0 (e.g., (1,#, #˙, 1˙, 0˙)).
We compute the set of all two-symbol schemata, F ′′, directly from F, just as done1 for F ′. A
two-symbol schema, f ′′θ , redescribes a subset of LUT entries: Θθ ≡ {fα : fα  f ′′θ } ⊆ F . The set
of all two-symbol schemata that redescribes the entire LUT is denoted as: F ′′ ≡ {f ′′θ }.
Our goal is to capture maximal canalization present in an automaton using the two-symbol schema
redescription approach, hence to compute a F ′′ that satisfies both of the following properties:
1. F ′′ contains maximal two-symbol schemata. A maximal two-symbol schema is one such that
there exists no other two-symbol schema in F ′′ that can redescribe the subset of LUT entries
that it redescribes. That is, (Θθ * Θφ) ∧ (Θφ * Θθ), ∀f ′′θ , f ′′φ ∈ F ′′.
2. F ′′ is complete. It contains all possible all possible two-symbol schemata (satisfying some
parameter combination) that redescribes the LUT. That is, @f ′′θ : ∃Θθ ≡ {fα : fα  f ′′θ } ⊆
1Alternatively, F ′′ could in principle be computed from F ′. However, since two-symbol schemata are just a more
general type of schemata than wildcard schemata, we chose to compute them simply by expanding the procedure
that computes wildcard schemata to look for two-symbol schemat as well.
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F ∧ f ′′θ /∈ F ′′.
The set F ′′ that satisfies the above properties may not be the same as the F ′′ computed as described
in § 1.6.2; we refer to these sets as ‘revised’ and ‘current’ F ′′ respectively. In particular, the current
F ′′ may not be complete in the sense described above. This is because certain two-symbol schemata
cannot be obtained using the method by which the current F ′′ is computed—which is by combining
wildcard schemata in F ′ containing the same number of wildcards, 1s and 0s [88]. The revised F ′′
captures these additional two-symbol schemata as well2; such schemata were first described in an
earlier work [89], an example of which is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. That is, the revised F ′′ contains
not only maximal two-symbol schemata but is also complete. As a consequence, it includes all
wildcard and two-symbol schemata as the current F ′′, with an exception (explained below). As a
consequence of the defining characteristics of the revised F ′′ stated above, it is possible that the
set contains two-symbol schemata that may not be necessary to describe the automaton but are
necessary to capture input symmetry. Furthermore, it is possible that the wildcard schemata that
are deemed necessary in F ′ are rendered non-essential in F ′′. These are detailed further with the
help of examples in Appendix. C. Henceforth, all references to F ′′ refer to the ‘revised’ set.
The algorithm to compute F ′′ for a Boolean automaton with k inputs proceeds by first identifying
all two-symbol schemata that occur with either n#f > 0 and ng = 0, or those with n
#
f = 0 and
ng > 0 in all possible ‘subcubes’ (§ 1.6.3) of a given size, and then combining subsets of these
schemata in parallel-facing subcubes to produce other schemata that occur with n#f > 0 and
ng > 0. The algorithm repeats these steps starting from the largest subcube (the full hypercube)
and sequentially working its way through smaller ones3. In other words, the algorithm essentially
adopts a brute-force approach to obtaining all possible two-symbol schemata4. For more details on
2Whether these new two-symbol schemata are significantly more informative when present than not, insofar as
prediction of dynamical regime is concerned, is a question we save for furture work.
3The time complexity of this algorithm grows faster than 2k but slower than k!.
4Hence, the revised F ′′ cannot miss two-symbol schemata obtained from other methods including the one used to
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Figure 3.1: A crucial difference between the compositions of the current and revised F ′′. Highlighted
in red is an example of a schema contained in the latter (making it complete) but not in the former. The
two-symbol schema (#˙, 0˙, 0˙) in the revised F ′′ is not present in the current F ′′ because it cannot be computed
by combining the wildcard schemata (0,#,#) and (#, 0, 0) since they don’t contain the same number of
wildcards, 1s and 0s.
the algorithm and for a worked example, see Appendix. A.
Although F ′′ is in principle complete, the version used in this dissertation misses certain types of
two-symbol schemata, for reasons described below. Specifically, the algorithm detects only those
two-symbol schemata with parameters n#g > 0 when ng > 0; it misses those with parameters
n#g = 0. Examples of schemata not detected by the algorithm are (0˙, 1˙) (found in the redescription
of logical XOR), (#, 0˙, 1˙, 1˙) etc.
To assess the potential impact of the missing schemata on the criticality experiments below, we
estimate the proportion of the missed schemata for various values of k. For this purpose, we enu-
merate schema ‘signatures’ and calculate the proportion of the signatures of the missed schemata. A
schema signature is simply a particular combination of the schema parameter values. All schemata
that satisfy a given set of parameter values are considered to have the same signature. For example,
the schemata (0, 0, 1˙, 0˙, #˙) and (0˙, 1, 1˙, #˙, 1) have the same signature, even though they are different
compute the current F ′′
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instances. Moreover, a signature is parity-symmetric: there is no difference between the permuting
1s and 0s. For example, the schemata (0˙, 1˙, 1˙) and (1˙, 0˙, 0˙) bear the same signature.
Schema signatures can be classified into three types, each satisfying a unique set of parameter
constraints: (i) n#f ≥ 0 and ng = 0; (ii) n#f ≥ 0, ng > 0 and n#g > 0; and (iii) n#f ≥ 0, ng > 0 and
n#g = 0. The number of schema signatures in each type, denoted respectively by s1, s2 and s3, is
calculated as:
s1 =
k∑
n#f =0
1 = 1 + k (3.1)
s2 =
k−2∑
n#f =0
k−n#f∑
ng=2
ng−1∑
n#g =1
⌊
ng−n#g
2
⌋
∑
n1g=0
1
s3 =
k−2∑
n#f =0
k−n#f∑
ng=2
bng2 c∑
n1g=1
1
The above expressions hold for k ≥ 2, since permutation needs at least two variables; for k = 1,
therefore, s2 = s3 = 0. The expression for s2 sweeps through all possible values of n
#
f from 0 up to
a maximum of k − 2 (leaving at least two symbols for permutation), and for each value of n#f , ng
is allowed to vary from 2 up to a maximum of k − n#f , and for each value of ng, n#g varies from 1
to a maximum of ng − 1 (the case with all permuting symbols being wildcards is not allowed since
such a schema is just a wildcard schema), and finally for each value of n#g , n1g is swept from 0 to a
maximum that respects parity symmetry. The expression for s3 is the same, except n
#
g stays at a
fixed value of 0.
Fig. 3.2 illustrates the ratio s∗3 =
s3
s1+s2+s3
as a function of k (green line), providing a rough
estimate of the probability of observing the missing schemata in a random Boolean automaton
with k inputs—the actual probabilities depend on various constraints like p, presence or absence
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of other schemata etc5. Even though there is an initial rise in s∗3 up to k = 4 where it attains the
peak value of about 21%, it approaches 0 as k →∞, suggesting that the missing schemata may not
play a crucial role in predicting criticality at large k, as they would not be expected to significantly
contribute to the canalization of the automata6.
Figure 3.2: The ratios s∗1, s
∗
2 and s
∗
3 as a function of k. The total number of schema signatures, s1+s2+s3
rises with k: 5 for k = 2, 471 for k = 10, and 5366 for k = 20.
The amount of canalization contributed by a wildcard schema to a Boolean automaton is simply
equal to n#f (§ 1.6.3). Here, we introduce a more general measure of the amount of canalization
contributed by a generic two-symbol schema, namely its dimension.
5One way is to calculate it is to draw up a probability tree whose nodes are the schemata, and the probability
of occurrence of a schema at a given level in the tree would depend on the schemata at every upper level of the
corresponding branch and the total output bias p.
6However, in this dissertation we consider RBNs with only up to k = 12 where s∗3 varies between 15% and 21%,
suggesting a possible but unlikely role of the missing two-symbol schemata in predicting criticality.
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The dimension, df ′′ , of a two-symbol schema f
′′ is tallied by the base-2-logarithm of its ‘volume’
vf ′′—the cardinality of the corresponding set of redescribed LUT entries:
vf ′′ = 2
n#f ·
n1g+n
#
g∑
n=n1g
(
ng
n
)
(3.2)
df ′′ = log2(vf ′′)
which obeys the property 0 ≤ df ′′ ≤ k since 1 ≤ vf ′′ ≤ 2k. The dimension of a wildcard schema
is n#f , since df ′′ = log2(2
n#f ) = n#f , as ng = n
#
g = n1g = 0. Two-symbol schemata have fractional
dimensions in general, with the exception of wildcard schemata whose dimensions are always whole
numbers, as just shown. For example, the dimension of (1, 1˙, #˙) is about 1.58, while that of (1,#,#)
is 2. Note that dimension, as defined here, is not a unique descriptor of two-symbol schemata. For
example, both the schemata (1,#,#) and (1˙, 1˙, #˙) have the same dimension equal to 2; although, in
this case the conserved dimension may be indicative of the fact the first schema has fewer variables
that are fully redundant compared to the second which has more variables that are less redundant.
Furthermore, the dimension of a schema can be expressed as a proportion of the total number of
fixed wildcards and permuting symbols—the symbols that contribute to canalization—ns = n
#
f +ng,
as follows:
df ′′ = log2(vf ′′)
= ns × log2(vf
′′)
log2(2
ns)
= ns × log2ns (vf ′′)
where, 0 ≤ log2ns (vf ′′) ≤ 1 is a normalization term that attains maximal value when all ns symbols
are fixed wildcards. This expression of df ′′ especially clarifies its character as a general measure of
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canalization by which the particular types namely redundancy and permutation or their combina-
tion can be expressed.
The dimension of a schema can also be understood as its geometrical dimension when visualized in
a hypercube, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. In particular, it is analogous to the ‘box-counting’ dimension
of a fractal S which is defined as [134]:
dim(S) = lim
→0
logN()
log(1/)
where, N() is analogous to vf ′′ . The difference is that measuring the dimension of a schema does
not require the infinitesimal limit of the scale ; a fixed value of  = 1/2 suffices. This is because the
black and white circles of the Boolean hypercube (§ 1.2)—the only entities that impart a pattern
to the hypercube—can only occupy the opposite ends of the hypercube’s edges, implying that N()
does not depend on the scale  as long as  ∈ (0, 1).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.3: Calculating the dimension of a generic two-symbol schema. The schema listed under each
figure is highlighted in red. The dimensions continuously progress from 1 (single edge) through 1.58 (two
edges) and 2 (single face) to 2.58 (two faces). The largest possible dimension for a 3-dimensional hypercube
is equal to 3, and corresponds to the schema, (#,#,#), which redescribes the entire cube (not shown).
The mean amount of unified canalization, ku, of a Boolean automaton f is given by:
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ku(f) = k −
∑
fα∈F
max
θ:fα∈Θθ
(df ′′θ )∣∣F∣∣ (3.3)
Like ke(f), lower the value of ku(f), higher the amount of canalization.
An important property of ku is: 0 ≤ ku ≤ ke ≤ k, with ku < ke if and only if F ′′ contains two-
symbol schemata with ng > 0 (that is, number of schemata of type (ii), s2 > 0). This is due to the
fact that every LUT entry of an automaton is now redescribed by a schema in F ′′ which is the same
as, or redescribes a subset of, the schemata in F ′ associated with that automaton; if F ′′ ≡ F ′, then
ku = ke. Fig. 3.5 belows illustrates the above inequality for all possible BFs with k = {2, 3, 4}.
Moreover, the fact that the algorithm used to compute ku misses certain schemata (explained above)
implies: ke = k =⇒ ku = k. That is, if an automaton has no wildcard schemata with at least
one wildcard symbol, then the associated F ′′ would be the same as F ′. For example, ke = ku = 2
for the logical XOR function, since the schema (0˙, 1˙) → 1 is not considered in the calculation of
ku. Thus, the difference ke − ku characterizes the amount of input symmetry, involving permuting
wildcard symbols, in the automaton.
Fig. 3.4 illustrates a worked-out example for calculating ku. Appendix. A describes the algorithm
for calculating the ku of a Boolean automaton, along with the example shown in Fig. 3.4, in detail.
Although a measure of input symmetry in Boolean automata (ks) exists, as described in § 1.6.4,
here we do not compare it with ku. The reason is that the corresponding algorithms are both
computationally expensive: their time complexities grow super-exponentially with k, as Fig.3.6
shows. Moreover, it makes statistical sense to compare models with a single parameter ku, rather
than two parameters ke and ks, to compare models with just ke. This is because adding more
parameters would always result in some model that performs at least as well as a model with
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Figure 3.4: Computing the mean unified canalization of a Boolean automaton. Shown is the same BF of
Fig. 1.6. (a): The hypercube representation of the BF (repeated for clarity). (b): The logic formula and
the sets of redescribing two-symbol input schemata. (c): Sets of redescribing two-symbol schemata and the
dimension of the largest redescribing schema per LUT entry. (d): The numerator in the fraction term of ku
is the total of the last column in (c).
fewer parameters. Yet, as we show below, a two-parameter model consisting of ke and a surrogate
measure of ks yields insights into the relative contributions of the two forms of canalization to the
prediction of criticality.
More importantly, the fact that ku is typically lower than ke means that the automaton is built
of even fewer “building blocks” (§ 2.1) than what ke would suggest. Therefore, the random flip
of one or more inputs is even less likely to flip the automaton’s output state than what ke would
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suggest. This leads to the hypothesis that the mean amount of unified canalization 〈ku〉 of a RBN
is a better predictor of dynamical regime than the mean effective connectivity 〈ke〉, which we test
next.
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(a) k = 2 (b) k = 3
(c) k = 4
Figure 3.5: Illustration of the relation ku ≤ ke, based on the ke and ku of all possible non-constant Boolean
functions with k = {2, 3, 4}. The grey line is the reference ke = ku.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of log1 0 of run times in seconds of the algorithms that compute ks and ku of all
possible non-constant Boolean automata with k = {2, 3, 4} with p ≤ 0.5, and random samples of automata
with k ∈ {6, 8, 10}, totaling 55571 automata. Both algorithms were run on the same set of automata, written
in the same language (R), and run on the same machine. As expected, the run time of the ku algorithm
grows faster than that of ks as k grows, because the former typically detects more schemata than the latter
(see main text).
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3.2 Prediction of Dynamical Regime with Unified Canalization
We follow a computational approach to compare 〈ke〉 and 〈ku〉 as predictors of criticality of RBNs:
1. Generate RBN ensembles parameterized by both (ke, p) and (ku, p) over an appropriate range
of values.
2. Compute their dynamic regimes based on Dc (§ 1.5.2).
3. Evaluate classification performance of statistical models with said parameters as predictors
of dynamical regime.
3.2.1 RBN Ensemble Generation
The experimental setup starts by generating of RBN constrained by parameter set (k, ke, ku, p), so
that each ensemble has both (k, ke, p) and (k, ku, p) parameters associated with it. The procedure
for constructing an RBN with any given set of parameters is the same as described in § 2.2.1.
As before, we used a ‘catalog’ from which the Boolean automata that make up the RBNs were
picked. The catalog utilized for the experiments described below consists of: (1) the original set of
automata described in § 2.2.1 with the corresponding values of ku included; and (2) fresh sets of
automata generated with k ∈ {10, 12} for which both ke and ku were computed.
Fig. 3.7 summarizes the distributions of ku alongside ke of the automata in the updated catalog. As
with the original catalog, the automata were sampled both randomly and with a GA (as described
in § 2.2.1) for k = 10. For k = 12, however, random sampling swept so small a range of ke and ku
that the entire set of automata for this k was generated using a GA.
The following values of the ensemble parameters were considered: N = 100 for all ensembles,
k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12}, p = (0, 0.26] with ∆p = 0.01 at a minimum for all k except for k = 12
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where ∆p = 0.025, ke = [1, k] and ku = [1, k] with ∆ke ≈ ∆ku ≈ 0.5. The maximum of p was
fixed at 0.26 for two reasons: (1) we observed that RBNs typically tend to be chaotic for p > 0.26
(Fig. 2.4(a)) even when ke is minimal (Fig. 2.4(b)); that is, only about 0.4% of RBNs with p > 0.26
are stable (a proportion too small to significantly influence statistical analysis) regardless of k of
ke, hence we expected a similar behavior by ku; (2) the computational costs of calculating ke and
ku soars with k (Fig. 3.6).
During the construction of an RBN, the ku of each node in an RBN was chosen from a small range of
values available in the catalog, [ku−∆ku/2, ku+ ∆ku/2], with mean ku. By sweeping the ensemble
parameters in this way, we generated a set of 100 networks for each parameter combination, resulting
in the generation of a RBN set with a total of 251,467 samples, whose dynamical regimes were
individually measured (§ 1.5.2).
In the analysis that follows, we will refer to the individual BNs rather than ensembles. The
parameters that identify an individual BN in an ensemble are the corresponding mean values 〈k〉,
〈ke〉, 〈p〉 and 〈ku〉. As before, 〈k〉 = k and 〈p〉 = p, that is, the k and p of all nodes in a BN are
the same and equal to the associated ensemble parameter, while its 〈ke〉 and 〈ku〉 may be slightly
different from the associated ensemble parameters ke and ku. In summary, we identify a BN by its
k, p 〈ke〉 and 〈ku〉.
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(a) k = 2 (b) k = 3 (c) k = 4
(d) k = 6 (e) k = 8 (f) k = 10
(g) k = 12
Figure 3.7: Effective connectivity (ke) and unified canalization (ku) of the automata in the updated catalog
used in the experiments. Distributions of ke (red) and ku (green) per p ∈ (0, 0.26] for k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12}.
For each k, p is swept in steps of at least 0.01, except for k = 12 where it is swept in steps of 0.025. The
legend at the bottom center
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3.3 Results of Experiments
We analyze the data obtained from the ensemble experiments described above to answer the fol-
lowing questions:
• How well do distinct statistical models based on BN parameters involving either 〈ke〉 or 〈ku〉
predict the observed dynamical regime?
• Are models utilizing 〈ku〉 in place of 〈ke〉 better predictors of dynamical regime? Does it
depend on k?
• What is the best model of criticality that involves 〈ku〉?
We formulate the above questions as a binary classification problem, and approach it in the following
way. We evaluate the classification and regression performances of statistical models of varying
complexities to select the best model, and then we estimate the generalization (classification and
regression) performance of the best model via cross-validation.
The dynamical regime of every RBN sample is shown in Fig. 3.8 separately in the 〈ke〉-p and 〈ku〉-p
spaces; Fig. 3.9 shows the same, except in aggregates for better visualization. As before, only the
ordered and chaotic regimes are displayed in all figures, as the critical regime is combined with the
former (almost no RBNs with Dc exactly equal to 1 were found). We observe that larger values of
〈ke〉 or 〈ku〉 tend to push the RBNs toward chaos, as expected.
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(a) 〈ke〉-p space.
(b) 〈ku〉-p space.
Figure 3.8: Phase diagrams in the 〈ke〉-p and 〈ku〉-p spaces showing the dynamical regime of every RBN
sample; blue triangles represent RBNs with ordered dynamics, and red circles chaotic dynamics. Critical
boundaries displayed for Model class (3), which is also the simplest model class with maximal classification
performance (see main text).
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(a) 〈ke〉-p space.
(b) 〈ku〉-p space.
Figure 3.9: Phase diagrams in the 〈ke〉-p and 〈ku〉-p spaces showing the dynamical regimes of aggregates
of RBN samples; blue pie slices indicate the proportion of RBNs with ordered dynamics, and red indicates
chaotic dynamics. Critical boundaries displayed for Model class (3), which is also the simplest model class
with maximal classification performance (see main text).
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To compare the ability of unified canalization with that of effective connectivity in predicting the
dynamical regime of RBNs, we consider a set of models with varying degrees of complexity. For
each complexity level, we compare equivalent models for 〈ke〉 and 〈ku〉, where one version utilizes
mean effective connectivity 〈ke〉 and the other utilizes the mean unified canalization 〈ku〉 instead.
This allows us to quantify how much the inclusion of information about symmetry in canalization,
provided by two-symbol schemata on top of input redundancy provided by wildcard schemata,
alters the prediction performance of a model.
As in § 2.2.2 and for the same reasons described there, we consider only multi-linear statistical
models. Also as before, all models consider the term p(1 − p) due to logical duality in Boolean
functions.
The general form of all models is:
R = step(logistic(Model))
where the output of the logistic function is the probability of observing Class label ‘1’ (Chaos),
and the output of the step function is the predicted Class labels: ‘1’ (Chaos) if the output of the
logistic function is greater than a threshold (T ) of 0.5; and ‘0’ (Order) otherwise. Thus, we have
both a regression model and a binary classifier; the step function turns the logistic model into a
classifier.
Each Model belongs to one of the following “Model classes”. A total of 120 model classes are
possible that include 〈ke〉 and 〈ku〉 in all possible interactions with k and p(1− p), of which the top
10 are listed below in increasing order of ‘complexity’ (defined in § 2.2.2):
1. a) c1.〈ke〉; b) c1.〈ku〉
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2. a) c1.k.〈ke〉; b) c1.k.〈ku〉
3. a) c1.〈ke〉.p(1− p); b) c1.〈ku〉.p(1− p)
4. a) c1.k.〈ke〉.p(1− p); b) c1.k.〈ku〉.p(1− p)
5. a) c1.k + c2.〈ke〉; b) c1.k + c2.〈ku〉
6. a) c1.〈ke〉+ c2.k.〈ke〉; b) c1.〈ku〉+ c2.k.〈ku〉
7. a) c1.〈ke〉+ c2.p(1− p); b) c1.〈ku〉+ c2.p(1− p)
8. a) c1.k + c2.k.〈ke〉; b) c1.k + c2.k.〈ku〉
9. a) c1.〈ke〉+ c2.〈ke〉.p(1− p); b) c1.〈ku〉+ c2.〈ku〉.p(1− p)
10. a) c1.〈ke〉+ c2.k.p(1− p); b) c1.〈ku〉+ c2.k.p(1− p)
We derive a ‘criticality model’ from each regressed model in the same way as described in § 2.2.2.
As in § 2.2.2, we proceed with the statistical analysis in two consecutive steps: (1) select the best
characteristic model in each Model class based on the complexity and performance of all models
fit to the full dataset; and (2) estimate the generalization performance of the best model obtained
in the previous step via cross-validation. We use the same set of performance measures (described
below) in both steps; the difference is that they are used to measure fit to the current data in the
first step, and to measure prediction with respect to new data in the second step.
The following measures [21] were used to evaluate the performance of the models: R2, MCC and
AUC (defined in § 2.2.2). MCC is a particularly appropriate measure of classification performance
for unbalanced classification scenarios such as is the case here: about 63% of RBNs are in the Chaos
regime. We also used the model comparison significance test, namely ‘Vuong test’ and ‘Clarke test’
(§ 2.2.2) to compare the regression models with a given Model class.
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As before, we consider the performance difference between the pair of models, x.a and x.b, in a
given model class x, defined as follows:
Performance difference =
Performance(Model x.b) - Performance(Model x.a)
Performance(Model x.a)
(3.4)
where, x ∈ {1, . . . , 120}.
The performance scores and differences of the top 10 Model classes (listed above) are displayed in
Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 respectively. Results of the model comparison significance tests are displayed
in Table. 3.1, and the actual models obtained containing all the coefficients, along with the values
of performance measures are displayed in Table. 3.1 for the top 10 Model classes.
We observe that model version (b), utilizing 〈ku〉, significantly outperforms version (a), utilizing
〈ke〉, in 8 of the top 10 model classes on almost all performance measures. In the simplest model
class (1), containing only the relevant canalization parameters, the MCC of version (b) outperforms
version (a) by about 9% and R2 by about 23%.
To select the best Model class from among the full suite of 120 Model classes, we use a ‘pareto front’
that depicts models arranged in increasing order of complexity and performance where a model
is marked if and only if its performance is greater than that of all models of lower complexity
(Fig. 3.12). The pareto front shows that the third simplest class of models, namely Model class (3),
yields a level of performance close to the performances of the more complex model classes, while
performing significantly better than the less complex Model classes—for both the 〈ke〉 and 〈ku〉
versions. The MCC of Model (3.a) is 0.88, which outperforms that of (1.a) by about 74%, while it is
outperformed by only about 4.5% by even the most complex Model class (120.a). Likewise, the MCC
of Model (3.b) is 0.89, which outperforms that of (1.b) by about 57%, while it is outperformed by
only about 2.2% by even the most complex Model class (120.b). Similar trends can be observed for
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R2 and AUC in qualitative terms. In summary, with very little addition in complexity Model class
(3) achieves a significant performance gain, while even a significant amount of additional complexity
over Model class (3) yields only a relatively slim gain in performance. Thus, we conclude that Model
class (3) is the more characteristic class of models that is optimal in terms of both simplicity and
performance7.
Within Model class (3), we observe that even though the R2 of the Models (3.a) and (3.b) are about
the same, the MCC of the 〈ku〉 model (3.b) is better than that of the 〈ke〉 model (3.a) (Fig. 3.11),
and (3.b) also a significantly better fit as indicated by both Vuong and Clarke tests (Table. 3.1).
Thus, we conclude that 〈ku〉 is a better predictor of dynamical regime than 〈ke〉, albeit with fairly
small performance improvement.
To estimate the robustness of the coefficients and performance scores of the models, we performed
repeated random stratified-sub-sampling in-validation. As before, our sub-samples are randomly
chosen subsets containing 60% of the original RBN dataset, where the proportions of RBNs in the
order versus chaos regimes was preserved. A set of 100 sub-samples was thus generated for each
Model class and used to fit both models in each Model class and their performances were measured.
Table. 3.2 summarizes the results of in-validation. We observe that the mean performance, as well
as the mean values of model coefficients obtained by fitting across sub-samples, hardly deviate
from what was observed in the full RBN set (Table. 3.1). Moreover, the standard deviation is very
small for both the performance measures and model coefficients. This demonstrates that the main
results presented in Table. 3.1 are reliable for the parameter ranges considered here. In particular,
although the mean performance scores of the 〈ku〉 version of Model class (3) are only slightly greater
than those of the 〈ke〉 version, the difference is likely robust — a conclusion bolstered by the results
of model comparison significance tests (Table. 3.1).
7Model (3.a) here is the same as Model (2.b) of § 2.2.2 which was also deemed as the best model.
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Table 3.1: List of criticality model expressions with coefficients and performance scores fit to the full
dataset for the top 10 Model classes. Models are arranged in increasing order of complexity from top to
bottom. Each grey-white banded pairs of rows are the model-pairs to be compared. The grey models contain
the parameter 〈ke〉, while its white pair contains 〈ku〉 in its place; all other parameters assume the same role
in both models. The best characteristic Model class (3) is highlighted in red. The last two columns indicate
whether a model was deemed as significantly better than the other in the Model class. If neither model is
better than the other (null hypothesis is not rejected), then a ‘NO’ would be listed for both models, as in
Models (8.a) and (8.b) under ‘Vuong test’.
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Table 3.2: List of criticality model expressions with the central tendencies and standard deviations of
coefficients and performance scores obtained from repeated random stratified-sub-sampling in-validation for
the top 10 Model classes. Models are arranged in increasing order of complexity from top to bottom. Each
grey-white banded pairs of rows are the model-pairs to be compared. The grey models contain the parameter
〈ke〉, while its white pair contains 〈ku〉 in its place; all other parameters assume the same role in both models.
The best characteristic Model class (3) is highlighted in red. The last two columns indicate the proportion
of comparison tests where a model was deemed as significantly better than the other in the Model class.
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Figure 3.10: Performance of the top 10 model classes fit to the full dataset. Models are arranged in
increasing order of complexity from left to right.
To make sure the results above do not derive from overfitting the data, and to estimate gener-
alization performance on out-of-sample RBNs, we performed cross-validation on the best Model
class (3). The procedure is the same as described in § 2.2.2, except it now uses Model class (3)
in the training steps. The results of cross-validation are summarized in Fig. 3.13 and Table. 3.3.
We observe that the cross-validated MCC and R2 of Model (3.b) is significantly better than that
of (3.a), and (3.b) is also a significantly better generalizable model than (3.a) per the model com-
parison significance tests. Thus, we conclude that not only Model (3.b) is a better characteristic
model than (3.a), it also generalizes significantly better than (3.a). Moreover, the cross-validated
performance scores of Model (3.b) are essentially the same as the ordinary performance scores, and
can therefore be used as a generic model to make predictions of dynamical regimes of homogeneous
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Figure 3.11: Performance differences of the top 10 model classes. Models are arranged in increasing order
of complexity from left to right.
RBNs in general for the RBN parameter ranges considered here.
Since 〈ku〉 is only slightly better in performance than 〈ke〉, we further assessed their performance
differences by fitting Model class (3) to subsets of data conditioned on k, with the goal of extrap-
olating whether the differences are likely to improve with more data containing larger values of k.
That is, for each k, we fit new models, denoted as Models (3.a(k)) and (3.b(k)), and compared
them using the same performance scores and difference calculation as above. The raw performance
scores are displayed in Fig. 3.14 and detailed in Table. 3.4. The performance difference is calculated
as follows and displayed in Fig. 3.15:
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Figure 3.12: A ‘pareto front’ of the model complexity versus performance for the full suite of 120 model
classes fit to the full dataset. Models are arranged in increasing order of complexity from left to right. A
model class is marked (labeled on the axis) if and only if its performance is greater than the performances of
all models of lower complexity. The horizontal axis is log-scaled just to show in better detail the performances
of the simpler models.
Performance difference =
Performance(Model 3.b(k)) - Performance(Model 3.a(k))
Performance(Model 3.a(k))
where, k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12}
We observe that, with increasing values of k, there is a systematic reduction in the performance
difference in both the MCC and R2 scores up to k = 8 after which with the 〈ku〉 version begins to
outperform the 〈ke〉 version: by about 2.2% at k = 10 and by about 4.6% at k = 12 in terms of
MCC. This qualitative trend is observed for R2 as well. The results of model comparison significance
tests (Table. 3.4) concur with these trends. These observations together suggest that 〈ku〉 is likely
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Figure 3.13: Generalization performance of Model class (3) from nested 4-fold cross-validation. The
significance codes above the boxes indicate p-values (< 0.001 = ’***’; < 0.01 = ’**’) obtained from a
one-sided paired-sample t-test where variances of the samples were not assumed to be the same. Here,
paired-sample was assumed because the two models were evaluated on the same set of 16 test folds (§ 2.2.2);
and one-sided test means that the alternative hypothesis is that the mean score of Model (3.b) is greater
than that of (3.a).
to become even better a predictor, continuing the trend that originated at k = 10, of dynamical
regime than 〈ke〉 at larger values of k.
To ensure that the above observations are not exclusive to Model class (3), even though we have
deemed it to be the best8, we computed the mean performance differences for each measure over
the full suite of 120 model classes, defined as follows:
8It is possible that with more data containing RBNs with larger values of k, Model class (3) is not the best
anymore.
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Table 3.3: Central tendencies and standard deviations of the generalization performance of Model class
(3) from nested 4-fold cross-validation. According to the model comparison significance tests, with respect
to most if not all of the 16 test folds, Model (3.b) was significantly better than (3.a).
Table 3.4: List of criticality model expressions with coefficients and performance scores fit to subsets of
data conditioned on k for Model class (3). The last two columns indicate the proportion of comparison tests
where a model was deemed as significantly better than the other in a Model class for a given k. Highlighted
in red are the k when Model (3.b(k)) begins to perform better than (3.a(k)).
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Figure 3.14: Performance scores of Models (3.a(k)) and (3.b(k)) fit to subsets of data conditioned on each
k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12}.
Figure 3.15: Performance difference between Models (3.a(k)) and (3.b(k)) fit to subsets of data conditioned
on each k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12}.
Mean performance difference =
1
120
·
120∑
x=1
Performance(Model x.b(k)) - Performance(Model x.a(k))
Performance(Model x.a(k))
where, k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12}
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The mean performance differences are displayed in Fig. 3.16. The proportions of significantly better
models in a given Model class deemed than the other in the same class, as deemed by the Vuong
and Clarke tests, for each k for the full suite of 120 Model classes are displayed in Fig. 3.17. The
qualitative trends that can be discerned from these figures are coherent with those discussed above.
Together, these observations suggest that 〈ku〉 is likely to become a better predictor than 〈ke〉 at
larger values of k irrespective of how they interact with the other RBN parameters. One possible
explanation for this is that with larger k, more room is created for symmetry to play a role. This
idea is supported by Fig. 3.2 which shows that schema signatures with ng > 0 dominate the space
of signatures at large values of k—a greater proportion of information about canalization stored in
these signatures suggests more predictive information about criticality as well.
Figure 3.16: Mean performance differences computed over the full suite of 120 Model classes fit to subsets
of data conditioned on k.
However, as Figs. 3.14 - 3.17 and Table. 3.4 show, 〈ke〉 significantly outperforms 〈ku〉 when k ≤ 8,
even though the latter contains more information about canalization. This suggests that ku may
not be an appropriate measure of canalization for RBNs with relatively smaller values of k. To
test this possibility, we dissociate the two forms of canalization, namely effective connectivity and
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Figure 3.17: Mean proportions of models significantly better than the other in a Model class, as computed
over the full suite of 120 Model classes fit to subsets of data conditioned on k.
input symmetry (with permuting wildcards), from ku (as explained in § 3.1) and consider a model
with them as independent predictors. That is, we define a measure of input symmetry9, as follows:
ky = ku − ke
and, consider the following Model class:
3.c) c1.〈ke〉.p(1− p) + c2.〈ky〉.p(1− p)
9Not the same as ks but correlates with it.
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Fig. 3.18 depicts the R2 and MCC scores of Models (3.a) and (3.b) fit to the full dataset conditioned
on various values of k, and Table. 3.5 depicts the results of ANOVA comparison of the two regression
models, based on a likelihood ratio test (LRT)10 follows a Chi-squared distribution under the null
hypothesis that the two models are statistically equivalent [102]. We observe that, Model (3.c),
unlike (3.b), performs as well as (3.a) up until k = 8, with the exception of a slight drop of about
1% in MCC at k = 6. Beyond k = 8, Model (3.c) begins to outperform (3.a) with a gain of about
2.5% in MCC and about 4.7% in R2 at k = 12. This result should not be unexpected since (3.a) is
a nested model of (3.c). Furthermore, Model (3.c) is significantly better than (3.a) starting k = 4;
and, as k increases, the significance also increases as reflected by the corresponding Chi-squared
values11.
Figure 3.18: Performance of Model class (3.c) fit to subsets of data conditioned on k.
10-2 times the sum of the logarithm of the likelihood ratios of (3.a) to (3.c) for each data sample
11One reason why the increase in significance is not reflected in the difference in R2 values is because the latter
is based on a comparison of the given Model with an intercept-only null Model, whereas LRT is based on a direct
comparison of the two given models which picks up more subtle differences between them.
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Table 3.5: Performance of Model class (3.c) fit to subsets of data conditioned on k. Significant p-values
(< 0.001) are highlighted in red.
From the above observations, we conclude that the unified ku is not appropriate measure of canaliza-
tion for small values of k insofar as the prediction of dynamical regime is concerned. This is because
dissociating the two forms of canalization results in a better criticality model where they contribute
independently in different proportions to the prediction, whereas in the unified-parameter model
they are forced to contribute equally resulting in an overall prediction loss (Table. 3.4). However,
at a relatively high value of k = 12, the two-parameter Model (3.c) performs equally well as the
unified-parameter Model (2.b) both in terms of R2 and MCC (Table. 3.5 and 3.4). Whether ku
remains an appropriate measure of canalization for k > 12 in the above sense is an open question
that could be answered in future work.
Next, we assess the relative importance of the 〈ke〉 and 〈ky〉 terms in Model (3.c). Fig. 3.19(a)
depicts the logarithm of the ratio c1/c2 of the corresponding coefficients, and Fig. 3.19(b) depicts the
same but with respect to standardized coefficients c∗1 and c∗2 calculated based on a standardization
method described by Menard [92]. The purpose of standardization is to make the predictors in
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a regression model more comparable. In this case, one standard deviation in 〈ke〉〈p〉(1 − 〈p〉)
translates into c∗1 standard deviations in the dependent variable12, and one standard deviation in
〈ky〉〈p〉(1−〈p〉) translates into c∗2 standard deviations in the dependent variable. In both cases, we
observe that the relative importance of the 〈ke〉 term decreases as k increases. That is, 〈ky〉 term
becomes increasingly more important as k increases, and at k = 12 it becomes as important as 〈ke〉
per c1/c2, and almost as important per c
∗
1/c
∗
2.
The individual importances of the 〈ke〉 and 〈ky〉 terms can be assessed using: (1) a ‘Wald’ test [102]
where the square of the ratio of corresponding coefficient and its standard error follows a Chi-
squared distribution under the null hypothesis that the corresponding is equal to 0; and (2) an
LRT test (as above) comparing the full Model with a partial Model where a term is dropped.
Table. 3.6 shows the results of these tests. We observe in both tests that the test statistic (Chi-
squared values) for the 〈ke〉 term increases as k rises up to k = 10 after which it drops by about 50%;
whereas, for the 〈ky〉 term the test statistic steadily increases as k increases, doubling at k = 12 as
at k = 10. The relative importance of the terms is indicated by the ratio of the Chi-squared values
of the 〈ke〉 term to that of the 〈ky〉 term which shrinks as k increases (Fig. 3.20). Concurring with
our earlier observations, these results show that the 〈ky〉 term becomes increasingly more important
as k increases.
Together the above observations further clarify our earlier result that 〈ku〉 becomes a better pre-
dictor as k increases: it is the input symmetry component of 〈ku〉 that contributes more to this
phenomenon than effective connectivity.
12In particular, a logit transformation of the dependent variable for logistic regression models.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.19: The relative importance of the terms in Model class (3.c).
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Table 3.6: Individual importance of the terms in Model class (3.c) fit to subsets of data conditioned on k.
Significant p-values (< 0.001) are highlighted in red.
Figure 3.20: Performance of Model class (3.c) fit to subsets of data conditioned on k.
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3.4 Unified canalization and criticality in Systems Biology Models
We analyzed the Cell Collective repository of biochemical models in § 2.3. Here, we analyze the
same models in the light of unified canalization with regards to its ability to predict dynamical
regime in comparison with their effective connectivity properties.
First, we observe that the mean ku of the automata in Cell Collective is about 0.95, whereas the
mean ke is about 1.18 (Fig. 3.21), indicating that about 0.23 inputs contribute to input symmetry.
Specifically, about 7.4% of the inputs per automaton (calculated as the mean of (ke − ku)/k) are
symmetric. The proportion is even larger if we consider automata with k > 1 (since automata
with k = 1 can have neither canalizing nor symmetric inputs): the mean ku ≈ 0.89 and the mean
ke ≈ 1.35, indicating that about 0.46 inputs contribute to input symmetry, making up about 14.8%
of the inputs per automaton.
(a) Histogram of ke. (b) Histogram of ku.
Figure 3.21: Histograms of effective connectivity (ke) and unified canalization (ku) of all automata nodes
in the BN models of Cell Collective. The total number of automata considered is 2489. The vertical red line
in each figure represents the mean value.
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The dynamic regimes of the models are projected in two different parameter spaces, as show in
Fig. 3.22: (a) 〈ke〉-〈p〉 and (b) 〈ku〉-〈p〉 spaces. The criticality models shown are respectively
the criticality theory based on 〈ke〉 derived in § 2.2.2 and the new theory based on 〈ku〉 derived
empirically in § 3.3. Here, 〈ke〉, 〈ku〉 and 〈p〉 represent the corresponding network-level mean values.
We observe from the performances of the criticality models on the Cell Collective BNs, shown in
Table. 3.7, that 〈ku〉 is a better predictor than 〈ke〉. In particular, the MCC of the criticality model
utilizing 〈ku〉 indicates an improvement of about 143% over the 〈ke〉, even though both MCC scores
are close to 0. Likewise, the R2 is poor for both The AUC score, however, is striking: about 0.99
for the 〈ku〉 version, an improvement of about 29% over 0.77 of the 〈ke〉 version. In summary, the
ranking performance (AUC) is good but classification performance is poor for both, and the AUC
of the 〈ku〉 model in particular is particularly excellent.
(a) 〈ke〉-〈p〉 space. (b) 〈ku〉-〈p〉 space.
Figure 3.22: Projection of the dynamic regimes of the Cell Collective BNs in the phase spaces derived
by fitting models to homogeneous RBNs. The parameters 〈ke〉, 〈ku〉 and 〈p〉 represent the corresponding
network-level means of the BNs. Critical boundaries shown here are those obtained empirically in Sec. 3.3.
Note however that we have used criticality models derived from homogeneous RBNs (§ 3.3) for the
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Table 3.7: Classification performance of criticality models utilizing 〈ke〉 and 〈ku〉, derived in Sec. 3.3, as
evaluated on the Cell Collective dataset.
above analysis, whereas the Cell Collective BNs display higher heterogeneity particularly in k and p
(Fig. 2.15). There is no reason to expect that theoretical results derived for homogeneous networks
would apply for heterogeneous nets such as the Cell Collective BNs. Therefore, we fit statistical
models to only the Cell Collective dataset with the goal of deducing whether 〈ke〉 or 〈ku〉 is more
explanatory, as opposed to being predictive, of the observed dynamical regimes. The new phase
spaces thus obtained are depicted in Fig. 3.23. From the performance scores, shown in Table. 3.8,
we conclude that 〈ku〉 is again better than 〈ke〉 at explaining the observed dynamical regimes of the
Cell Collective BNs. In particular, the MCC of the 〈ku〉 version shows an improvement of about
108% over the 〈ke〉 version.
Given our empirical result that 〈ku〉 is a worse predictor than 〈ke〉 for networks with a small k, it is
surprising to observe the roles reversed for the Cell Collective networks where the expected mean k
of a network is only about 2.3 (Fig. 2.15). The superiority of 〈ku〉 can be clearly discerned, besides
quantified by the performance scores reported above, in Fig. 3.23 where the chaotic BNs separate
from the stable ones more clearly in the 〈ku〉-〈p〉 space. That is, the ambiguity in the dynamical
regimes for some BNs with similar values of 〈ke〉 (and 〈k〉 as indicated in Fig. 2.16) is resolved
when 〈ku〉 is considered instead. This is more clearly seen in Fig. 3.24 where the chaotic BNs tend
to have slightly higher automaton-wise ku than the stable BNs whereas they tend to have similar
automaton-wise ke as the stable ones. Since many automata have k = 2 (Fig. 2.11), it is possible
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that many of those are logical AND, OR or their complements that have high input symmetry
contributing to lower 〈ku〉 of the stable BNs.
(a) 〈ke〉-〈p〉 space. (b) 〈ku〉-〈p〉 space.
Figure 3.23: Projection of the dynamic regimes of the Cell Collective BNs in the phase spaces derived by
fitting models to the Cell Collective data. The parameters 〈ke〉, 〈ku〉 and 〈p〉 represent the corresponding
network-level means of the BNs. Critical boundaries shown here are those obtained empirically by fitting
statistical models to the Cell Collective BNs.
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Table 3.8: Classification performance of criticality models utilizing 〈ke〉 and 〈ku〉, derived from regression
and evaluation on the Cell Collective dataset.
Figure 3.24: Distributions of ke and ku of the automata per BN model in Cell Collective. Boxes marked
in red represent BNs in the chaotic regime and those in blue are stable nets.
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Chapter 4
Integrated effective connectivity and perturbation spreading
In this chapter, we introduce ‘integrated effective connectivity’ (kte) as an extension of effective
connectivity (ke) that incorporates the timescale
1 of the Boolean network’s dynamics. It is defined
as the effective connectivity of an integrated BN with timescale t which is obtained by iteratively
composing a given BN with itself t times. We test the hypothesis that the mean 〈kte〉 of a BN is a
better predictor of dynamic regime at time t > 1 than the conventional mean effective connectivity
〈ke〉. We start with the motivation for the above hypothesis, followed by the formulation of 〈kte〉 and
a set of experiments on a simple class of BNs known as the elementary cellular automata (ECA).
Our results show that the hypothesis is true for ECA especially for larger initial perturbations
spreading over longer time periods: the model with 〈kte〉 as a predictor achieves a performance
improvement of up to 70% in terms of MCC and up to 152% in terms of R2 compared to the
model with 〈ke〉 for ECA. This demonstrates that integrating dynamics into a measure of effective
connectivity improves prediction of dynamical regime at an arbitrary time.
Our broader goal is to close the gap between the descriptions of the BN and the dynamics at
arbitrary timescales. For this reason, we further demonstrate the applicability of BN integration
by using it to compare the mechanisms of two CA rules, namely ‘GKL’ and ‘GP’, designed for the
1“Timescale” can be understood as the length of the smallest unit of the scale with which we measure time (with
a minimum of 1 time step)
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density classification task, in order to explain their performance differences. Preliminary analysis
shows that while GKL integrates smaller ranges of effective 1s (in the initial configuration of the
CA) at smaller timescales into larger ranges at larger timescales, GP does it slightly the other way
around.
4.1 Motivation
The phenomenon of long-term perturbation spreading in Boolean network models, and in dynamical
systems in general, is of central interest, since an understanding of the same generates useful
insights into the mechanics of the model, and subsequently, prescriptions for control and therapy
( [3, 9, 23, 34, 70, 93, 101, 139]). Naturally, the question of what characteristics of a BN can explain
long-term perturbation spreading is of importance as well, because a deeper understanding of the
relationship between the BN and its long-term dynamics would enable us to better influence and
control its asymptotic behavior. Recent research asks questions along these lines: how to modify
the logic rules of subsets of automata in a BN so that certain attractors are stabilized [23, 139]?
To answer that question, a strategy based on the short-term consequences of the combinatorial
modification of logic rules was adopted, while keeping the question of the long-term consequences
open [139]. Here, we explore the latter realm where we predict the behavior of a BN at any given
“timescale” (formally defined below) by deducing the logic rules that dictate the dynamics at that
timescale.
In the preceding chapters, we have demonstrated how to predict the dynamical regime of an RBN
after one time step, as measured by the Derrida coefficient (§ 1.5.2), by using its canalization
properties. That is, we bypassed the need to simulate the RBN or compute the STG to measure
the dynamical regime, and instead predict it using the properties of the BN itself. When longer
time periods are considered, can we still predict the dynamical regime in the same way? Here, we
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argue that the predictive power of canalization may be limited, because canalization as we measure
it via ke or ku takes into account the effects of partial canalization of the immediate inputs, but
not of inputs of inputs and so on. Considering the latter may be necessary to accurately predict
long-term perturbation spreading, as the following example demonstrates.
We consider three BNs each consisting of six automata x1, . . . , x6 and possessing the same wiring
specification (Fig. 4.1). The only feature differentiating between the three cases is the logic formulas
of x4 and x5. In all cases, nodes x1, x2 and x3 are external input nodes (equivalent to automata
with self-loops and COPY logic, so ke = 1 and p = 0.5). For automata x4, x5 and x6 we have
k = 2, p(1− p) = 0.1875 and ke = 1.25.
In each case, we compute the probability that x6 flips its state in two time steps following a flip in
x2, denoted as Pr(x˜6(t+2)|x˜2(t)) for the set of all possible initial configurations of the BN, which we
observe to be different in each case (Fig. 4.1). This implies that there is no deterministic function
that maps the ke, p(1−p) and the adjacency matrices of the BNs to Pr(x˜6(t+2)|x˜2(t)). This is true
even when p, instead of p(1− p), of the automata are considered, as can be seen upon comparison
of cases (a) and (b). In other words, precise prediction of behavior for individual BNs (as opposed
to the average behavior of an ensemble) requires additional information than ke and p. On the
other hand, the 2-time-step logic formula for x6 (Fig. 4.1), which specifies the logical conditions
that determine the state of x6 in two time steps and computed by combining the logic formulas of
the inputs of x6, is unique in each case. This implies that there exists a deterministic function that
maps a unique characterization of these logic formulas to the respective Pr(x˜6(t+ 2)|x˜2(t)).
Thus, the above example demonstrates the potential necessity of incorporating the combinatorial
effects of the logic of the BN for the purpose of predicting perturbation spreading over longer time
periods. To be sure, it may be possible to uniquely determine Pr(x˜6(t + 2)|x˜2(t)) in the above
example by incorporating other characterizations like ku (as it contains more information than ke),
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but it is likely that such characterizations still fail to predict long-term behavior in more complicated
examples. This is because it is in general not possible to analytically predict the long-term behavior
of nonlinear dynamical systems [124], unlike linear systems which can be analytically solved using
the tools of linear algebra.
Boolean networks are typically nonlinear systems, since Boolean functions are nonlinear with the
exception of monotone functions [28]. To predict the long-term behavior of nonlinear systems
specified by ordinary differential equations (ODE), ‘numerical integration’ techniques involving an
approximation of the ODE as a discrete iterated map, are typically required [124], such as:
dx
dt
= f(x) (4.1)
=⇒ x(t+ ∆t) ≈ x(t) + f ′(x(t))∆t
x(t+ 2∆t) ≈ x(t+ ∆t) + f ′(x(t+ ∆t))∆t
≈ x(t) + f ′(x(t))∆t+ f ′(x(t) + f ′(x(t))∆t)∆t
...
where ∆t is a sufficiently small value2. That is, the value of x(t) at an arbitrary time t can
be estimated in this way from the initial condition x(0)3. In the following section, we describe an
analogous method to integrate a Boolean network and characterize the canalization of the integrated
Boolean network with effective connectivity.
Thus, one of our goals is to predict dynamical regime at any given time t based on the canalization
properties of the “integrated” BN which is defined by logic rules that compute the state following
t time steps, rather than the canalization of the original BN which is defined by logic rules that
2Here, approximation is due to the fact that only the first derivative and a discrete value of ∆t are considered.
3The analog of ‘integration’ in linear systems is just iterated scalar or matrix multiplication whose asymptotics
can be precisely computed without any resort to approximation.
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compute the state following one time step. The more important point is that we focus on computing
a BN, rather than alternatives like an “integrated” STG that describes t-step transitions, to predict
dynamic behavior at t, since it is the BN that is the ultimate target of control. As a natural
consequence, a sequence of integrated BNs can yield insights into the mechanism of the BN as it
evolves across timescales.
In total, our claims for BN integration are two-fold, which we support with experiments in the rest
of this chapter:
1. Integration yields BNs that are more informative and thus more predictive of the dynamical
regimes at the corresponding timescales.
2. Integration elucidates the mechanism of a BN.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.1: The ke and p(1− p) of the automata, and the connectivity diagram (adjacency matrix) alone
are not sufficient to predict long-term perturbation spreading. Three different BNs are shown here, with
the only distinguishing feature being the logic formulas (displayed above each node) of nodes x4 and x5. In
all three cases, the grey nodes x1, x2 and x3 are external inputs; and, ke = 1.25 and p(1 − p) = 0.1875 for
automata x4, x5 and x6. The ∆t listed above each logic formula arrow refers to the number of time steps
taken by the condition specified on the right of the arrow to determine the truth of the condition specified
on the left.
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4.2 Boolean network integration
A Boolean network consisting of n automata x1, . . . , xn is defined as follows:
xt+11 = F
′
1(1)(x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n) (4.2)
...
xt+1n = F
′
1(n)(x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n)
where, xti represents the state of automaton xi at time t, and F
′
1(i) denotes the logic formula
in DNF form (§ 1.2) of xi. Here, the notation F ′1(i), used to denote the set of wildcard schemata
corresponding to the state of 1, also denotes the conventional logic formula, as the two are equivalent
(§ 1.6.2).
The above system of equations constitutes an iterated map from which the states of the automata
at time t+ 2 can be computed akin to Eqn. 4.1 as follows:
xt+21 = F
′
1(1)
(
F ′1(1)(x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n), . . . , F
′
1(n)(x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n)
)
(4.3)
...
xt+2n = F
′
1(n)
(
F ′1(1)(x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n), . . . , F
′
1(n)(x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n)
)
where, F ′1(i)(F
′
1(1)(.), . . . , F
′
1(n)(.)) is a logic formula but not described in the standard DNF form.
The above system of equations above can be transformed into one consisting of standard DNF logic
formulas:
xt+21 = F
′(2)
1(1)(x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n) (4.4)
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...
xt+2n = F
′(2)
1(n)(x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n)
where, F
′(2)
1(i) is the standard DNF logic formula that computes the state of xi at time step t + 2
given the configuration (xt1, . . . , x
t
n) at time t.
The goal of Boolean network integration is to compute F ′(τ) ≡ F ′(τ)0 ∪ F ′(τ)1 , where F ′(τ)0 ={
F
′(τ)
0(1), . . . , F
′(τ)
0(n)
}
and F
′(τ)
1 =
{
F
′(τ)
1(1), . . . , F
′(τ)
1(n)
}
, and:
xt+τ1 = F
′(τ)
1(1)(x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n) (4.5)
...
xt+τn = F
′(τ)
1(n)(x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n)
where, F
′(τ)
1(i) denotes the DNF logic formula that computes the state of xi at time step (t+ τ) given
the configuration (xt1, . . . , x
t
n) at time step t. The set F
′(τ)
0(i) (not shown) denotes the corresponding
complementary logic formula that computes the state of ¬xi.
As the time parameters of the iterated map above suggests, the integrated BN F
′(τ)
1 computes
the configuration at time step (t+ τ), given any configuration at t in just one iteration which the
original BN F
′(1)
1 takes τ iterations to compute
4. For this reason, we refer to F
′(τ)
1 as a BN with
timescale τ5; the original BN F
′(1)
1 has an implicit timescale of τ = 1. Furthermore, since F
′(τ)
1 is
still a BN, there is an associated state transition graph STG where a single transition represents
τ consecutive transitions in the original STG associated with F
′(1)
1 (Fig. 4.2 shows an example)
6.
For example, a timescale of τ = 2 means that we consider states separated by two transitions in
the original STG as a single state transition.
4The integrated BN is thus equivalent to the original BN but with a τ -fold increase in speed.
5In particular, a renormalized timescale.
6Thus, τ can be thought of as the scale of time with which we choose to observe the dynamics of a BN.
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As an important consequence of integration, the BN with timescale τ > 1 contains complete
information about the dynamics of the original BN that occur in exactly τ time steps. The original
BN as such lacks that information since it requires additional operations (the τ update iterations) to
generate that information. In other words, any characterization of the integrated BN with timescale
τ > 1 would be expected to more characteristic of long-term dynamics (over τ time steps) than the
original BN with timescale τ = 1—this point is at the core of the motivation for this chapter.
Moreover, given an integrated BN with the longest possible timescale τ∗ (that computes only at-
tractor configurations as transitions), we can compute the set of all initial configurations associated
with a particular attractor. Thus, BN integration is a more general method than the “dynamics
canalization” approach used to compute the same in [88].
4.2.1 Algorithm
Here, we describe a method to compute F ′(τ).
First, we summarize key concepts regarding the interpretation of, and operations that can be
performed on, wildcard schemata sets, as pertinent to the algorithm described subsequently:
1. Each wildcard schema in F
′(τ)
b , where b ∈ {0, 1}, represents a conjunctive clause, and the set
F
′(τ)
b as a whole represents a disjunctive clause (§ 1.2). For example, in a BN with automata
x1, . . . , x4, the set F
′(1)
1(4) = {(0,#, 1), (1, 0,#)} associated with automaton x4 receiving inputs
from x1, x2, x3 can be interpreted as: x4(t+ 1) = (¬x1(t) ∧ x3(t)) ∨ (x1(t) ∧ ¬x2(t)).
2. Two sets of wildcard schemata can be combined by logical conjunction, following the dis-
tributive law of Boolean algebra [28], to produce a single set. For example, {(1,#,#)} ∧
{(#, 1, 1), (1, 1,#)} = {(1, 1, 1), (1, 1,#)}. Naturally, any number of sets of wildcard schemata
can be combined in this way by iteratively combining pairs of sets.
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3. Two sets of wildcard schemata can be combined by logical disjunction to produce a single set.
Here, disjunction is a trivial operation that simply concatenates the two sets. For example
{(1,#,#)} ∨ {(#, 1, 1), (1, 1,#)} = {(1,#,#), (#, 1, 1), (1, 1,#)}. Naturally, any number of
sets of wildcard schemata can be combined in this way simply by concatenating all the sets.
4. A given set of wildcard schemata can be compressed in the same way as a set of LUT entries
can be compressed using the Quine-McCluskey logic minimization method (§ 1.6.2). For
example, the resultant schemata set in the example in point (2) above can be compressed:
{(1, 1, 1), (1, 1,#)} = {(1, 1,#)}, where the first schema is absorbed by the second. Likewise,
the resultant set of schemata of point (3) above can be compressed:
{(1,#,#), (#, 1, 1), (1, 1,#)} = {(1,#,#), (#, 1, 1)}, where the third schema is absorbed by
the first.
To compute the BN with the target timescale τ∗ ≥ 2, repeat the following steps (τ∗ − 1) times,
starting with timescale τ = 2 and moving up in increments of ∆τ = 1, for each automaton state
l ∈ {0, 1} and for each automaton xi ∈ {x1, . . . , xn}:
1. Initialize an empty set A, then repeat the following for each wildcard schema in F
′(τ−1)
l(i) . In
a given wildcard schema, replace every literal lj ∈ {0, 1} corresponding to input xj with the
set F
′(1)
lj(j)
, then combine those sets by logical conjunction, and finally, compress the resulting
set and append it to A.
2. Combine the sets in A by logical disjunction to obtain set B.
3. Compress the set B to obtain F
′(τ)
l(i) .
The crux of the algorithm is that the BN with timescale τ > 1 is obtained by combining the BN
with timescale τ − 1 and the original BN with timescale 1, formally represented as a composition
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operation: F ′(τ) = F ′(1) ◦ F ′(τ−1).
The composition operation can be better understood with the help of the following example. Con-
sider a single automaton xi. The set F
′(1)
1(i) is a redescription of the set of all configurations at t that
transition to a configuration at t+1 where the state of xi is 1. The composition operation computes
the set of all pre-configurations F
′(2)
1(i) at t− 1 that transition to some configuration in F
′(1)
1(i) , and so
on. A method to compute the ‘pre-image’ of invidual configurations exists (see Ref. [138]), but the
above algorithm is more general, in that it computes sets of pre-images of sets of configurations via
their schema redescriptions.
The run time of the algorithm rises exponentially with the 〈ke〉 of the BN and the target timescale
τ∗. This is because: (i) the number of wildcard schemata in an automaton with ke is approximately
in the order of 2ke (§ 2.1); and (ii) for each wildcard schema, just one iteration of the algorithm
requires approximately 2ke
ke
wildcard schemata to be combined by logical conjunction in Step 1.
The effects of this combinatorial explosion can be mitigated with the help of pruning techniques
(Appendix. B).
We refer to the sequences
(
F
′(1)
0(i) , F
′(2)
0(i) , . . .
)
associated with state ¬xi and
(
F
′(1)
1(i) , F
′(2)
1(i) , . . .
)
associ-
ated with state xi as the Boolean function sequence (BFS), and the sequence
({F ′(1)(1) , . . . , F ′(1)(n) },
{F ′(2)(1) , . . . , F
′(2)
(n) }, . . .
)
as the Boolean network sequence (BNS)7.
A detailed example is described below. More details of the integration algorithm are available in
Appendix. B. We emphasize that the above algorithm is not meant to compute the STG which
can be computed from the original BN F ′ itself. Although, every F ′(τ) generated by the algorithm
has an associated STG, as described above. Just as the relationship between a conventional BN
and the associated STG, F ′(τ) is a compressed description, a model, of the associated STG that
describes the dynamical transitions occurring at timescale τ .
7Such sequences are formally known as ‘Picard sequences’ [133].
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4.2.2 Example
Here, we fully describe the BFS and BNS of a small Boolean network.
Fig. 4.2 depicts a BN with three automata and the associated STG. The associated BFS sequences
are shown in Fig. 4.3, which reach a period-3 attractor8 starting at τ = 2; both BFS sequences
show this attractor since they are just logical complements of each other.
The BFS attractor naturally corresponds to a BNS attractor, as shown in the BNS sequence shown
in Fig. 4.4. This is because a BN with timescale τ is simply a collection of the wildcard schemata
associated with every automaton, shown in the corresponding column of Fig. 4.3(b).
We observe from Fig. 4.4 that interactions among the automata could be altered at longer timescales.
Consider x2 and x3 for instance. At τ = 1, they influence each other, whereas at τ = 3 they don’t
interact, as seen in the corresponding logic formulas and even in just their interactions. This means
that a perturbation caused in the state of x2 can propagate to x3 in one time step, but not at exactly
in three time steps. This can be more clearly seen in the corresponding STGs (bottom of Fig. 4.4).
Take for instance, the configuration (1, 0, 1) and the configuration (1, 1, 1) caused by flipping the
state of x2 in the first. These two configurations respectively transition to (1, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 1) in
one time step, thus propagating the perturbation to x3; whereas, in three steps they return to their
original configurations (1, 0, 1) and (1, 1, 1) respectively, preserving the original perturbation in x2
but not propagating it to x3.
The BFS can be viewed as a decomposition of the STG, and there are several properties (for
example, the properties of the transients and the attractors in the BFS and STG are clearly
related) that merit a dedicated study in the future.
8Formally known as the solution of the iterated map of Eqn. 4.4 [25,74,100].
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(a) Example BN
(b) STG
Figure 4.2: An example BN and its state transition graph (STG) depicted in Euclidean space. The logic
formulas are listed next to each node, and the colors in the STG correspond to the basins of attraction.
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(a) BFS associated with state ¬xi.
(b) BFS associated with state xi.
Figure 4.3: The BFS sequences of the three automata of the BN shown in Fig. 4.2(a). The blue box
highlights the ‘attractor’ of the BFS—a block of the sequences that repeats itself after its first occurence
(indicated by the thick blue arrow). Here, we see a period-3 attractor starting at τ = 2, and repeats itself
at τ = 5, 8, . . .. In order to avoid keeping track of the input variables corresponding to the literals in each
schema separately, we fill every schema with wildcard symbols at appropriate locations so that all schemata
have exactly n = 3 symbols. Thus, a symbol in the ith position of a schema refers to the state (0, 1, or #)
of automaton xi.
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Figure 4.4: The BNS of the BN shown in Fig. 4.2(a) and the corresponding STGs. (Top) The BNS
sequence, with the associated timescales τ (middle) and the STGs (bottom). The left-most BN and the
STG are the same as in Fig. 4.2. The logic formulas are equivalent to the wildcard schemata in Fig. 4.3(b)
(see main text for explanation). The STG associated with a BN with timescale τ can also be deduced from
the STG corresponding to τ = 1 by replacing every sequence of τ consecutive arrows with just one. Every
transition in an STG with timescale τ can be computed from the BN with timescale τ in just one iteration.
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4.3 Integrated effective connectivity and output bias
We can characterize the canalization of every BN in the BNS
({F ′(1)(1) , . . . , F ′(1)(n) }, {F ′(2)(1) , . . . , F ′(2)(n) }, . . . )
with measures such as 〈ke〉 and 〈ku〉 in the same way as we have previously characterized the canal-
ization of the first BN of the sequence. Here, we introduce integrated effective connectivity (kte) as a
measure of effective connectivity of an automaton in an integrated BN F ′(τ); when τ = 1, k1e = ke.
The kτe of automaton xi in the BN F
′(τ) can be computed using the wildcard schemata sets F ′(τ)0(i)
and F
′(τ)
1(i) , in the same way as k
1
e = ke is computed using F
′(1)
0(i) and F
′(1)
1(i) (§ 1.6.3). Similarly, pτ ,
representing the output bias of automaton xi in F
′(τ), can be computed.
The averages of kτe and p
τ over all automata of the BN F ′(τ) are respectively denoted as 〈kτe 〉 and
〈pτ 〉. In the experiments below, we consider 〈pτ 〉(1− 〈pτ 〉) instead of just 〈pτ 〉 as before.
In summary, we consider the following measures of canalization and output bias in the integrated
BNs:
1. 〈kτe 〉
2. 〈pτ 〉(1− 〈pτ 〉)
3. 〈kτe 〉〈pτ 〉(1− 〈pτ 〉)
We refer to these characteristics of automata as local measures when τ = 1, and as integrated
measures when τ > 1.
Fig. 4.5 shows the values of all three measures over the timescales τ = 1, . . . , 7 for the example BN
described in the preceding section. Additionally, it shows the properties of perturbation spreading,
as indicated by D̂tM (§ 1.5.2) of the same BN at time steps t = 0, . . . , 7 and for three different
possible ranges of M . As explained in § 1.5.2, D̂tM = 1 when t = 0.
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We observe that the behaviors of 〈kτe 〉, 〈pτ 〉(1 − 〈pτ 〉) and 〈kτe 〉〈pτ 〉(1 − 〈pτ 〉) visually match the
perturbation spreading behavior indicated by D̂tM . In particular, 〈kτe 〉 is most characteristic of
perturbation spreading for small initial perturbation sizes M = [1, 1]; 〈pτ 〉(1 − 〈pτ 〉) for large
M = [1, 3]; and, 〈kτe 〉〈pτ 〉(1−〈pτ 〉) for the intermediate range M = [1, 2]. One possible explanation
for this is that ke is more of a ‘local’ measure, being a characterization of subsets of LUT entries that
are closely in the hypercube; whereas, p is a more of a ‘global’ measure, being a characterization
of all LUT entries going to a particular output regardless of their locations in the hypercube. As
we discuss below, these relationships hold for a whole class of BNs.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: Properties of the integrated BNs and perturbation spreading in the example BN of Fig. 4.2
during the interval t = 0, . . . , 7. (a) Perturbation spreading for all different ranges of initial perturbation
sizes M . (b) Measures of canalization and output bias of the integrated BNs at each t ≥ 1.
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4.4 Efficacy of the integrated characteristics in predicting long-term dynamical regime
We compare the local and integrated measures of a BN as predictors of dynamical regime at τ ≥ 1
in a small class of BNs known as the elementary cellular automata (ECA). Specifically, our goal is
to establish whether or not the integrated measures are more predictive than the local measures for
ECAs, as opposed to producing particular expressions for predicting dynamical regime for a broad
class of BNs as we pursued in the previous chapters.
An ECA is a BN whose nodes are embedded on a single-dimensional lattice with periodic bound-
aries, that is the topology is a ring lattice, and has the following properties: ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
ki = 3, Xi = (xi−1, xi, xi+1) and Fi = Fj ,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (see Sec. 1.3 for the definition of
a BN). Consequently, the mean values of the integrated measures of an ECA are the same as
the values of the individual automata. That is, 〈kτe 〉 = kτe , 〈pτ 〉(1 − 〈pτ 〉) = pτ (1 − pτ ) and
〈kτe 〉〈pτ 〉(1− 〈pτ 〉) = kτepτ (1− pτ ).
Due to the aforementioned properties, an ECA can be uniquely identified by the associated Rule
number which is the decimal equivalent of the binary output vector of the associated F [137]. Since
there are 256 unique ECAs, the Rule numbers range from 0 to 255.
We chose ECAs because they are particularly useful as test beds for the integrated measures, since
global connectivity—a potential factor in the prediction of long-term dynamical behavior—is not
a variable (hence, not a variable in the integrated ECAs as well). In a given ECA, furthermore,
since all automata have the same F , the distributions of k, ke and p have zero variance. Thus,
the differences in the long-term dynamic regimes of the ECAs can only be attributed to the the
differences in the properties of F and F ′(τ).
We consider the full ensemble of 254 non-constant ECAs with n = 10 automata each. Of these,
226 of them settle on to an attractor before t = 10 steps, that is their maximum transient length is
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less than 10. The average length of the transient in the full ensemble is about 6.5 steps. For these
reasons and also due to the computational complexity of the integration procedure, we consider a
small time interval t = 1, . . . , 10 over which we study the behavior of the ECAs. Due to the small
n and a small interval of t, we computed D̂tM by considering all
1
2
(
2n
2
)
pairs of initial configurations.
In summary, we follow a computational approach to compare the local and integrated automaton
measures as predictors of the long-term dynamical regime of the ECAs:
1. Compute kτe , p
τ (1−pτ ) and kτepτ (1−pτ ) at each τ = 1, . . . , 10 of the full ensemble containing
254 ECAs.
2. Compute the dynamic regimes based on D̂tM and the corresponding D
t
c at each t = 1, . . . , 10
of the ECAs for various values of M .
3. Compare classification and regression performance of statistical models utilizing the local and
integrated measures as predictors of Dtc, at each t and M .
4.4.1 Results of Experiments
We analyze the data obtained from above to answer the following questions:
• How well do the statistical models utilizing either the local predictors, namely k1e , p1(1− p1)
and k1ep
1(1−p1) or the integrated predictors, namely kτe , pτ (1−pτ ) and kτepτ (1−pτ ), predict
the observed dynamical regime Dtc when τ = t?
• Do models utilizing the integrated predictors with timescale parameter τ perform better than
the equivalent models containing the local predictors instead, in predicting Dtc when τ = t?
We formulate the above questions as a binary classification problem, and answer them using mea-
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sures of classification and regression performance.
First, we make a few observations on the data. Fig. 4.6(a) shows the behavior of D̂tM , for M = [1, 3],
of the full ensemble. We observe that perturbations amplify in most ECAs, that is, D̂tM > D̂
0
M = 1,
for t ≥ 1, typically. Furthermore, in many ECAs perturbations oscillate as they spread. Fig. 4.6(b-
d) show the behavior of the integrated measures of the ECAs, and they too display oscillations,
qualitatively matching the perturbation spreading pattern.
We also observe the following about the behavior of Rule 30 known for its chaotic dynamics and
has been used as a random number generator [137]. The relatively high sensitivity to perturbations
of Rule 30 (blue), as seen in the quick increase in the mean perturbation size with time, is matched
by a concomitant rise in the corresponding kτe and k
τ
ep
τ (1− pτ ). This leads to the conjecture that
the latter is an explanation of the former, which will be investigated in future work. Together,
these observations hint at the possibility that the integrated measures are predictive of long-term
perturbation spreading behavior.
To compare the abilities of the local and the integrated measures of ECA in predicting dynamical
regimes over a given time interval, we consider a set of statistical models whose general form is:
RtM = step(logistic(Model))
where, RtM is the dynamical regime at time step t given the range of initial perturbation sizes
M , and the value of the step function is 1 if the output of the logistic function is greater than a
threshold of 0.5, and 0 otherwise.
Each model within the logistic function belongs to one of the following “Model classes”:
1. a) c1.k
1
e ; b) c1.k
t
e
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.6: The properties of perturbation spreading and integrated automaton characteristics of the full
ensemble of ECAs with all 254 non-constant rules. The range of initial perturbation sizes in (a) is M = [1, 3].
The dashed red line in each plot represents the average trend (shown just as a visual guide), while the solid
blue line represents the behavior of Rule 30, known for its chaotic properties and used as a random number
generator.
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2. a) c1.p
1(1− p1); b) c1.pt(1− pt)
3. a) c1.k
1
ep
1(1− p1); b) c1.ktept(1− pt)
where, we have set τ = t for the integrated predictors.
In summary, we have both a regression model and a binary classifier; the step function turns the
logistic model into a classifier. We used R2 to evaluate the regression performance and MCC
to evaluate the classification performance (both defined in § 2.2.2). We consider only MCC for
evaluating classification performance because the set of class labels tends to be unbalanced at each
t, at least for smaller ranges of M , as shown in Fig. 4.7. Also, since our goal is not to produce
particular predictive models, we will not evaluate their ability to generalize via cross-validation.
As before, we define ‘performance difference’ between models in a given Model class as follows:
Performance difference =
Performance(Model x.b) - Performance(Model x.a)
Performance(Model x.a)
(4.6)
where x ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Figs. 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 depict the performances of the models in each of the three Model classes
listed above, where each model is evaluated for M = [1, 1], M = [1, 4] and M = [1, 7], and for
t = 1, . . . , 10. Figs. 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 depict the corresponding performance differences.
We observe the following:
1. The integrated predictor is almost always better than the local predictor in Model class 3,
in terms of both classification and regression performance. For M = [1, 1] in particular,
most models (3.b) show maximal performance irrespective of t. With larger M , their MCC
scores drop to a minimum of about 55% at t = 4, and with a performance difference over the
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corresponding model (3.a) of about 27%.
2. The performances vary systematically with M depending on the Model class: for Model class
1, both MCC and R2 tend to be lower with larger M , whereas for Model class 2, they tend
to be larger with larger M . In terms of R2, Models (b) tend to perform better for larger
M , irrespective of the Model class; in particular, the performance differences systematically
increase with M . In terms of MCC, more Models (b) tend to be better with larger M ,
although the magnitude of performance difference shows no discernible pattern as M varies.
3. Models (b) tend to perform better with t, attaining a maximal performance gain over Models
(a) at around t = 5.
A possible explanation for observation 1 and 2 is that larger initial perturbations recruit more
automata, thus more interactions among them, in the spreading process. A possible explanation
for observation 3 is that the perturbations tend to complete a full circle of propagation through the
ECA (of 10 automata) at around t = 5. That is also the time by which the integration procedure
would have swept through all of the automata, and thus would be expected to contain the most
predictive of long-term perturbation spreading, compared to the original ECAs which receive inputs
only locally.
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Figure 4.7: The proportions of the two different dynamical regimes at each t for M = [1, 3].
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(a) M = [1, 1].
(b) M = [1, 4].
(c) M = [1, 7].
Figure 4.8: Classification and regresssion performances of Models 1.a and 1.b for different values of M .
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(a) M = [1, 1].
(b) M = [1, 4].
(c) M = [1, 7].
Figure 4.9: Classification and regresssion performances of Models 2.a and 2.b for different values of M .
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(a) M = [1, 1].
(b) M = [1, 4].
(c) M = [1, 7].
Figure 4.10: Classification and regresssion performances of Models 3.a and 3.b for different values of M .
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(a) M = [1, 1].
(b) M = [1, 4].
(c) M = [1, 7].
Figure 4.11: Performance differences between Models 1.a and 1.b for different values of M .
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(a) M = [1, 1].
(b) M = [1, 4].
(c) M = [1, 7].
Figure 4.12: Performance differences between Models 2.a and 2.b for different values of M .
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(a) M = [1, 1].
(b) M = [1, 4].
(c) M = [1, 7].
Figure 4.13: Performance differences between Models 3.a and 3.b for different values of M .
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4.4.2 Discussion
The integrated automata characteristics tend to be better predictors of long-term perturbation
spreading behavior than the local automata characteristics, with larger M and t, because they tend
to contain more information about the ECAs accumulated via the integration procedure. Since this
is the case for ECAs—the simplest kinds of BNs—we can further hypothesize that the integrated
characteristics of a broader classes of BNs where heterogeneity in other BN characteristics may
also be predictive of the longer-term dynamical regimes. Moreover, the above results were derived
for small ECAs with just N = 10 cells each which we were able to accurately characterize using
the integrated measures. That is, we were able to compute the actual F ′(τ) at each τ for all the
ECAs. However, as mentioned above, the computational costs quickly become prohibitive for larger
networks. Thus, we can ask if the integrated characteristics of a BN would still be more predictive
than the local characteristics if the integrated BNs were sampled. We will test these hypotheses
in future work, although in the next section we demonstrate that even with sampling integration
helps discern useful properties of a BN, in particular its “mechanism” across timescales.
Our original motivation for considering integrated BNs beside the original BN, as stated above,
was that the former contained more information than the latter. We have demonstrated this for
a fact for small ECAs, which may seem like a trivial result since it is clear in many ways that
integration does produce more information. However, the experiments above show, somewhat
counter-intuitively, that not all characterizations of the integrated BNs are more predictive than
the same characterizations of the original BN. For example, we can see from Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.12(a)
that k7e and p
7(1−p7) are poorer classifiers (lower MCC) of dynamical regime at t = 7 than k1e and
p1(1− p1) respectively for M = [1, 1]; only the combined k7ep7(1− p7) is better than k1ep1(1− p1).
Thus, even though the integrated BNs are more informative, what characterizations we choose of
the same as predictors of some dynamical property is not trivial. What we have shown in our
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experiments above show that there exist characterizations of the integrated BNs based on ke and
p that can be used as predictors of dynamical regimes at different timescales. A related arena for
future work would revolve around the following question: what is an optimal timescale τopt such
that a BN, Bτopt , is sufficiently predictive of dynamics at all timescales τ > τopt? If it exists, an
optimal timescale points to a form of timescale-based redundancy in dynamics. By exploring the
τopt of different biochemical systems, we can thus explore how much timescale-based redundancy
exist in them and what their implications are on evolution and control.
The overall motivations for integrating a BN are two-fold: (1) predict long-term dynamical regime
by using BN characterizations as predictors; and more generally, (2) explain dynamics at any given
timescale using a BN. We demonstrated point (1) with the help of the experiments on the ECA
ensemble. However, for the small ECAs we have considered here, we can compute the full STG
from which we can directly measure the dynamical regimes at any t rather than predict them using
the integrated canalization properties of the ECAs. This takes us to point (2), which was touched
upon with the help of the examples described in § 4.1 and 4.2.2. It refers to the broader objective
of relating the description of a BN and the associated long-term dynamics. That is, we are not
only interested in predicting the long-term behavior, or more generally behavior at an arbitrary
timescale, both of which can be measured off of the STG, but to predict it using the properties
of a BN operating at that timescale. Moreover, for larger BNs where computing the full STG
is impossible, it may be possible to compute integrated BNs. However, as we noted earlier, the
computational cost of integration also grows super-exponentially with BN size. If it is impossible to
compute either, then we can use sampling techniques to estimate either, and the cost of sampling
may depend on the technique used. Therefore, the question of whether it is less or more expensive
to integrate a BN compared to computing the STG would have to be settled in future work with
a proper comparison of the respective costs, with or without sampling.
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The important point is that we need integrated BNs because they provide additional insights over
the corresponding original BNs, in that they explicitly state how each automaton is regulated at
a particular timescale. To illustrate it, suppose that we have a BN B, and we are interested in
what explains the dynamics at timescale τ = 100. We can answer that question by iterating B 100
times, which generates the behavior after passing through many intermediate configurations. On
the other hand, by iterating the integrated BN B100 just once we can circumvent those intermediate
configurations to generate the dynamical transitions that occur at that timescale. That is, we say
that B100 directly describes the dynamics at τ = 100. More importantly, the BN, B100, may be
very different from B itself9, implying qualitatively different dynamics occurring over that timescale.
For example, at timescale τ1 two automata may be connected but not at a different timescale τ2,
implying that perturbations may propagate between them in τ1 time steps but not in τ2 time steps
(just as in the example BN described in § 4.2.2). In this way, we can bridge the gap between the
descriptions of the BN and the dynamics at any timescale.
The integrated BNs may further be useful in providing solutions to questions such as, “how to mod-
ify the logic rules of subsets of automata in a BN so that perturbations cannot drive a configuration
to undesired attractors [23,139]?”. Specifically, the BN, Bτ
∗
, where τ∗ is the asymptotic timescale,
can be used to directly compute whether a perturbation to a set of automata will propagate to
another set of automata of interest after τ∗ time steps. By working backwards, this information
could be used to logically deduce which logic rules of B may have to be modified and in what way,
if the perturbations must be contained. Exactly how this can be achieved will be explored in future
work.
Another upshot of motivation (2) above is that integration may also be used as an approach to
explain the dynamic behavior across timescales of a BN. In the case of ECA Rule 30, we observed
9In the sense that B100 is typically not analytically predictable from B since it is a nonlinear dynamical system.
For a linear system A, on the other hand, At for any t is analytically predictable since A would just be a matrix.
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that its chaotic behavior may be explained by the corresponding rise in its kte, the rate of which is
almost the largest in the full ensemble of ECAs. This suggests that the integration procedure may
help us discern the actual mechanism by which chaos10 is generated in the behavior of Rule 30. In
a similar vein, integration may provide complementary, if not deeper, explanations for why certain
CAs perform better in say, the density classification tasks, than others [89], as we show in the next
section.
4.5 Integration as an approach to elucidating mechanism
In this section, we demonstrate how integration can be used to elucidate the differences between the
mechanisms of CAs. We consider CAs that attempt to solve the problem of the density classification
task (DCT), where the goal of the CA is to deduce the majority (higher density) among the 1s and
0s in a given initial configuration of the CA [97]. If there are more 1s than 0s in an arbitrary initial
configuration, then the CA must converge to a configuration with all 1s, else converge to all 0s.
Various CA rules designed to solve the DCT problem exist, and they are either constructed “by
hand” or artificially evolved [95, 96]. The traditional approaches to decipher the dynamic mecha-
nisms of the CAs focus on formulating minimal descriptions of how patterns propagate and how
information is processed over space and time in the CA. These methods can be broadly classified
into three categories: computational mechanics [29, 55, 95], information dynamics [43], and canal-
ization based approaches [87]. In the computational mechanics framework, the dynamics of the CA
is simplified in terms of ‘regular domains’ (repeating patterns of 1s and 0s), combinations of which
known as ‘particles’, and a ‘particle rule table’ (PRT) containing a set of “laws” that describe how
10It has been observed [81] that Rule 30 maximizes a measure of ‘information modification’; an interesting future
project would be delve further into the relationship between this and our observation of the asymptotic maximization
of kte.
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the particles of the CA interact. Indeed, it has been shown that the asymptotic behavior of a CA
can be computed with high accuracy using just the corresponding PRT [55]. In the information
dynamics framework, the mechanism is described in terms of spatiotemporal storage, transfer and
modification of Shannon information. The canalization-based approach supplements the computa-
tional mechanics framework by relating the functional redundancy (or significance) of the regular
domains in the PRT to the patterns of redundancy and symmetry in the CA’s rule table (LUT).
Even though the individual mechanisms of the CAs have been elucidated using the frameworks
above, a key challenge remains: how to attribute the differences in performance of the CAs to
their individual descriptions (LUT or PRT) in a quantitative manner? To answer this question,
it is crucial that we are able to compare the different mechanisms. PRTs pose a challenge here,
since it may be difficult to compare them if, say, they contain different numbers of particles and
qualitatively different interaction laws. Even if the PRTs are similar, as is the case [96] with rules
‘φpar’ and ‘GKL’, it is not clear how that might explain performance difference. A comparison
of LUTs, on the other hand, is possible via comparison of the corresponding schemata sets. For
example, in [87], it was found that the rule named ‘GP’ contained a two-symbol schema that
resulted in the switching of the cell state whereas another rule named ‘GKL’ contained none, thus
indicating more input symmetry in the former. However, it is not clear how the local difference in
the LUTs contributes to the overall performance difference.
To address this challenge, we propose an extension of the approach adopted in [87], where we
compute the sequence of the integrated logic rules, F
′(τ)
1(1),∀τ = 1, . . . , τ∗; in the original approach,
only τ = 1 was considered. By focusing on patterns of regulation (logic rule), rather than activity,
this approach facilitates comparisons of the strategies of different CAs via direct comparisons of
the integrated logic rules (or some characterization of the same) at various timescales. As we
show below, this approach also helps generate hypotheses or even explanations of the observed
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performance differences.
To demonstrate the utility of our approach, we investigate the performance difference between two
different CA rules for the DCT problem, namely ‘GKL’ (a human-derived rule) and ‘GP’ (discovered
through genetic programming) [87], by comparing their integrated logic rules. Figs. 4.14 displays
the F ′1, F ′′1 (the corresponding sets for output 0 are symmetrical to these sets obtained by reflecting
each schema about the center and negating the literals) and the canalization measures of the two
rules. Fig. 4.15 depicts the schemata visually, showing that each cell in the CA has a neighborhood
size of 7, receiving inputs from itself, three cells on the left and three on the right. We observe
that the two rule sets are quite similar—a point elaborated in [87]. More importantly, both rules
have the same k, p, ke and ks, and only their ku differ, with GP containing slightly more input
symmetry.
(a) GKL (b) GP
Figure 4.14: The input schemata, the two-symbol schemata sets, and the canalization measures of the
GKL and GP rules. The constitution of F ′′1 of the GKL rule is discussed in Appendix. C.
We consider two single-dimension CAs, one defined by the GKL rule and the other GP, containing
N = 21 cells each. Fig. 4.16 depicts a sample behavior of the two CAs with the same initial
configuration containing 11 ones—the minimum number required to constitute a majority. As can
be seen, GKL is able to classify the majority by converging to a state with all 1s, whereas GP
is unable to. To measure the performance of each CA, we computed the mean number of 1s in
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(a) GKL (b) GP
Figure 4.15: The input schemata sets of the GKL and GP rules in visual form.
a configuration 〈nt1〉 at each time step t ∈ {1, . . . , 20} (dynamics typically converge by t = 20)
given an initial (t = 0) number of 1s n01 ∈ {11, . . . , 15} (the performances are about the same for
n01 > 15). We considered all possible initial configurations for each n
0
1. We only considered the
case of classification of majority 1s and not 0s since both rules treat 1s and 0s symmetrically, as
mentioned above. Fig. 4.17 displays the 〈nt1〉 of the two CAs at each t, where we can see that
GKL performs better than GP at every t. Although, note that GP has been previously known to
perform better than GKL [87] in larger CAs containing 149, 599 and 999 cells. Such large CAs
are thought to be necessary for DCT because they need sufficient time to process information and
make a collective decision. Thus, the 21-cell CA may not really be capturing the essence of DCT,
yet we can characterize their behavior in a DCT-like task, as described below.
What explains the performance difference between the two CAs? One hint comes from the dif-
ferences in their dynamic behaviors, as captured by the respective PRTs: while GKL has just six
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(a) GKL (b) GP
Figure 4.16: The behaviors of CAs with GKL and GP rules given an initial configuration with 11 ones
which is the same for both CAs.
particles and its behavior can be summarized as successively classifying local densities with the
locality range growing with time [95, 96], GP contains many more particles (estimated to be a
minimum of 90 [87]). However, how the performance difference can be quantitatively attributed
to the differences in PRTs is not clear. Another hint comes from the fact that the two rules are
different at both the LUT and PRT levels [87], but again how these differences contribute to the
overall performance difference is still an open question.
A step toward answering the above question was taken in [87], where the difference between the F ′
sets corresponding to the two rules was used to partly explain why the corresponding PRTs seem
very different despite the high similarity between the LUTs. Here, we take that approach a step
further, and compare the F ′(τ) sets of the two rules over a range of τ . The goal is to quantitatively
state qualitative descriptions of CA dynamics such as “local densities getting successively classified”,
thereby explaining the performance differences. For the comparison of GKL and GP, we achieved
it as follows.
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Figure 4.17: The performances of CAs with GKL and GP rules as measured by 〈nt1〉 at each t ∈ {1, . . . , 20}
for each n01 ∈ {11, . . . , 15}. All possible C(N,n01) initial configurations for a given n01 were considered.
For each CA, we computed the BFS
(
F
′(1)
1(1), F
′(2)
1(1), . . . F
′(20)
1(1)
)
, which we refer to as the CA’s strategy.
We computed the BFS for a single cell only (cell number 1, to be precise), since all cells have
the same LUT which implies that their LUTs at any given τ will also be the same. Furthermore,
since we are only concerned with the case of classifying 1s and not 0s, we only computed the BFS
associated with the state x1 = 1 (the complementary BFS can be easily obtained through symmetry
operations).
Due to the high computational cost of integration, we sampled the input schemata during the
“compression” steps at every τ in the algorithm described in § 4.2.1. Specifically, we considered
a maximum of 100 randomly chosen input schemata in the set being compressed. Through such
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random sampling, we obtained a set of 20 estimated strategies (BFS). We then collated the 20 BFs
into a single BFS, where we simply concatenated the 20 different sets of F
′(τ)
1(1) at each τ and further
compressed them—we refer to it as the collated strategy.
We considered the following characterizations of a given strategy (estimated or collated) of a CA
at each timescale:
1. Estimated mean effective connectivity of a cell at timescale τ : kτe .
Since F
′(τ)
1(1) is an estimate obtained through random sampling, the k
τ
e computed on that set is
also an estimate. Moreover, even though we only use F
′(τ)
1(1) (F
′(τ)
1(0) is also required) to compute
the estimated kτe , it won’t further worsen the estimate, since F
′(τ)
1(0) is fully symmetrical to
F
′(τ)
1(1), as explained above.
2. Estimated mean and standard deviation of the number of effective 1s in an initial configuration
that turn ON a cell at time τ : µτn1e
and στn1e
.
These quantities respectively denote the mean and standard deviation of the set T τn1e
consisting
of the minimum number of literal 1s in the redescribing input schema containing the maximum
number of wildcards for each LUT entry f τα ∈ F τ1 :
T τn1e = {n
1
e(f
τ
1 ), n
1
e(f
τ
2 ), . . .}
where,
f τα ∈ F τ1 denotes an entry in the LUT at timescale τ, and
n1e(f
τ
α) = n
1
v,where, v = arg max
v:fτα∈Υτv
(n#v ),where,
n#v is the number of wildcards in input schema v and Υ
τ
v ∈ F ′(τ)1 .
Notice that µτn1e
is calculated analogous to kr (§ 1.6.3), the only difference being that the
former considers the number of literal 1s in a schema whereas the latter considers the
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number of wildcards. Following is an example illustrating the above calculations. Let
F τ1 = {(1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1), (0, 1, 1), (0, 0, 0)} denote the subset of LUT entries
that go to output 1 at some timescale τ and let F
′(τ)
1 = {(1,#,#), (#, 1, 1), (#, 0, 0)} be
the associated input schemata set. Then, the corresponding T τn1e
= {1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0} where each
n1e(f
τ
α) is listed in the same order as fα listed in F
τ
1 above. Therefore, µ
τ
n1e
= 1 and στn1e
≈ 0.63.
Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 respectively display the above characterizations of the collated and estimated
strategies of GKL and GP. For the estimated strategies, we calculated µτn1e
and στn1e
on a single
T τn1e
obtained by concatenating the 20 T τn1e
sets. A comparison of the two figures suggests that the
characterizations are stable across sample strategies, as conveyed by the small confidence intervals
of kτe and high similarity between the µ
τ
n1e
and στn1e
of the two figures.
We observe the following:
1. As the timescale increases (τ > 14), the behaviors of the CAs become statistically distinct,
where the corresponding T τn1e
separate (standard deviations barely overlap). More importantly,
GKL displays a strategy with a lower µτn1e
and a larger στn1e
compared to that of GP. Further-
more, while the lower end of στn1e
of GKL covers the most extreme (bordering on ambiguity)
case of n01 = 11, GP touches n
0
1 = 15. This explains why GKL displays an asymptotically
better behavior than GP for n01 ∈ {11, . . . , 15}.
2. GKL is initially (4 < τ < 10) more stable than GP (lower kτe ), but it asymptotically (τ > 16)
is more chaotic (higher kτe ). This roughly corresponds with the observation that σ
τ
n1e
is initially
smaller for GKL, but it asymptotically becomes larger. This makes sense because a greater
sensitivity to a larger range of number of effective 1s would mean a larger kτe .
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Figure 4.18: Characterizations of the collated strategies of GKL and GP. (Top): µτn1e
, where the bars
represent one standard deviation στn1e
; (Bottom): kτe . Both characterizations were computed over a range
of τ ∈ {1, . . . , 20}.
4.5.1 Discussion
Together the above observations suggest different overall integration strategies for GKL and GP:
while the former integrates smaller ranges of effective 1s into larger ranges, the latter integrates
larger ranges of effective 1s into smaller ones asymptotically. The consequence is that GKL is
asymptotically able to not only a larger range of effective 1s but also tune that range appropriately
(covering the minimum number of n01 for a majority). An ideal strategy for a perfect classifier would
be for it to asymptotically evolve the ‘majority function’ [28], where the output would be 1 if and
only if the number of 1s in the LUT entry is more than the number of 0s. However, it is known that
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Figure 4.19: Characterizations of the estimated strategies of GKL and GP. (Top): µτn1e
computed over
the concatenated set of T τn1e
corresponding to each of the 20 individual estimated strategies, where the bars
represent one standard deviation στn1e
; (Bottom): mean kτe computed over the set of k
τ
e values computed
on each of the 20 individual estimated F
′(τ)
1(1) at each τ ; the bars represent the 95% confidence interval of the
mean. Both characterizations were computed over a range of τ ∈ {1, . . . , 20}.
there does not exist a single-dimensional CA that perfectly solves the DCT problem [72]. Thus,
another approach to analyzing the strategy of the above CAs is to measure the proximity of the
LUTs with the majority function at each timescale, or use it as a fitness function measure to evolve
rules (future work).
The above observations further suggest a hypothesis that a strategy of the form displayed by GKL
may be necessary for any CA rule to perform relatively well. We can test it by considering other
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known CA rules [96] for the DCT problem and conduct a similar analysis as above (future work).
Even though our analysis has helped discern the basic differences in the strategies of GKL and GP
and explain why the former performs better, it is far from complete. In particular, we have only
considered the strategy of a single cell in the CAs. We can also consider the joint strategies of sets
of cells. Such an analysis would be required to explain why GKL performs better than GP also
during the early time periods, since as far as a single cell is concerned the statistical behaviors of
GKL and GP with respect to µτn1e
are similar.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this concluding chapter, we summarize the contributions made by this dissertation, discuss them
in a broader context and describe avenues for future research.
5.1 Contributions
The following is a summary of the key contributions of this dissertation:
1. Effective connectivity is a better predictor of criticality of homogeneous RBNs
than in-degree.
With the help of numerical simulations, I showed that a theory of criticality based on ke given
by 3.93.〈ke〉.p(1− p) = 1 for homogeneous RBNs with k ≤ 8 is better the current best theory
of criticality for homogeneous RBNs given by 2kp(1− p) = 1 [67]. I also showed that 〈ke〉 is
a better characterization than 〈k〉 of the dynamical regimes of Systems biology models even
though they are not as homogeneous as the RBNs we considered in the simulations.
In both cases, the main reason why a criticality model based on ke is better than one based on
k because the former is more nuanced and thus informative than the latter. We illustrated this
with the help of an approximation, where we showed that for the same k and p, increasing the
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ke of an automaton increases its expected average input activity which is related to criticality.
2. Unified canalization is a better predictor of criticality of homogeneous RBNs with
large in-degrees than effective connectivity.
I formulated a new measure of unified canalization (ku) by measuring both effective connectiv-
ity and input symmetry with a common yardstick of “hypercube dimension”, thus combining
them into one. With the help of numerical simulations, I showed that a slightly better pre-
diction of criticality than the one based on ke above is given by 4.85.〈ku〉.p(1 − p) = 1 for
homogeneous RBNs with k ≤ 12, where ku is a measure of canalization that unifies effec-
tive connectivity and input symmetry into one. I further showed that the efficacy of 〈ku〉 as
a predictor of criticality for subsets of RBNs conditioned on k increases with k. Finally, I
showed that 〈ke〉 is a better characterization than 〈k〉 of the dynamical regimes of Systems
biology models even though they are not as homogeneous as the RBNs we considered in the
simulations.
The main reason why ku provides a better performance at large k is that more room is created
for input symmetry at large k. I illustrated this with the help of a simple calculation that
shows that the proportion of two-symbol schema signatures quickly rises as the dimension (k)
of the hypercube increases. I also explained why a criticality model based on 〈ku〉 performs
worse than one based on 〈ke〉 for RBNs with k ≤ 8: at low k, effective connectivity and
input symmetry are better off being separate predictors rather than unified, as their relative
contributions are inherently different (thus forcing them to be the same in the single-parameter
model reduced the performance).
3. Integration yields more accurate predictors of criticality at an arbitrary timescale
of the dynamics, and elucidates the mechanism across timescales.
I designed an algorithm for integrating a BN that iteratively composes the set of logic rules
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of the BN with itself. With the help of numerical simulations, I showed that the mean ke of
an integrated elementary cellular automaton (ECA) that generates the dynamics observed at
timescale τ is a better predictor of criticality of the ECA at time step τ than the mean ke
of the original ECA. I also showed that integration can elucidate the mechanism of a cellular
automaton (CA), by comparing various characterizations (including ke) of the integrated
CAs of two types of CA rules namely ‘GKL’ and ‘GP’ used for the density classification task
(DCT). Specifically, I showed that while GKL integrates smaller ranges of effective 1s (in the
initial configuration of the CA) at smaller timescales into larger ranges at larger timescales,
GP does it slightly the other way around.
The main reason why integration both improves prediction of criticality at an arbitrary
timescale and elucidates the evolution of mechanism across timescales is that it identifies
the regulatory logic that underlies the dynamics observed at a given timescale.
5.2 Discussion and Outlook
One of the central challenges in the theory of complex systems is understanding the relationship
between the description of a complex system (e.g., structure, logic etc.) and its dynamics (e.g.,
phase space structure, attractor statistics, dynamical regime etc.). In this dissertation, we focus on
the relationship between the static characteristics of a BN (a generic nonlinear discrete dynamical
system) and its dynamical behavior. A clear understanding of the relationship between the two
would ultimately enable us to better control and influence the dynamics via appropriate “tinkering”
of the BN. The current theory for predicting the dynamical regime of a homogeneous RBN is given
by 2kp(1− p) = 1 [67]: if the value of 2kp(1− p) > 1 the BN is expected to be chaotic, and stable
otherwise. Thus, one way to make a chaotic BN stable is to reduce its k by removing edges and (or)
p(1− p) by altering the logic rules. In order to improve the prediction of dynamical regime, based
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on some characterization of the BN, it is necessary that the characterization is more informative
and nuanced than current measures. In this dissertation, that new information is provided by two
sources: (1) canalization and (2) integration. Canalization provides the basis for computing a more
accurate characterization of the connectivity of a BN than those based on the apparent network
structure (Chapters 2 and 3). Integration provides the basis for computing a more accurate BN
that operates, or determines the dynamics, at a given timescale of interest (Chapter 4).
In Chapter 2, I showed that ke, a measure of partial canalization, is not only more informative than
k but also more predictive of criticality than k. For this reason, we expect that ke would remain
a better predictor of criticality than k even for RBNs with k > 8, the maximum k considered in
Chapter 2. Moreover, it would be interesting to see how the results we have for homogeneous RBNs
extend to heterogeneous RBNs. The important question there would be how the heterogeneity in
the distribution of k reflects in the corresponding distribution of ke. It may be that a scale-free
distribution of k may translate into a less heterogeneous, not-so-scale-free, distribution of ke, in
which case one can question if the network is indeed scale-free. Another question there would be
how the mean ke changes if the mean k is preserved while transforming the distribution of k into
a scale-free one. This is an important question because it was found in [45] that increasing the
heterogeneity of k while preserving its mean made the BN more stable. One possible explanation
for this phenomenon is that the mean ke was reduced, making the BN more stable.
Comparison of ke with senstivity (s) and the more recently introduced ‘c-sensitivity’ [61] as pre-
dictors of criticality shall constitute another important line of investigation for future work. We
briefly discussed in Chapter 1 why s may be considered as a linear measure, and ke nonlinear in
comparison. It can be shown that 〈s〉 = D̂11/N . That is, the average sensitivity of the BN is
equal to the expected perturbation size after one time step if exactly one automaton is initially
perturbed; such a perturbation can be visualized as a tree, meaning an automaton receives an input
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perturbation from at most one other automaton, which is why the linearity of 〈s〉 enables an exact
calculation of D̂11/N . For larger initial perturbation sizes and (or) longer periods of time, an exact
calculation with 〈s〉 typically becomes impossible since multiple automata come into play, and the
perturbations may not be propagating on a tree anymore. That is, an automaton may receive
input perturbations from multiple other automata at any given time step, and the probability that
the automaton is perturbed under such conditions is not captured by s. c-sensitivity, on the other
hand, indicates the probability that an automaton flips its state if c of its inputs flip. Thus, the full
k-vector of c-sensitivities of an automaton with k inputs can be used to exactly calculate D̂1M/N for
any initial range of perturbation sizes M , hence Dc can therefore be exactly calculated as well [61].
The non-linearity of ke lies in the fact that it summarizes the number of inputs that jointly canalize
the output of the automaton, which can clearly be linked to the c-sensitivities since they capture
the number of inputs that jointly perturb the output of the automaton. However, since the former
is a scalar summary, it would be expected to contain less information than the latter. Thus, the
main question in the comparison of ke with the k-vector of c-sensitivities would be how much does
the additional information contained in the latter buys in comparison with the former.
In Chapter 3, I showed that ku, another measure of partial canalization, is not only more informative
than ke but also more predictive of criticality than ke for RBNs with a large k (> 8). Since ke is
folded into ku, the above discussion for ke extends to ku as well. An important question for future
research in this realm is an exact explanation for why input symmetry becomes a more dominant
predictor of criticality with larger k. I have hinted at a possible explanation in the chapter based on
the fact that the proportion of two-symbol schema signatures rises exponentially with k, suggesting
that ku becomes more informative than ke at large k. However, how that extra information actually
translates into a better prediction of criticality requires a deeper examination. One way to address
this question is to analytically estimate the c-sensitivities of an automaton from the corresponding
set of wildcard schemata and the set of two-symbol schemata, and compare the two estimates with
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the actual c-sensitivities (since they can be used to exactly calculate Dc). By naturally considering
the differences between wildcard schemata and two-symbol schemata with regards to how they
respond to input perturbations, this calculation would reveal the exact manner by which the two
types of schemata contribute differently to criticality.
A formal treatment of wildcard schemata and two-symbol schemata in future work would naturally
involve the mathematical notion of symmetry groups and their properties. The study of symme-
try in digital circuits dates back to Claude Shannon’s period [115]. The symmetry properties of
Boolean automata in particular have been well-studied: the finite group consisting of complemen-
tation and permutation operations on the k input variables of an automaton is isomorphic to the
‘hyperoctahedral group’, Ok, a symmetry group on the vertices of the corresponding k-dimensional
hypercube [120]. Efficient algorithms to detect the global symmetries of an automaton, the set of
symmetries that preserve the entire hypercube, based on the properties of Ok exist [120]. Wild-
card schemata and two-symbol schemata, on the other hand, capture the local symmetries of an
automaton, the set of symmetries that preserve only a portion of the hypercube. Treating them as
formal symmetry objects may enable the formulation of more efficient ways of detecting the same.
More importantly, it would reveal the fundamental differences between the two types of symmetries
they respectively capture, thereby further elucidating the different ways by which they contribute
to criticality.
Symmetry has also been observed to manifest in the dynamical behavior of the automata in critical
RBNs [56]: automata with the same canalization properties (as they define it) have the same
probability of being dynamically “active” (whose state is not frozen). The symmetry group that
relates those automata is known as the “Zyklenzeiger” group that preserves canalization [56]. Since
the critical RBNs were constructed as per the current theory of criticality in that work, the natural
question would be how our new theories of criticality based on ke and ku might alter their results. It
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would also be interesting to investigate how the local symmetry groups (schemata) of the individual
automata constrain the emergence of the symmetry group that relates sets of automata (such as
those found in [56]) in critical RBNs. Moreover, phase transition phenomena are characterized
by symmetry-breaking, a well-known example of which is the loss of rotational symmetry in the
magnetic orientation of a ferromagnetic system as the driving temperature is lowered below a critical
point, the Curie temperature. One way in which phase transitions manifest in RBNs is via the
breaking of the Zyklenzeiger group [56,79]. Since we have shown in this dissertation that symmetry
controls phase transition, an important question would be how that is related to symmetry-breaking,
a characteristic of phase transition. That is to ask if a unified theory of criticality, where symmetry
is both the tuning parameter and the order parameter, exists.
Both Chapters 2 and 3 suggest that a more precise way of altering the dynamical regime of a
BN is to modify the ke or ku of the logic rules of the automata rather than modifying k or p
(something along the lines of [23, 139]). Moreover, for actual Systems biology models, which may
not accurately fit a characterization of an RBN ensemble, it would be necessary to formulate
precise alteration strategies depending on the observed distributions of ke and ku. Such a strategy
may also consist of the priority or the order in which specific automata must be altered. The
implications of our ensemble-based results on natural selection takes us back to Stuart Kauffman’s
original research program whose basic premise was that evolution worked at the level of the k
of gene regulatory systems since it determined much of the system’s characteristic macroscopic
dynamics. In Kauffman’s words, “order comes for free” via self-organization [67]. Our results
suggest a refinement to Kauffman’s hypothesis: natural selection may be working at the level
of ke or ku rather than k. Although our theoretical results support this hypothesis, there are
challenges that need to be addressed particularly in terms of the mechanism by which evolution
may accomplish this. For instance, it would be natural to ask how canalization may be available
as genetic parameters susceptible to mutations. Moreover, it would be clearly more expensive to
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tweak the canalization parameters than k, simply because the former takes more information and
therefore more energy. That is, there would be a tradeoff between accuracy and energy expense for
evolution to deal with, since tweaking canalization would yield more accuracy whereas tweaking k
would take less energy.
In Chapter 4, I showed that an integrated BN is more informative than the original BN insofar as
the dynamics at a given timescale is concerned. Thereby, I showed that the mean ke of the former
is more predictive of the dynamical regime at a given time than the mean ke of the latter. The main
reason why integration enables more accurate predictions is that nonlinear systems typically cannot
be analytically solved. That is, the description of a nonlinear system (e.g., ODE, BN etc.) generally
does not contain sufficient information about the future states of the system, which integration
supplies. Even though integration is not necessary for predicting future behavior—analysis of the
STG provides an alternative approach—it is the only approach that provides a BN-based prediction.
In other words, while it is possible to predict, or even compute, dynamics at an arbitrary timescale
based off of the STG, it is integration that provides the basis for making those calculations using the
properties (e.g., canalization) of a BN. The reason is that integration identifies the regulatory logic
that underlies the dynamics observed at that timescale. Thus, integration is central to bridging
the gap between the descriptions of the BN and the dynamics at arbitrary timescales, which is one
of the broader themes of this dissertation.
Although the concept of integration is not novel (the sequence of higher iterates of an iterated map
is known as ‘Picard sequence’ in the literature [133]), this is the first time it is applied to the case of
BN and the resulting integrated BNs characterized by kτe . As we show in the example BN and the
ensemble of ECAs, kτe can be a nonlinear function of τ . This means that the number of effective
inputs of an automaton at a longer timescale could be lower than its original ke. One reason for this
is the finiteness of the BN, which goes against the typical assumption of analytical approximations
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(e.g., ‘annealed’ approximation [67]) of the prediction of dynamical behavior that N → ∞ whose
net effect is that the number of inputs (effective or otherwise) an automaton could only increase
with timescale. However, even in finite BNs with a regular structure, like CAs, number of inputs of
a node could monotonously increasing with timescale. In the case of ECAs, it is easy to show that
kτ+1 = kτ + 2, that is, a cell receives inputs from two more cells with every consecutive timescale.
This would suggest that kτe is also a monotonically increasing function of τ in an ECA, which, as
we have seen, is not necessarily the case. This is chiefly because of the non-linearity of the Boolean
functions, which is the main reason why integration is necessary to identify how the actual logic
and the corresponding ke of a cell evolves with timescale.
By providing insights into the mechanism of a BN, integration may reveal the precise means by
which “order comes for free” via self-organization [67]. Moreover, integration may provide im-
portant clues to the question of how to alter the logic of a BN so that it produces some desired
behavior [23, 139]. That is, given a BN B and the goal of altering a particular behavior at some
timescale τ , we say that the logic of Bτ may hold clues as to the required alterations to the logic
of B. Even though in general there could be many possible B that can give rise to Bτ (hinting at
irreversibility and degeneracy), given a B and a Bτ there is a unique path that connects them in
either direction. Therefore, all deductions about alterations to B can be made starting with Bτ
and working backwards. For example, suppose that the ke(xi) < ke(xj) in B, and k
τ
e (xi) > k
τ
e (xj)
in Bτ , and that Bτ is observed to be chaotic, then we can deduce that xi contributes more the
chaotic behavior at τ than xj . Hence, it may be that lowering the ke of xi rather than xj , or some
other automaton for that matter, is necessary to contain the chaos at τ . This is where the sequence
of (B1, . . . , Bτ ) could help reveal the exact causes of the higher ke of xi at τ and thus provide
precise prescriptions for how B could be altered in order to contain the chaos at τ . Exactly how
this can be accomplished will be the subject matter of future work. Another possibility here is that
we don’t even need to compute Bτ , and that computing Bt for some t < τ is sufficient to deduce
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the causes of the chaotic behavior of τ ; here t may be thought of as the “effective timescale” of B,
and that every timescale greater than t is a “redundant timescale”.
A common challenge to almost all of the pursuits of this dissertation is computational cost.
While the high computational cost of computing wildcard schemata is well-known [28], comput-
ing two-symbol schemata, or computing the integrated wildcard schemata only adds to that cost.
While efficient techniques have been explored in detecting global symmetry in Boolean hypercubes
(e.g., [120]), research is needed to efficiently detect local symmetry as captured by the two-symbol
schemata. Likewise, how integration can be done efficiently also needs deeper investigation, es-
pecially given the dearth of research in this area. Algebraic approaches for efficiently computing
attractors and controllers exist (without an analogous step for integration), where a BN is repre-
sented as a system of polynomial equations [25, 74, 100]. One question we can ask here is if such a
representation, or an approximation containing terms with a maximum degree of the polynomial,
may reduce the computational cost of integration.
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Appendix A
Calculating ku
In this appendix, we describe a method to calculate the ku of a Boolean automaton (Boolean
function).
A.1 Concepts
The central concepts required to understand the formulation of ku are defined in Chapters 1 and 3.
Below, we introduce additional concepts necessary to understand the procedure for calculating ku.
Cubes and subcubes. As described in Chapter 1, every k-input Boolean function can be repre-
sented as a k-dimensional hypercube or simply cube. Every such cube contains subcubes of every
possible dimension from k down to 0 — the entire cube is the only subcube of dimension k, and
every individual input vector (corner) is a subcube of dimension 0. Every subcube can be uniquely
identified by an identifier that consists of input variables and their values that remain constant in
the subcube. For example, consider the following 2-dimensional subcube consisting of the following
input vectors in a 3-dimensional cube: {(0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1)}. In this subcube, the
only input variable whose value is a constant is i2 with value 1. Thus, the identifier of this subcube
is: (i2 = 1). A subcube identifier could involve multiple input variables, e.g., (i1 = 0, i3 = 1, i4 = 0).
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As a special case, the identifier of an input vector is that vector itself. A set of parallel subcubes
consists of subcubes whose identifiers contain the same set of input variables; each subcube is dis-
tinguished by the values of the identifier variables. The following is a single set of parallel subcubes,
for example: {(i1 = 0, i3 = 0), (i1 = 0, i3 = 1), (i1 = 1, i3 = 0), (i1 = 1, i3 = 1)}. The dimension
of a subcube is equal to k minus the number of its identifier variables. In the parallel subcube
above, k = 4 means that then dimension of every subcube in the set is equal to 2. For a cube of
dimension k, the number of possible sets of parallel subcubes of dimension D is equal to C(k,D).
For example, in a k = 3 cube, the number of sets of parallel subcubes of dimension D = 2 is equal
to C(3, 2) = 3 — the 3 pairs of parallel faces (left-right, front-back, top-bottom) of the cube.
Composite schemata. A composite schema is a two-symbol schema with at least one fixed
(non-permuting) ‘#’ and at least one permuting permuting ‘#’; it is named so because it contains
the characteristic features of both a wildcard schema and a two-symbol schema. For example,
(1,#, 0˙, #˙) is a composite schema, whereas (1, 0, 0˙, #˙) or (1, 0, #˙, #˙) is an ordinary two-symbol
schema. One way to identify a composite schema is by combining two or more two-symbol schemata
from a set of parallel subcubes. For example, (#, 0˙, 1˙, #˙) can be obtained by combining (0, 0˙, 1˙, #˙)
and (1, 0˙, 1˙, #˙), or by combining (0, 0˙, #˙, #˙) and (1, 1˙, #˙, #˙). Notice in the former that the compos-
ite schema is a full union of the combining schemata, whereas in the latter it is a union of portions
of the combining schemata. In either case, the composite schema acts as “bridge” that unites
ordinary parallel two-symbol schemata—this is essentially why we consider parallel subcubes. A
set of two-symbol schemata can combine to more than one composite schemata. For example,
the following set of two-symbol schemata {(0, 0, 0˙, #˙), (0, 1, 0˙, #˙), (1, 0, 0˙, #˙)} combine to produce
the following set of composite schemata: {(0,#, 0˙, #˙), (#, 0, 0˙, #˙)}; if the original set was rather
{(0, 1, 0˙, #˙), (1, 0, 0˙, #˙)}, no composite schemata would be possible since the values of subcube
identifier variables (i1 and i2) can’t combine.
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A.2 Method
The procedure for calculating ku involves the following steps:
Step 0: Initialize a “cover list” of length 2k with all zeros — this list shall contain the dimensions of
the largest covering two-symbol schemata corresponding to each input vector, and will be updated
throughout the procedure.
Repeat steps 1 to 4 below for every possible dimension D in decreasing order from k to 1, and for
every possible set of parallel cubes of a given dimension.
Step 1: Consider a single set of parallel subcubes of a given dimension.
Step 2: Identify all ordinary two-symbol schemata in each subcube in the set obtained in the
previous step and for each output value.
Note that a subcube may contain more than one two-symbol schema. Every two-symbol schema
in a subcube of dimension D must contain exactly D permuting symbols. One way to identify a
two-symbol schema is to compute the number of input vectors in the subcube that contain a certain
number of 1s (n1). If that number is equal to C(D,n1), then those input vectors may constitute
a two-symbol schema. Note that we identify only those two-symbol schemata that cover input
vectors with the associated number of 1s in some interval [n1, n1 + w] where w ≥ 1.
Step 3: Identify all composite schemata from the set of ordinary two-symbol schemata obtained
in the previous step and for each output value.
One way to identify a composite schema is to enumerate “signatures” of all possible ordinary two-
symbol schemata of dimension D and match them against the permuting symbols of the schemata
obtained in the previous step. If more than one two-symbol schema in the set matches a given
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signature, then it is an indication that they might combine to form a composite schema. An
important point to note here is that a signature may only partially match the schemata and yet
produce a composite schema. A representative example is: the signature (0˙, 1˙, #˙) partially matches
the permuting symbols of both the two-symbol schemata (0, 0˙, #˙, #˙) and (1, 1˙, #˙, #˙), to produce
the composite schema (#, 0˙, 1˙, #˙).
Step 4: Record the dimension of the two-symbol schema against every input vector it covers if
and only if the current largest covering two-symbol schema’s dimension is smaller.
Finally, compute k∗r by averaging over the covering dimensions of all 2k input vectors. Compute
ku = k − k∗r .
A.3 Example
In this section, we apply the procedure described above to calculate the ku of an example k = 3
function (Fig. A.1), and describe the steps involved in detail.
Figure A.1: An example k = 3 Boolean function x = f(i1, i2, i3). Each corner (input vector) is marked
with a decimal number in red — to be used as an index to refer to the input vectors in the cover list.
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Initialize cover list: (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), where the order is the same as the numbers indicated in
red in the figure.
D = 3:
Step 1. Since D = k, the only subcube in the set of parallel subcubes is the full cube itself.
Step 2. The only two-symbol schema in this subcube is: {(1˙, 1˙, #˙)}, corresponding to output
1.
Step 3. No composite schemata exist since there is only two-symbol schema.
Step 4. The set of all two-symbol schemata now consists of {(1˙, 1˙, #˙)}, with dimension equal to
log2(4) = 2, and covering the corners {(4,6,7,8)}. The updated cover list is: (0,0,0,2,0,2,2,2).
D = 2:
There are 3 sets of parallel subcubes: {(i1 = 0), (i1 = 1)}, {(i2 = 0), (i2 = 1)} and {(i3 = 0), (i3 =
1)}.
Step 1a. Consider the set of parallel subcubes {(i1 = 0), (i1 = 1)}.
Step 2a. The set of two-symbol schema in this set of parallel subcubes consists of: {(0, #˙, #˙),
(1, 1˙, #˙)}, corresponding to output 1.
Step 3a. The set of composite schemata obtained by combining the two-symbol schemata in
the set from above consists of: {(#, 1˙, #˙)}.
Step 4a. The set of all two-symbol schemata now consists of {(0, #˙, #˙), (1, 1˙, #˙), (#, 1˙, #˙)},
with dimensions respectively equal to log2(4) = 2, log2(3) ≈ 1.58 and log2(6) ≈ 2.58, and
covering the corners {(1,2,3,4),(6,7,8),(2,3,4,6,7,8)} respectively. The updated cover list is:
(2,2.58,2.58,2.58,0,2.58,2.58,2.58).
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Step 1b. Consider the set of parallel subcubes {(i2 = 0), (i2 = 1)} .
Step 2b. The set of two-symbol schema in this set of parallel subcubes consists of: {(#˙, 1, #˙)},
corresponding to output 1.
Step 3b. No composite schemata exist since there is only two-symbol schema.
Step 4b. The set of all two-symbol schemata now consists of {(#˙, 1, #˙)}, with a dimen-
sions equal to log2(4) = 2, and covering the corners {(3,4,7,8)}. The updated cover list is:
(2,2.58,2.58,2.58,0,2.58,2.58,2.58) (no alteration).
Step 1c. Consider the set of parallel subcubes {(i3 = 0), (i3 = 1)}.
Step 2c. The set of two-symbol schema in this set of parallel subcubes consists of: {(#˙, #˙, 1)},
corresponding to output 1.
Step 3c. No composite schemata exist since there is only two-symbol schema.
Step 4c. The set of all two-symbol schemata now consists of {(#˙, #˙, 1)}, with a dimen-
sion equal to log2(4) = 2, and covering the corners {(2,4,6,8)}. The updated cover list is:
(2,2.58,2.58,2.58,0,2.58,2.58,2.58) (no alteration).
D = 1:
There are 3 sets of parallel subcubes: {(i1 = 0, i2 = 0), (i1 = 0, i2 = 1), (i1 = 1, i2 = 0), (i1 = 1, i2 =
1)}, {(i1 = 0, i3 = 0), (i1 = 0, i3 = 1), (i1 = 1, i3 = 0), (i1 = 1, i3 = 1)} and {(i2 = 0, i3 = 0), (i2 =
0, i3 = 1), (i2 = 1, i3 = 0), (i2 = 1, i3 = 1)}.
Step 1a. Consider the set of parallel subcubes {(i1 = 0, i2 = 0), (i1 = 0, i2 = 1), (i1 = 1, i2 =
0), (i1 = 1, i2 = 1)}.
Step 2a. The set of two-symbol schema in this set of parallel subcubes consists of: {(0, 0, #˙),
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(0, 1, #˙), (1, 1, #˙}, corresponding to output 1.
Step 3a. No composite schemata exist. Note that (0, 0, #˙) and (0, 1, #˙) can combine to form
(0, #˙, #˙) but it is not a valid composite schema (see definition in Sec. A.1).
Step 4a. The set of all two-symbol schemata now consists of {(0, 0, #˙), (0, 1, #˙), (1, 1, #˙}, with
dimensions respectively equal to log2(2) = 1 each, and covering the corners {(1,2),(3,4),(7,8)}
respectively. The updated cover list is: (2,2.58,2.58,2.58,0,2.58,2.58,2.58)s (no alteration).
Step 1b. Consider the set of parallel subcubes {(i1 = 0, i3 = 0), (i1 = 0, i3 = 1), (i1 = 1, i3 =
0), (i1 = 1, i3 = 1)}.
Step 2b. The set of two-symbol schema in this set of parallel subcubes consists of: {(0, #˙, 0),
(0, #˙, 1), (1, #˙, 1)}, corresponding to output 1.
Step 3b. No composite schemata exist.
Step 4b. The set of all two-symbol schemata now consists of {(0, #˙, 0), (0, #˙, 1), (1, #˙, 1}, with
dimensions respectively equal to log2(2) = 1 each, and covering the corners {(1,3),(2,4),(6,8)}
respectivelu. The updated cover list is: (2,2.58,2.58,2.58,0,2.58,2.58,2.58) (no alteration).
Step 1c. Consider the set of parallel subcubes {(i2 = 0, i3 = 0), (i2 = 0, i3 = 1), (i2 = 1, i3 =
0), (i2 = 1, i3 = 1)}.
Step 2c. The set of two-symbol schema in this set of parallel subcubes consists of: {(#˙, 0, 1),
(#˙, 1, 1), (#˙, 1, 0)}, corresponding to output 1.
Step 3c. No composite schemata exist.
Step 4c. The set of all two-symbol schemata now consists of {(#˙, 0, 1), (#˙, 1, 1), (#˙, 1, 0)}, with
dimensions respectively equal to log2(2) = 1 each, and covering the corners {(2,6),(4,8),(3,7)}
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respectively. The updated cover list is: (2,2.58,2.58,2.58,0,2.58,2.58,2.58) (no alteration).
Finally, k∗r is the mean of the values in the cover list: k∗r = 2.185 =⇒ ku = k − k∗r = 0.815 (exact
value is 0.8112781 if the log values above are not rounded).
A.4 Source code
An implementation of the above is available in R; the link to the GitHub repository is listed in
Ref. [85]. The main files are:
1. ComputeKu.R: The main file containing an implementation of the procedure to compute ku.
2. ComputeDetectCubes.R: A supporting file containing an implementation of a part of Step 3
of the procedure that helps identify composite schemata. Specifically, it helps identify the
non-permuting wildcard symbols in a two-symbol schema.
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Appendix B
Integrating a Boolean network
In this appendix, we describe a method to integrate a Boolean network.
B.1 Concepts
The central concepts and notations required to understand the integration procedure are described
in Chapter 4. Below, we introduce additional concepts necessary to understand the details of the
procedure.
Sets of schemata. A ‘set’ of schemata is defined as a set where the logical condition specified by
at least of one of the schemata is true. In other words, a set of schemata specifies a logical condition
in the form of a disjunction of conjunctive clauses. A set of schemata naturally redescribes a set of
LUT entries. For example, {10#,##1} specifies the logical condition: (x1 = 1∧x2 = 0)∨(x3 = 1),
and redescribes the set of LUT entries {(1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)}.
Union of a set of schemata. ‘Union’ is defined as a unary operation on a set of schemata that
returns the set of all possible minimal schemata which jointly cover all of the LUT entries that
the original set covers. In other words, the union of a set of implicants or prime implicants is the
set of all prime implicants that covers the same set of LUT entries that the original set does. The
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result of an union could comprise more or fewer schemata than the original set depending on its
composition. For example, the union of the set {00#, 01#} is the set {0##}; whereas, the union
of {0#0, 11#} is the set {0#0,#10, 11#}. The union operation is equivalent to converting all the
schemata in the original set into LUT entries first and then compressing it using a standard logic
minimization method such as Quine-McCluskey to obtain the set of all prime implicants. This latter
procedure is clearly inefficient since it involves “decompression” first followed by a compression
from scratch; utilizing the compression that already comes with the original set of schemata would
be more efficient. In fact, the union operation could be thought of as a nonlinear extension of
Quine-McCluskey because, in the latter smaller schemata (fewer wildcards) combine to form only
larger schemata, whereas a union of larger schemata could result in smaller schemata as well. For
example, the union of the set {00#0#0,##111#} is the set {00#0#0,##111#, 001#10} (notice
the additional schema with just one wildcard).
Intersection of sets of schemata. ’Intersection’ is defined as a binary operation on a pair of sets
of schemata that returns a single set of all possible minimal schemata which jointly cover all of the
LUT entries common to both sets. In other words, the intersection of a pair of sets of implicants
or prime implicants is the set of all all prime implicants that covers the set of all LUT entries that
both the intersecting sets cover. Thus, the intersection operation is nothing but an implementation
of the distributive law of Boolean algebra [28]. The result of an intersection is the empty set
{φ} if the intersecting sets have no LUT entries in common. Here are a few examples: {#1#}
intersection {1##} = {11#}; {##1} intersection {11#,#11} = {#11}; {1##,#00} intersection
{#11, 11#} = {11#}; {##1} intersection {10#,#11} = {1#1,#11}; {1##,##1} intersection
{#1#} = {11#,#11}; {0#} intersection {1#} = {φ}; and {0#} intersection {1#,#1} = {01}.
Naturally, any number of sets of schemata can be intersected by intersecting the first pair of sets,
then replacing the pair in the original set with their intersection, and continue so on until a single
(potentially empty) set of schemata remains.
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B.2 Method
The procedure for integrating a BN involves the following steps:
For each node and for each output (0 and 1), repeat the following steps for a specified number of
integration steps:
Step 1: Compute the set of predecessor schemata for each schema mapping to the given output.
The set of predecessor schemata of a given schema is the intersection of the sets of predecessor
schemata of the atomic schemata associated with its individual literals.
Step 2: Compress the set of all predecessor schemata sets obtained in step 1.
This set is just the union of the set of all predecessor schemata sets obtained in step 1.
B.3 Example
In this section, we apply the procedure described above to integrate the example BN described
in Chapter 4, and describe the steps involved in detail. For clarity, we repeat the BN and the
associated Boolean function sequence (BFS) for output 0 in Fig.B.1.
For simplicity, we only describe the steps involved in the first step of integration for the atomic
schemata containing a ‘0’. That is, we only show how to compute F
′(2)
0 . Note that F
′(1)
0 comprises
the set of input schemata of each node corresponding to output 0, which we list below (note that
all schemata have n = 3 symbols; symbols corresponding to nodes that are not inputs are just
wildcards):
1. Node x1: {0##} 7→ 0; {1##} 7→ 1.
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(a) BN
(b) BFS
Figure B.1: An example BN and the BFS corresponding to atomic schemata containing a ‘0’.
2. Node x2: {00#, 0#0,#10,#01} 7→ 0; {100,#11} 7→ 1.
3. Node x3: {0##,#0#} 7→ 0; {11#} 7→ 1.
We now proceed to calculating F
′(2)
0 .
Node = x1, output = 0:
Step 1. Compute the set of predecessor schemata for each schema in the set {0##} and intersect
the resulting sets.
Step 1a. Compute the predecessor schemata of {0##}. First, retrieve the predecessor
schemata of each literal in the schema: predecessor schemata of x1 = 0: {0##}. Inter-
section is not necessary since there are no more predecessor schemata to retrieve. Therefore,
the result of intersection is: {0##}.
Step 2. Compress the set of all predecessor schemata obtained in step 1: {0##}. Since there is
only one schema in the set, the result of union is: {0##}.
Therefore, F
′(2)
0 for node x1 is: {0##}.
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Node = x2, output = 0:
Step 1. Compute the set of predecessor schemata for each schema in the set {00#, 0#0,#10,#01}
and intersect the resulting sets.
Step 1a. Compute the predecessor schemata of {00#}. First, retrieve the predecessor schemata
of each literal in the schema: predecessor schemata of x1 = 0: {0##}; predecessor schemata
of x2 = 0: {00#, 0#0,#10,#01}. Then, intersect the sets {0##} and {00#, 0#0,#10,#01}.
The result of intersection is: {00#, 0#0}.
Step 1b. Compute the predecessor schemata of {0#0}. First, retrieve the predecessor schemata
of each literal in the schema: predecessor schemata of x1 = 0: {0##}; predecessor schemata
of x3 = 0: {0##,#0#}. Then, intersect the sets {0##} and {0##,#0#}. The result of
intersection is: {0##}.
Step 1c. Compute the predecessor schemata of {#10}. First, retrieve the predecessor schemata
of each literal in the schema: predecessor schemata of x2 = 1: {100,#11}; predecessor
schemata of x3 = 0: {0##,#0#}. Then, intersect the sets {100,#11} and {0##,#0#}.
The result of intersection is: {100, 011}.
Step 1d. Compute the predecessor schemata of {#01}. First, retrieve the predecessor schemata
of each literal in the schema: predecessor schemata of x2 = 0: {00#, 0#0,#10,#01}; prede-
cessor schemata of x3 = 1: {11#}. Then, intersect the sets {00#, 0#0,#10,#01} and {11#}.
The result of intersection is: {110}.
Step 2. Compress the set of all predecessor schemata obtained in step 1: {00#, 0#0, 0##, 100, 011,
110}. The result of the union is: {##0, 0##}.
Therefore, F
′(2)
0 for node x2 is: {##0, 0##}.
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Node = x3, output = 0:
Step 1. Compute the set of predecessor schemata for each schema in the set {0##,#0#} and
intersect the resulting sets.
Step 1a. Compute the predecessor schemata of {0##}. First, retrieve the predecessor
schemata of each literal in the schema: predecessor schemata of x1 = 0: {0##}. Inter-
section is not necessary since there are no more predecessor schemata to retrieve. Therefore,
the result of intersection is: {0##}.
Step 1b. Compute the predecessor schemata of {#0#}. First, retrieve the predecessor
schemata of each literal in the schema: predecessor schemata of x2 = 0: {00#, 0#0,#10,#01}.
Intersection is not necessary since there are no more predecessor schemata to retrieve. There-
fore, the result of intersection is: {00#, 0#0,#10,#01}.
Step 2. Compress the set of all predecessor schemata obtained in step 1: {0##, 00#, 0#0,#10,#01}.
The result of the union is: {0##,#10,#01}.
Therefore, F
′(2)
0 for node x3 is: {0##,#10,#01}.
This completes the computation of F
′(2)
0 for all three nodes in the BN.
B.4 Source code
An implementation of the above is available in R; the link to the GitHub repository is listed in
Ref. [85]. The main files are:
1. ComputeIntegrateBoolNet.R: The main file containing an implementation of the Boolean net-
work integration procedure.
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2. ComputeSchemaSetOperations.R: A supporting file containing implementations of the union
and intersection procedures.
3. ComputeIntegratedKeff.R: Contains an implementation of computing ke of F
′(t) using the
output of the integration procedure.
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Appendix C
Further properties of F ′′
The defining characteristics of F ′′ is described § 3.1. In this appendix, we highlight other important
properties regarding the composition of F ′′.
1. All wildcard schemata present in F ′ are present in F ′′ as well unless redescribed
by two-symbol schemata containing at least as many wildcard symbols as the
redescribed wildcard schemata.
The first part of that statement is a consequence of the defining characteristics of F ′′ described
in § 3.1, which state that F ′′ contains all possible maximal two-symbol schemata; a wildcard
schema is maximal if it cannot be redescribed by another two-symbol schema in F ′′. Here,
we claim that a two-symbol schema with fewer wildcard symbols (permuting or otherwise)
cannot redescribe a wildcard schema with more wildcard symbols. This is not a trivial claim
since a two-symbol schema with fewer wildcards could redescribe a larger set of LUT entries
than a wildcard schema with more wildcard symbols. For example, (0˙, 1˙, #˙) redescribes 6
LUT entries, whereas (1,#,#) redescribes only 4 LUT entries.
A general way of stating that a two-symbol schema f ′′θ redescribes a wildcard schema f
′
v
is by implying that the set of redescribed LUT entries of the former Θθ is a superset of the
redescribed LUT entries Υv of the latter (§ 1.6.2). For example, (1˙, #˙, #˙) redescribes (1, 1,#).
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Following is an outline of the proof of the aforementioned claim.
Let f ′v be some wildcard schema that contains l1 literals and w1 wildcards, and let f ′′θ be some
two-symbol that contains l2 literals and w2 wildcards, with a total of d2 fixed symbols and
g2 permuting symbols, such that l2 > l1 and w2 < w1, and l1 + w1 = l2 + w2 = f2 + g2 = k.
That is, f ′′θ contains fewer wildcards and more literals than f
′
v.
A necessary but not sufficient condition for f ′′θ to redescribe f
′
v is that there exists a two-
symbol schema f ′′x that can be “extracted” from f ′′θ such that the l1 literals of f
′
v match the
symbols at the corresponding locations of f ′′x and the d2 fixed symbols of f ′′x match the symbols
at the corresponding locations of f ′v. For example, suppose that f ′v = (#, 1, 0,#,#) and f ′′θ =
(#, 1, 0˙, 1˙, #˙). Then, f ′′x = (#, 1, 0, 1˙, #˙), which is the first two-symbol schema listed in the
following decomposition of f ′′θ : (#, 1, 0˙, 1˙, #˙) = (#, 1, 0, 1˙, #˙) ∪ (#, 1, 1, 0˙, #˙) ∪ (#, 1,#, 1˙, 0˙).
In particular, this means that the condition part (§ 1.2) of f ′v matches the condition part of
f ′′x , implying that it is only the f ′′x part of f ′′θ that could potentially redescribe f
′
v. We can
now focus on f ′′x , and in particular on the portion (or projection) of f ′′x that contains the
permuting symbols, denoted f ′′px , and compare the corresponding portion of f ′v, denoted f
′p
v ,
since all other symbols in f ′′x and f ′v match. Let m denote the number of symbols in f
′′p
x and
f ′pv (they must contain the same number of symbols). By implication of the fact that w2 < w1
and the way by which f ′′x is constructed, (i) f
′′p
x contains at least one non-wildcard symbol; (ii)
f ′pv contains only wildcards. In the example above, f ′′px = (1˙, #˙), and f ′pv = (#,#). Clearly,
f ′′px does not redescribe f ′pv since the latter redescribes exactly 2m LUT entries, whereas the
former redescribes fewer than 2m LUT entries. This implies that f ′′θ does not redescribe f
′
v.
2. F ′′ may contain more schemata than F ′ which are not essential for describing the
automaton but are essential for capturing input symmetry that contributes to ku.
In particular, the additional two-symbol schemata may contain fewer wildcards
than any other wildcard schema.
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Even though a wildcard schema with more wildcards cannot be fully redescribed by a two-
symbol schema with fewer wildcards, it is possible that a subset of its redescribed LUT entries
is redescribed by such a two-symbol schema that, moreover, is the one that contributes to ku,
with respect to those LUT entries. Here, we describe an example.
Consider a k = 6 automaton with the corresponding F ′1 containing wildcard schemata with
2 wildcards each (Fig. C.1). The corresponding F ′′1 contains a two-symbol schema, denoted
f ′′d (Fig. C.1), that contains only one wildcard. This is a valid two-symbol schema because
it is not fully redescribed by any other schema in F ′′1 , satisfying the defining characteristics
of F ′′ (§ 3.1). Clearly, f ′′d is not necessary to describe the automaton since every one of
its redescribed LUT entries is redescribed by some wildcard schema in F ′′1 . However, f ′′d
contributes to ku because its dimension is equal to log2(6) ≈ 2.58 which is greater than the
dimension of any of the wildcard schemata (equal to 2). Thus, the amount contributed to ku
by the LUT entries redescribed by f ′′d (e.g., (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)) is about k − 2.58 = 3.42 and not
k − 2 = 4. Thus, we say that f ′′d is an essential two-symbol schema as far as calculating ku
is concerned, as the stated goal of ku is to capture all possible valid wildcard schemata and
two-symbol schemata with the largest possible dimensions (§ 3.1).
Figure C.1: An example of a LUT where F ′′1 contains more schemata than F
′
1, and the only two-symbol
schema contains fewer wildcards than any wildcard schema.
As a second example, consider the ‘GKL’ rule discussed in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.14). The
corresponding sets F ′1 and F ′′1 are reproduced here for clarity (Fig. C.2). Here, the schemata f ′′b
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and f ′′c in F ′′1 are not essential to describe the automaton, because the set of essential wildcard
schemata consists of f ′a, f ′c and f ′e, which are redescribed by just f ′′a and f ′′d . However, f
′′
b and
f ′′c are valid two-symbol schemata since they are not fully redescribed by any other two-symbol
schemata in F ′′1 , satisfying the defining characteristics of F ′′ (§ 3.1). More importantly, they
have a dimension equal to log2(32) = 5 which is greater than the dimension of f
′′
a equal to
log2(16) = 4. Therefore, all LUT entries shared between f
′′
a and f
′′
b (e.g., (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1)),
or between f ′′a and f ′′c (e.g., (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)) contribute a value of k − 5 = 2 to ku, and not
k − 4 = 3. Thus, f ′′b and f ′′c are essential for capturing input symmetry, thus contributing to
ku, even though they are not essential to describe the automaton itself.
Figure C.2: The F ′1 and F
′′
1 sets of the GKL rule.
3. F ′′ may contain two-symbol schemata that render wildcard schemata with more
wildcard symbols non-essential both in terms of describing the automaton and
contribution to ku.
In the previous example, the wildcard schemata with more wildcard symbols than the two-
symbol schemata in F ′′ were essential for describing the automaton and also contributed to
ku. However, that need not always be the case. Here, we describe an example.
Consider the automaton whose full and essential F ′1 sets are described in Fig. C.3. The
essential version of F ′1, which is the smallest subset of the full version that redescribes all
LUT entries F1, contains f
′
k and f
′
l both of which have two wildcards. Being the essential
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wildcard schemata, they contribute to ke. The corresponding full and essential versions of
F ′′1 are depicted in Fig. C.4. Notice here that the essential version of F ′′1 does not contain
the wildcard schemata with 2 wildcards, namely f ′′g and f ′′h , that are present in the full F
′′
1 .
In fact, all two-symbol schemata in this set have exactly one wildcard. This is because every
LUT entry redescribed by f ′′g or f ′′h is redescribed by some two-symbol schema with a larger
dimension; all two-symbol schemata with permuting symbols in this set have a dimension of
either log2(5) ≈ 2.32 or log2(6) ≈ 2.58, whereas the wildcard schemata have a dimension of 2.
Thus, even though the wildcard schemata have more wildcard symbols than any of the other
two-symbol schemata, they are rendered non-essential in F ′′1 since they are neither needed to
describe the automaton nor contribute to ku.
However, the above is not a consequence of some artifact of the revised (§ 3.1) method of
computing F ′′, at least in this case. That is, the current method of computing F ′′ as described
in [88] also results in the rendering of the aforementioned wildcard schemata as non-essential1.
The current full and essential versions of F ′′1 are depicted in Fig. C.5. Note that the current
full F ′′1 is computed from the set of all wildcard schemata [88], that is the full F ′1 (Fig. C.3(a)),
not the essential F ′1. Even here, the two-symbol schema that contains two wildcard symbols,
namely f ′′e , present in the full F ′′1 is not contained in the essential F ′′1 . This is because, every
LUT entry redescribed by f ′′e is redescribed by some other two-symbol schema with more
permutation symbols. Thus, f ′′e is non-essential because it is neither needed for describing
the automaton nor does it contribute to ks, that is, the ks won’t change even if we remove
f ′′e from F ′′1 .
1The example automaton with k = 7 inputs described here is the simplest example we could generate that captures
this phenomenon.
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.3: The full and the essential versions of F ′1 of an example automaton.
Figure C.4: The full and the essential versions of F ′′1 obtained from the full F
′
1 shown in Fig. C.3. These
sets are used in the calculation of ku (not shown).
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Figure C.5: The full and the essential versions of F ′′1 obtained by the current method of computing
two-symbol schemata as described in [88]. These sets are used in the calculation of ks (not shown).
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